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Abstract

Energy supply to mobile devices has always been a crucial issue faced by the devel-

opment of wireless communication technologies. Recently, the radio frequency (RF)

energy transfer technique, which is capable of supplying continuous and stable en-

ergy to wireless terminals over the air, has attracted much attention and has been

regarded as a key enabling technique for wireless-powered communications. In such

a wireless-powered communication network (WPCN), wireless devices have no em-

bedded energy supply and only use the harvested RF energy to perform information

processing/transmission. However, the high attenuation of RF energy transfer over

distance has greatly limited the performance and applications of WPCNs in practical

scenarios. To overcome this essential hurdle, in this thesis we propose to combat the

propagation attenuation by incorporating cooperative communication techniques in

WPCNs. This opens a new paradigm named wireless-powered cooperative communi-

cation and raises many new research opportunities with promising applications. In

this thesis, we focus on the novel protocol design, performance analysis and resource

allocation of wireless-powered cooperative communication networks (WPCCNs).

Although cooperative communication protocols have been extensively studied in the

open literature, they were designed for conventional wireless communication network-

s. When applying cooperative communication techniques to WPCCNs, both energy

transfer and information transmission need to be jointly designed and optimized to

achieve the best network performance. As a result, the existing cooperative proto-

cols handling the information transmission only may not be optimal in WPCCNs

and new protocols should be developed. To this end, in this thesis we start with

a simple WPCCN consisting of one hybrid access-point (AP), one wireless-powered

source, and one wireless-powered relay. We propose a harvest-then-cooperate (HTC)

protocol for WPCCNs. In HTC, the source and relay harvest energy from the AP

in the downlink (DL) and work cooperatively in the uplink (UL) for transmitting
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source information. The average throughput of the proposed HTC protocol is then

analyzed. This analysis is further extended to the multi-relay scenario, where the

average throughput performance of the HTC protocol with two single relay selection

schemes is also derived. Numerical results show that the proposed HTC protocol

significantly outperforms the existing harvest-then-transmit protocol.

We then consider another setup of WPCCNs, where a wireless-powered source har-

vests energy from a hybrid AP in the DL and transmits its information to the AP

in the UL, under the help of a hybrid relay with a constant power supply. Besides

cooperating with the source for UL information transmission, the hybrid relay also

transmits RF energy concurrently with the AP during the DL energy transfer phase.

This renders a new cooperation scenario, referred to as energy cooperation. According

to different operations of the hybrid relay, we propose two novel cooperative proto-

cols for the aforementioned WPCCN. We then jointly optimize the time and power

allocation for DL energy transfer and UL information transmission to maximize the

system throughput of both proposed protocols.

In practice, there could be wireless energy transmitters, referred to as power beacons

(PBs), deployed to provide wireless charging services to wireless-powered users via RF

energy transfer and these PBs may be installed by other operators. In this context,

incentives (e.g., monetary payments) are required to motivate them to provide RF

energy to their users. This results in energy trading between PBs and their users. In

this thesis, we study this practical energy trading problem for a PB-assisted WPCCN

consisting of one hybrid AP, one wireless-powered source, and multiple PBs. All PBs

are assumed to be installed by different operators. To improve the system perfor-

mance, the AP hires some PBs to boost the amount of energy harvested at the source

by providing them with monetary payments. In this thesis, we take the strategic

behaviors of the AP and PBs into consideration and formulate the energy trading

process between them as a Stackelberg game. We derive the Stackelberg equilibrium

(SE) for the formulated game. As a comparison, we also formulate and resolve the

corresponding social welfare optimization problem. Numerical results showed that the

social welfare optimization scheme always outperforms the game-theoretical scheme.

Moreover, the performance gap between them is enlarged as either the numbers of

the PBs or the value of the gain per unit throughput increase, and as the distance

between the source and PBs decreases.

RF signals are able to carry not only the energy but also the information and we can
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thus explore both to achieve simultaneous wireless information and power transfer

(SWIPT). In this thesis, we study a large-scale WPCCN with SWIPT, where mul-

tiple source-destination pairs communicate through their dedicated wireless-powered

relays. Each relay needs to split its received signal from sources into two parts: one

for information forwarding and the other for energy harvesting. We develop a dis-

tributed power splitting framework using non-cooperative game theory. Specifically,

non-cooperative games are respectively formulated for pure amplify-and-forward (AF)

and decode-and-forward (DF) networks, in which each link is modeled as a strategic

player who aims to maximize its own achievable rate. The existence and uniqueness

for Nash equilibriums (NEs) of the formulated games are analyzed and a distributed

algorithm with provable convergence to achieve the NEs is also developed. The devel-

oped framework is then extended to the more general network setting with mixed AF

and DF relays. Simulation results show that the proposed game-theoretical approach

can achieve a near-optimal network-wide performance on average, especially for the

scenarios with relatively low and moderate interference.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the background and motivation of our research.

The principle research problems and the main contributions of this thesis are then

summarized.

1.1 Background and Motivation

1.1.1 RF Energy Transfer

In energy-constrained wireless networks, devices are typically powered by batteries

with limited operation duration, which significantly confines the network performance.

The network lifetime can be extended by frequent battery recharging/repalcement,

which, however, is often inconvenient in applications with massive devices (e.g., wire-

less sensor networks), dangerous for the devices located in toxic environments, or even

infeasible in many applications (e.g., implanted medical devices). As a more sustain-

able approach to prolonging the network’s lifetime, the energy harvesting technique

has recently drawn significant interest since it allows terminals to replenish their

batteries from external energy sources in the surrounding environment.

1
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a typical RF energy receiver.

Initial efforts on integrating energy harvesting devices into wireless communica-

tion systems have mainly focused on renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind,

thermal, vibration (see [1–5] and references therein). However, these natural energy

sources are usually climate and/or location dependent. For example, in solar and

wind energy harvesting communication systems, the amount of energy is highly af-

fected by the duration and strength of solar radiation or wind. The intermittent

and unpredictable nature of these renewable energy sources could make the ener-

gy harvesting technique inapplicable for many practical applications with minimum

quality-of-service requirements.

An alternative energy harvesting technology that can overcome the above limita-

tions is radio frequency (RF) energy transfer. It refers to a wireless energy transfer

(WET) process of delivering energy from an energy transmitter wirelessly to charge

devices by leveraging the far-field radiative properties of electromagnetic waves [6].

RF energy transfer is characterized by low-power and long-distance energy transfer,

and thus is suitable for powering a large number of terminals with low energy con-

sumption, distributed in a relatively wide area [7]. To enable RF energy transfer,

a new energy scavenging module, namely an RF energy receiver, should be added

to devices. As depicted in Fig. 1.1, an RF energy receiver typically consists of the
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following components: a receiver antenna (or antenna array), a matching network,

an RF-to-direct current (DC) converter/rectifier [8]. The antenna can be designed to

work on either single frequency or multiple frequency bands. The matching network

is a resonator circuit operating at the designed frequency to maximize the power

transfer between the antenna and the RF-to-DC converter. At last, the converter

uses a rectifying circuit to convert RF signals (alternating current signals in nature)

into DC voltage, which can either power the load directly or charge an energy storage.

The conversion efficiency of the RF energy receiver depends on the accuracy of the

impedance matching between the antenna and the converter, and the power efficiency

of the converter that rectifies the received RF signals to DC voltage. In RF energy

transfer, the amount of harvested energy, EH , can be calculated based on the Friis

equation [9] as follows:

EH = PT ×GT × PL ×GR × η × τ, (1.1.1)

where PT is the transmit power, GT is the transmit antenna gain, PL is the path loss,

GR is the receive antenna gain, η is the RF-to-DC energy conversion efficiency and τ

is the energy transfer duration.

Although WET attracted an upsurge of research interest in recent years, it is

actually a technology that has been developed for more than 100 years. It can be dated

back to the end of 19th century, when Nikola Tesla first carried out a WET experiment

and planned to use a power station, called Wardenclyffe Tower, to transmit wireless

electricity [10, 11]. Unfortunately, Tesla’s experiment was unsuccessful due to its

large electric fields that dramatically reduce the power transfer efficiency. But, it

shed light on later developments of WET technologies. The readers can refer to [12]

for more details of the development history of WET.
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It is worth mentioning that in addition to RF energy transfer, there are two other

types of WET technologies, namely inductive coupling and magnetic resonant cou-

pling [12, 13]. Inductive coupling [14] is based on magnetic coupling that transfers en-

ergy between two coils tuned to the same frequency, which is currently well-standard

with many practical applications such as charging mobile phone and medical im-

planted devices. However, due to the significant drop of magnetic induction effect

over distance, inductive coupling typically operates within only a several centime-

tres range [15]. Magnetic resonant coupling [16] exploits evanescent-wave coupling to

generate and transfer energy between two resonators, its operating range can be as

large as meters. However, magnetic resonant coupling WET requires the strict align-

ment of resonators at transmitters and receivers to guarantee high efficiency. Both of

these two approaches are near-field WET techniques that exploit the non-radiative

electromagnetic properties featured with high power density and conversion efficien-

cy. Therefore, compared with RF energy transfer, they are not good choices for the

replenishment/charging of devices in wireless networks.

Compared to energy harvesting from other renewable sources, RF energy transfer

technique has appealing characteristics. More specifically, the energy source in RF

energy transfer is stable and fully controllable in its transmit power, waveforms and

occupied time/frequency resource. This enables RF energy transfer to provide pre-

dictable and relatively stable energy to distant devices with energy receivers, which

is not subject to weather or location constraints as in energy harvesting techniques

based on renewable energy sources. Therefore, the RF energy transfer technique has

recently been regarded as a promising solution to power energy-constrained wireless

networks [6, 7, 15, 17–19].
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1.1.2 Wireless-Powered Communication

RF signals have been primarily used as medium to carry information in wireless

communications. Recently, Varshney proposed the concept of making the dual usage

of RF signals to not only deliver energy but also transport information in the same

network [20]. This has opened a new research paradigm, named wireless-powered

communication, where wireless terminals can harvest energy from RF signals radiated

by dedicated energy transmitter(s) and use the harvested energy for processing or

transmission [15, 19]. In wireless-powered communication networks, wireless devices

would not be interrupted by the depletion of their batteries. Thus, wireless-powered

communication can be regarded as a potential technology to realize truly perpetual

communications. Moreover, it is expected to achieve higher network performance

than its battery-powered counterpart with lower maintenance costs and enhanced

deployment flexibility.

A conceptual network model of wireless-powered communication is presented in

Fig. 1.2 to illustrate two basic operation modes of wireless-powered communication.

The first mode is demonstrated by Terminal 1, where a hybrid1 AP with a constant

power supply transmits energy to Terminal 1 in the downlink (DL), and then Ter-

minal 1 transmits information to the hybrid AP in the uplink (UL) using the energy

harvested in the DL. Alternatively, the hybrid AP can also transmit information and

energy jointly using the same RF signals, as depicted by Terminal 2 in Fig. 1.2. This

operating mode is referred to as simultaneous wireless information and power transfer

(SWIPT), which is shown to be more efficient in spectrum usage than transmitting

information and energy in orthogonal time or channels. In SWIPT, the receivers

1We use “hybrid” here because that the AP can not only receive information but also transfer
RF energy.
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Figure 1.2: A conceptual network model for wireless-powered communication.

need to perform both information decoding and energy harvesting in the DL with

the same received signals. An ideal SWIPT receiver is assumed to be able to harvest

energy and decode information from the same signal [20]. However, this could not be

achieved by practical circuits currently. To realize SWIPT practically, the received

signal should be split in two distinct streams, one for energy harvesting and the oth-

er for information decoding. Some practical receiver structures for SWIPT, such as

time switching [21], power splitting [21], antenna switching [21, 22], spatial switch-

ing [18] and integrated receiver [23], have been proposed in the literature. Besides,

the design of SWIPT schemes for different wireless networks has attracted signifi-

cant attention recently. SWIPT schemes for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)

broadcasting channels and multiple-input-single-output (MISO) interference channels

were designed and evaluated in [21] and [24], respectively. The resource allocation

algorithms for SWIPT in broadband wireless systems were investigated in [25], while

an energy-efficient resource allocation algorithm was developed in [26] for SWIPT in

orthogonal-frequency-division-multiple-access (OFDMA) systems.

Wireless-powered communication has already had many applications in practice
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[27]. The most widely applied application of this technique could be wireless sen-

sor networks, in which sensor nodes are equipped with an RF energy harvester to

supply their energy. This kind of application has been successfully demonstrated

by a prototype developed by Powercast Corp. [28], in which an energy transmitter

continuously sends RF signals at 915MHz and the energy harvester on the sensor

board converts the RF signals to DC voltage to power the information communi-

cation from the sensor board to a AP at 2.4GHz using 802.15.4-compliant radios.

Another application of wireless-powered communication that has attracted intensive

research is radio-frequency identification (RFID), which has been widely used for

communication, identification, tracking and inventory management [29]. With recent

development in wireless-powered communication, conventional RFID techniques have

evolved from simple passive tags to smart tags with newly introduced functions such

as sensing, on-tag data processing and intelligent power management. A good exam-

ple of this kind of application is the wireless identification and sensing platform [27].

The wireless-powered communication technique also has attractive healthcare and

medical applications, e.g., wireless body network [30].

Due to the high attenuation of RF energy over distance, wireless-powered com-

munication is currently applied in wireless networks with low-power devices, such as

sensors and RFID tags. However, with recent advances in wireless communication,

such as small cells [31] and millimeter wave [32], the size of cellular networks will

be significantly reduced and communication distances between the nodes will be de-

creased as well. For such short distance transmissions in future cellular networks, the

propagation loss would not be very severe and the harvesting efficiency of RF energy

transfer can be significantly increased by exploiting the sharp beamforming [19] in
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massive MIMO systems [33]. Moreover, the operating power of wireless devices is

continuously decreasing. Therefore, it can be deduced that wireless-powered com-

munication technology will be an indispensable and irreplaceable building block of

many commercial and industrial systems in the near future, including the upcoming

internet of things (IoT) and wireless sensor networks [15].

1.1.3 Cooperative Communication

Another important technology which can effectively combat the propagation loss

of wireless information or energy transmission is cooperative communication. It has

attracted an upsurge of interest during the past decade due to its various advantages

(see [34–41] and references therein). The key feature of cooperative communication is

to enable single-antenna devices to share their antennas and transmit cooperatively

such that a virtual MIMO can be constructed to achieve transmit diversity. As a

result, the overall quality of the wireless transmission, such as reception reliability,

energy efficiency, and network capacity, can be enhanced significantly [40]. Note that

the concept of cooperative communication can actually be traced back to the early

work of Cover and Gamal on the achievable capacity of a relay network [42], which

analyzed the capacity of a three-node network consisting of a source, a destination,

and a relay. Cooperative communication has demonstrated its great potential appli-

cations in cellular and wireless sensor networks. For example, it has recently been

integrated into one of state-of-the-art features of 3GPP LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) [41].

Fig. 1.3 illustrates a classic three-node cooperative communication system that

has been widely used in the existing literature. In this system, a source (S) transmits

its information to a destination (D) with the help of a relay (R). This cooperative
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Figure 1.3: A classic three-node cooperative communication system.

communication includes two different transmission links. Besides a direct transmis-

sion channel from the source to the destination, there is an indirect channel from the

source through the relay to the destination. A typical cooperative transmission can

be divided into two stages. During the first stage (Stage I), the source broadcasts its

information where both relay and destination nodes are listening. During the second

stage (Stage II), the relay forwards the received signal to the destination. Therefore,

the destination node receives two copies of the same packets transmitted through

different wireless channels. This generates spatial diversity because the fading paths

from the source and relay are statistically independent in general.

Design of efficient cooperative protocols has been an important issue in imple-

menting cooperative communication in wireless networks. There are many existing

strategies that can be applied on the relay node to process the signals received from

the source node. The two most widely-used protocols are amplify-and-forward (AF)

and decode-and-forward (DF). AF is one of the simplest relay protocols, where the

relay node just simply forwards to the destination a scaled version of the received

signals, including both information and noise. In contrast, in DF protocol, the relay

decodes the received signals and re-encodes them before forwarding to the destination
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to eliminate the noise effect.

In practice, there may be multiple relay nodes between the source and destination

nodes. For such a multi-relay topology, a critical issue is how to use the relay nodes

efficiently, including how many relay nodes are needed for data forwarding and how

the selected relay nodes are configured. The system performance can be significant-

ly improved by jointly optimizing the number of selected relays and performing the

optimal resource allocation between them. However, such joint design is very com-

plex and may not be suitable for some practical scenarios. Motivated by this, some

simple and effective relay transmission strategies have been proposed. Among them,

the single relay selection scheme that selects the “best” relay is attractive, since it

minimizes the overhead due to orthogonal channels and also reduces the complexity

of the selection process [43]. Several representative single relay selection schemes,

such as opportunistic relaying (OR) [44], partial relay selection (PRS) [45], and selec-

tion cooperation [46], have been proposed and investigated for different cooperative

communication scenarios.

1.1.4 Wireless-Powered Cooperative Communications

As we mentioned, the performance and applications of wireless-powered commu-

nications are still limited due to the high attenuation of RF energy over distance.

On the other side, the cooperative communication technique has been developed and

adopted to combat the propagation attenuation in conventional communication net-

works by achieving transmit diversity. Now, a natural question, which arises when the

wireless-powered communication and cooperative communication techniques are put

together, is “how to efficiently implement the cooperative communication technique
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in wireless-powered communication network (WPCNs) to improve their performance

and expand their applications?”. This open and interesting question actually moti-

vates this thesis. Although cooperative schemes for conventional networks have been

well-studied, they were designed mainly for the purpose of information transmission

and may no longer be suitable for WPCNs, in which wireless signals are used to

not only carry information and but also deliver energy. Considering this inherent

energy transfer feature in WPCNs, new cooperative protocols should be proposed for

WPCNs, the network performance should be re-analyzed and the network resource

allocation should be re-designed.

Besides the cooperation for information transmission as in conventional coopera-

tive networks, the new usage of RF signals for the delivery of energy in WPCNs can

render a new manner of cooperation. In particular, several wireless power transmit-

ters can cooperatively transfer RF energy to charge the same terminal in WPCCNs,

which is referred to as energy cooperation in this thesis. In the context of a cellular

WPCN, [47] proposed the concept of installing wireless energy transmitters, named

power beacons, to provide energy for mobile users to transmit data to their base s-

tations (BSs). By assuming that power beacons (PBs) are deployed by the cellular

network operator and resorting to the stochastic geometry theory, the functional re-

lationships between the densities of BSs and PBs as well as their transmit power to

achieve a prescribed communication outage probability were also derived. However,

wireless energy transmitters may belong to different operators in practice. Thus, in-

centives (e.g., monetary payments) are needed for them to provide RF energy (i.e.,

a wireless charging service), which leads to energy trading between them and their

users. A new framework should be developed to model and evaluate this practical
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energy trading process in WPCNs.

The new paradigm SWIPT also opens up another new cooperation pattern for

WPCNs. That is, a wireless-powered2 relay can be deployed between a source-

destination pair to first harvest energy and receive the message dedicated to the

destination from the source, and then use the harvested energy to forward the re-

ceived signal to the destination. This cooperation concept was first proposed in [48],

where the performance of a typical three-node network was comprehensively studied.

However, many source-relay-destination links may coexist and interfere mutually in

practice, e.g., multi-cell networks. In this case, an efficient resource allocation ap-

proach that jointly considers the information transmission and energy transfer should

be designed to achieve a good network-wide performance.

It is worth mentioning that the work in [48] has been extended in different aspects

recently, such as MIMO relay system [49, 50], full-duplex relaying system [51], multiple

source-destination pairs system [52], and multiple relay system with relay selection

[53]. This thesis first studies the setup of relay interference channel with SWIPT.

More potential future works along this direction has been identified in [54]. Note

that these works considered that wireless energy transfer and wireless information

transmission are in the same direction and focused on the characterization of the

fundamental tradeoffs between energy transfer and information transmission. This is

essentially different with other studied setups in this thesis, where the nodes need to

first harvest RF energy in DL before transmitting information in the UL.

2In this thesis, a device without an embedded power supply and only powered by RF energy
transfer is referred to as a wireless-powered device.
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1.2 Research Problems and Contributions

In this thesis, a WPCN with cooperative techniques is referred to as a wireless-

powered cooperative communication network (WPCCN). The focus of this thesis is

on the protocol design, performance analysis and resource allocation of WPCCNs.

The outcomes of this thesis will lead to new fundamental engineering design insights.

The principle research problems and the corresponding contributions are elaborated

as follows.

The first research problem we tackle in this thesis (Chapter 2) is how to develop

a novel cooperative protocol for a time-switching WPCCN with DL WET and UL

wireless information transmission (WIT). The considered network consists of a hybrid

AP, a (information) source, and a relay that has no traffic and is willing to assist the

information transmission of the source. The hybrid AP is connected to a constant

power supply, while the source and relay are assumed to have no embedded energy

sources. But they are equipped with a rechargeable battery and thus can harvest and

store the RF energy broadcast by the hybrid AP. The main contributions regarding

this research problem include:

• Based on the three-node reference model, we propose a harvest-then-cooperate

(HTC) protocol for the considered WPCCN, where the source and relay harvest

energy from the AP during the DL phase and cooperate for the source’s infor-

mation transmission during the UL phase. The AF relaying scheme [55] and the

selection combining technique [56] are assumed to be implemented at the relay

and the AP, respectively. Considering the delay-limited transmission mode [48],

we derive the approximate closed-form expression of the average throughput for

the proposed HTC protocol over Rayleigh fading channels.
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• We subsequently extend the analysis to the multi-relay scenario, where the

single relay selection technique is implemented. In particular, we consider that

only one of relays will be selected out according to a certain criterion in each

transmission block, and the selected relay will use the energy harvested in this

block to forward the received signal from the source. Two popular relay selection

schemes, i.e., opportunistic relaying and partial relay selection, are considered

and the corresponding throughput performances are also analyzed.

• All theoretical results are validated by numerical simulations. The impacts of

various system parameters, such as time allocation, relay number, and relay po-

sition, on the throughput performance of the considered schemes are extensive-

ly investigated. Numerical results show that the proposed scheme outperforms

the existing non-cooperative harvest-then-transmit protocol [57] in all simulated

cases.

The second research problem in this thesis (Chapter 3) is the development of

new cooperative protocols for another practical setup of WPCCNs, where a wireless-

powered source harvests energy from a hybrid AP in the DL and transmits its infor-

mation to the AP in the UL, under the help of a hybrid3 relay with a constant power

supply. In this model, the hybrid relay can not only cooperate with the source for UL

information transmission but also concurrently transmit RF energy to the source with

the AP during the DL phase. The main contributions along this research problem

include:

• We develop two new cooperative protocols, namely energy cooperation (E-C)

3Similar to the hybrid AP, we use “hybrid relay” here as the relay is not only an information
forwarder but also an RF energy transmitter.
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and dual cooperation (D-C), with different relay operations for the considered

WPCCN. In the E-C protocol, the relay simply cooperates with the AP for DL

energy transfer. In the D-C protocol, the relay first cooperates with the AP for

energy transfer in the DL and then cooperates with the source for information

transmission in the UL.

• We also formulate optimization problems to maximize the system throughput by

jointly designing the time allocation and power allocation for the two proposed

protocols, respectively. The optimal solutions are subsequently derived and

compared by simulations.

• Numerical results show that the two proposed protocols can outperform each

other in different network scenarios, which provides useful insights into the

design of the hybrid relay in WPCCNs.

The third research problem in this thesis (Chapter 4) is on the development of an

energy trading framework for a PB-assisted WPCCN consisting of one hybrid AP, one

wireless-powered source, and multiple PBs that can potentially help the AP charge

the source. The AP needs to collect the information from a source with no embedded

power supply. Thus, the AP has to first transfer energy to the source in the DL before

the source transmits information in the UL. Besides, there are multiple PBs nearby

the source, which are assumed to be deployed by different operators. They provide

wireless charging services such that they can assist the AP to charge the source in

the DL.

To improve the system performance, the AP can rent some PBs to boost the

amount of energy harvested at the source. However, since the PBs are installed
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by different operators, they may be rational and self-interested such that monetary

payments are needed to motivate them to get involved during the DL energy transfer

phase. In this case, the AP would value its achievable throughput over its total

payment to the PBs. On the other hand, the PBs consider not only the payments

received from the AP but also their energy cost to provide the charging service. To

embrace the strategic behaviors of the AP and PBs, we apply game theory [58, 59]

to model this energy trading process. The main contributions regarding this research

problem are summarized as follows:

• We develop an energy trading framework for this PB-assisted WPCCN using

game theory. Specifically, we take the strategic behaviors of the AP and PBs

into consideration and formulate the energy trading process between them as

a Stackelberg game [60, 61]. In the formulated game, the AP acts as a leader

who buys energy from the PBs to charge the source by offering an energy price

on per unit of harvested energy from the RF signals radiated by the PBs. The

AP optimizes its energy price and DL energy transfer time to maximize its

utility function defined as the difference between the benefits obtained from the

achievable throughput and its total payment to the PBs. On the other hand,

the PBs are the followers of the formulated game, and determine their optimal

transmit powers based on the released energy price from the AP to maximize

their own profits. The profit of each PB is defined as the payment received from

the AP minus its energy cost.

• We derive the Stackelberg equilibrium (SE) for the formulated game. Note that

the number of involved PBs with positive transmit powers is actually a variable

in the formulated game and largely affected by the energy price released by the
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AP. This means that the specific expression of the AP’s utility function should

depend on the value of the released energy price. On the other hand, different

forms of the AP’s utility function can lead to different optimal values of the

energy price and DL energy transfer time. This special property inherent in the

formulated game makes it hard to derive closed-form expressions for the SE.

Motivated by this, we solve the formulated game in two steps: we first derive

a closed-form expression for the optimal energy price with a given DL energy

transfer time. The optimal value of the DL energy transfer time is subsequently

achieved in the second step via a one-dimensional search.

• To characterize the performance loss due to the self-interested behaviors of the

PBs, we also formulate and resolve the corresponding social welfare optimization

problem, in which the PBs are cooperative such that they can be fully controlled

by the AP to maximize the social welfare, defined as the difference between the

utility obtained from the achievable throughput at the AP and the total cost of

the PBs. Numerical results showed that the social welfare optimization scheme

always outperforms the game-theoretical scheme. Moreover, the performance

gap between them is enlarged as either the numbers of the PBs or the value of

the gain per unit throughput increase, and as the distance between the source

and PBs decreases.

The fourth research problem in this thesis (Chapter 5) is on the design of a dis-

tributed power splitting framework for a large-scale WPCCN with SWIPT, where

multiple source-destination pairs communicate via their dedicated wireless-powered

relays. Each relay adopts the power splitting technique [21] and splits the signal re-

ceived from all source nodes into two parts according to a power splitting ratio: one
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part is sent to the information processing unit, and the rest is used to harvest energy

for forwarding the received information in the second time slot. We consider that

each link’s performance is characterized by its achievable rate and thus regard the

sum-rate of all links as a network-wide performance metric. The first natural question

that arises from this system is “how should the relays split their received signals for

information receiving and energy harvesting in order to achieve a good network-wide

performance?”. This is actually a very complex question to answer. The reason is

that the power splitting ratio of each link not only affects the performance of this link,

but also affects the performance of other links due to mutual interference between

different links. This means that the optimization of each ratio depends on all other

ratios and they are tangled together. Moreover, the maximization of the sum-rate

of all links is shown to be a non-convex optimization problem. The global optimal

power splitting ratios cannot be efficiently achieved even in a centralized fashion, and

there is a heavy signaling overhead required by the centralized method.

To tackle the aforementioned problem, we apply the non-cooperative game theory

to develop a distributed power splitting framework for the considered WPCCN with

SWIPT. We consider both pure and hybrid networks. In a pure network, all relays

adopt the same relaying protocol. We further classify a pure network into a pure

AF network and a pure DF network. On the other hand, in a hybrid network, a

mixture of AF and DF relaying protocols are implemented at the relays. The main

contributions regarding this research problem are summarized as follows:

• We develop a distributed power splitting framework for a large-scale WPCCN

with SWIPT consisting of multiple source-relay-destination links. In particular,

each source-relay-destination link in the relay interference channels is modeled
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as a strategic player who chooses its dedicated relay’s power splitting ratio to

maximize its individual rate.

• We analyze the existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium (NE) for the

formulated game in the pure network, where all relays employ either AF or DF

relaying protocol. In addition, a distributed algorithm is proposed with provable

convergence to achieve the NEs of pure networks. The theoretical analysis for

pure networks is then extended to a more general hybrid network with mixed

AF and DF relays coexisting.

• All analytical results are validated by extensive numerical simulations, which

show that the proposed game-theoretical approach can achieve a near-optimal

network-wide performance on average.

1.3 Additional Related Contributions

During this Ph.D. study, several other related contributions were made, which are

not included in this thesis in order to maintain focus. But, the respective details can

be found in my publications listed in the preface section. The additional contributions

include:

• We apply game theory to study a practical demand side management (DSM)

scenario in a smart grid, where the selfish consumers compete to minimize

their individual energy cost through scheduling their future energy consumption

profiles. We adopt an instantaneous load billing scheme to effectively convince

the consumers to shift their peak-time consumption and to fairly charge the

consumers for their energy consumption (see our publication [J7]).
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– For the considered DSM scenario, an aggregative game is first formulated to

model the strategic behaviors of the selfish consumers. By resorting to the

variational inequality theory, we analyze the conditions for the existence

and uniqueness of the NE of the formulated game.

– For the scenario where there is a central unit calculating and sending the

real-time aggregated load to all consumers, we develop a one timescale

distributed iterative proximal-point algorithm with provable convergence

to achieve the NE of the formulated game.

– Considering the alternative situation where the central unit does not ex-

ist, but the consumers are connected and they would like to share their

estimated information with others, we present a distributed synchronous

agreement-based algorithm and a distributed asynchronous gossip-based

algorithm, by which the consumers can achieve the NE of the formulated

game through exchanging information with their immediate neighbors.

• Other collaborative contributions, for which I was mainly a secondary contrib-

utor, include:

– We develops a new distributed power control scheme for a power splitting-

based interference channel (IFC) with SWIPT, which consists of multiple

source-destination pairs. Each pair adjusts its transmit power and pow-

er splitting ratio to meet both the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR) and energy harvesting (EH) constraints at its corresponding des-

tination. We apply non-cooperative game theory to characterize rational
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behaviors of source-destination pairs. Specifically, we formulate a non-

cooperative game for the considered system, where each pair is modeled

as a strategic player who aims to minimize its own transmit power under

both SINR and EH constraints at the destination. A sufficient condition

for the existence and uniqueness of the NE is provided and the best re-

sponse strategy of each player is derived to achieve the NE iteratively (see

our publication [J2]).

– We investigate optimal resource allocation for a PB-assisted WPCCN,

which consists of a set of hybrid AP-source pairs and a power beacon.

Each source, which has no embedded power supply, first harvests ener-

gy from its associated AP and/or the PB in the DL and then uses the

harvested energy to transmit information to its AP in the UL. We design

distributed algorithms for both cooperative and non-cooperative scenar-

ios based on whether the PB is cooperative with the APs or not (see our

publication [J4]).

– We analyze the average throughput performance of energy beamforming in

a multi-antenna WPCN. The considered network consists of one hybrid AP

with multiple antennas and a wireless-powered user with a single antenna.

Closed-form expressions for the average throughput and their asymptotic

expressions at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are derived for both delay-

limited and delay-tolerant transmission modes. The optimal DL energy

harvesting time, which maximizes the system throughput, is then obtained

for high SNR (see our publication [J10]).

– We first introduce a novel concept of a cost efficiency-based residential load
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scheduling framework in a smart grid to improve the economical efficiency

of residential electricity consumption. The cost efficiency is defined as the

ratio of a consumer’s total consumption benefit to its total electricity pay-

ment during a certain period. We develop a cost-efficient load scheduling

algorithm for the demand-side’s day-ahead bidding process and real-time

pricing mechanism by using a fractional programming approach (see our

publication [J11]).



Chapter 2

A Harvest-Then-Cooperate
Protocol for Wireless-Powered
Cooperative Communications

In this chapter, we consider a WPCCN consisting of one hybrid AP, one source,

and one relay. The source and relay in the considered network have no embedded en-

ergy supply, and need to rely on the energy harvested from the signals broadcasted by

the AP for their cooperative information transmission. Based on this three-node refer-

ence model, we propose a HTC protocol, in which the source and relay harvest energy

from the AP in the downlink and work cooperatively in the uplink for the source’s

information transmission. Considering a delay-limited transmission mode, the ap-

proximate closed-form expression for the average throughput of the proposed protocol

is derived over Rayleigh fading channels. Subsequently, this analysis is extended to the

multi-relay scenario, where the approximate throughput of the HTC protocol with two

representative single relay selection schemes is derived. The asymptotic analysis for

the throughput performance of the considered schemes at high SNR are also provided.

23
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2.1 Introduction

As a sustainable solution to prolonging the lifetime of energy constrained wireless

networks, the energy harvesting technique has recently drawn significant attention,

e.g. see [2] and references therein. It enables wireless nodes to collect energy from

the surrounding environment. Apart from the conventional renewable energy sources

such as solar and wind, RF signals radiated by dedicated/ambient transmitters can

be treated as a viable new source for energy harvesting. Thus, RF signals can be used

to deliver information as well as energy. In recent years, some significant advances in

wireless power technologies have highly increased the feasibility of RF energy transfer

in practical wireless applications [12]. As an example, the successful communication

between two terminals solely powered by ambient radio signals, such as the existing

TV and cellular signals, has been realized and reported in [62]. Besides ambient radio

signals, dedicated energy transmitters are deployed to implement RF energy trans-

fer in some applications, e.g., passive RFID networks [27]. Moreover, with further

advances in antenna technology and energy harvesting circuit designs, RF energy

transfer is believed to be more efficient such that it will be implemented widely in the

near future.

In this context, a new type of wireless network, termed wireless-powered com-

munication network, has become a promising research topic and attracted more and

more attention. In WPCNs, the wireless terminals are powered only by RF energy

transfer and transmit their information using the harvested energy. The WPCNs

under different setups have been studied in open literature. Specifically, [47] pro-

posed a new network architecture to enable wireless energy transfer in hybrid cellular

networks, where an uplink cellular network overlays with randomly deployed power
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beacons for powering mobiles by microwave radiation. In [47], the deployment of

this hybrid network under an outage constraint on data links was designed using the

stochastic-geometry theory. In [63], a medium access control (MAC) protocol was

proposed for sensor networks powered by RF energy transfer. RF energy transfer was

considered for cognitive radio networks in [64], where secondary transmitters harvest

ambient RF energy from transmissions by nearby active primary transmitters.

The throughput and energy-efficiency maximization of one-user WPCNs were con-

sidered in [65, 66], where a multi-antenna AP wirelessly charges a single-antenna user

in the DL and receives the signal from the user in the UL. A classic multi-user WPCN

was first investigated in [57]. In this work, a “harvest-then-transmit” protocol was

developed, where the users first collect energy from the signals broadcasted by a single-

antenna hybrid AP in the DL and then use their harvested energy to send independent

information to the hybrid AP in the UL based on the time-division-multiple-access

(TDMA). A similar network setup with a multi-antenna AP was investigated in [67],

where multiple users can simultaneously transmit information to the AP in the UL

through the space-division-multiple-access technique after they harvest energy in the

DL. The minimum throughput of all users was maximized by jointly optimizing the

time allocation, the DL energy beams, the UL transmit power allocation, and the

receive beamforming vectors. Very recently, the full-duplex technique was adopted to

further improve the performance of a multi-user WPCN in [68, 69], where the hybrid

AP implements full-duplex using two antennas: one for broadcasting wireless energy

to users in the DL and the other for receiving independent information from users via

TDMA in the UL at the same time. Moreover, the throughput of a massive MIMO

WPCN was optimized in [70], in which the hybrid AP is assumed to be equipped
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with a large number of antennas.

On the other hand, cooperative diversity technique has rekindled enormous inter-

ests from the wireless communication community over the past decade. The key idea

of this technique is that single-antenna nodes in wireless networks share their antennas

and transmit cooperatively as a virtual MIMO system, thus spatial diversity can be

achieved without the need of multiple antennas at each node [55, 71]. The advantages

of this technique, such as increasing system capacity, coverage and energy efficiency,

have been demonstrated by numerous papers in open literature. Very recently, the

concept of user cooperation was applied to a WPCN in [72], where a (hybrid) desti-

nation node first charges two cooperative source nodes with wireless energy transfer

and then collects information from them. A time-switching network-coded cooper-

ative protocol was proposed, by which two source nodes can cooperatively transmit

their information in two consecutive transmission blocks. The outage performance of

the considered system was analyzed and optimized with respect to the time allocation

parameter [72]. In cooperative networks, another (asymmetric) model, in which the

relay nodes are deployed for information forwarding only, also has many applications

in practice. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work that considered

the design of the aforementioned model for WCPNs in open literature. This gap

actually motivates our work in this chapter.

In this chapter, we study a time-switching cooperative communication network

with DL WET and UL WIT. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the considered network consists

of one hybrid AP, one (information) source (S), and one relay (R) that has no traffic

and is willing to assist the information transmission of the source. The hybrid AP

is connected to a constant power supply, while the source and relay are assumed to
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Figure 2.1: A reference model for a three-node WPCCN with energy transfer in the
DL and cooperative information transmission in the UL.

have no other energy sources. But they are equipped with a rechargeable battery and

thus can harvest and store the wireless energy broadcasted by the hybrid AP. Unlike

prior work on the design of SWIPT in relay networks (e.g., [48, 52]) that focused on

the WET and WIT in the same direction, we consider the scenario with WET in the

DL and WIT in the UL1. Particularly, the hybrid AP broadcasts only wireless energy

to the source and relay in the DL, while the source and relay cooperatively transmit

the source’s information using their individual harvested energy to the hybrid AP in

the UL.

Based on the three-node reference model depicted in Fig. 2.1, in this chapter

we propose a HTC protocol for the WPCCN, where the source and relay harvest

energy from the AP during the DL phase and cooperate for the source’s information

transmission during the UL phase. The AF relaying scheme [55] and the selection

combining technique [56] are assumed to be implemented at the relay and the AP,

1A more general setup is that with both WET and WIT in the DL and WIT in the UL. For the
purpose of exposition, we ignore the DL WIT in this chapter.
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respectively. Considering the delay-limited transmission mode [48], we derive the

approximate closed-form expression of the average throughput for the proposed HTC

protocol over Rayleigh fading channels. We subsequently extend the analysis to

the multi-relay scenario, where the single relay selection technique is implemented.

In particular, we consider that only one of the relays will be selected according to

a certain criterion in each transmission block, and the selected relay will use the

energy harvested in this block to forward the received signal from the source. Two

popular relay selection schemes, i.e., opportunistic relaying and partial relay selection,

are considered and the corresponding throughput performances are also analyzed.

All theoretical results are validated by numerical simulations. The impacts of the

system parameters, such as time allocation, relay number, and relay position, on

the throughput performance of the considered schemes are extensively investigated.

Numerical results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the non-cooperative

harvest-then-transmit protocol [57] in all simulated cases.

It is worth emphasizing that the analytical approach adopted in this chapter is

technically different from the existing ones for conventional cooperative networks.

One difference is that the SNR of each link in the considered WPCCN is propor-

tional to the product of two exponential random variables instead of one variable as

in conventional cooperative networks. However, this is not the principal technical

difference: due to the inherent energy transfer process in the considered WPCCN,

the source’s transmit power in the uplink is a random variable instead of a constant

as in conventional cooperative networks. This makes the SNRs of the source-AP link

and all source-relay-AP links mutually correlated, which is essentially different from

the conventional cooperative networks with independent link SNRs. As a result, the
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analytical tools for conventional cooperative networks cannot be directly used here.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the pro-

posed HTC protocol are described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 derives the approx-

imate closed-form expression for the average throughput of the proposed protocol

in the three-node reference model. The extension to the multi-relay scenario is dis-

cussed and analyzed in Section 2.4. The simulation results are presented in Section

2.5 to validate the theoretical analyses and demonstrate the impacts of the system

parameters.

Notations: Throughout this chapter, E {·} and |·| denote the expectation and

the absolute value operations, respectively. X ∼ CN (µ, σ2) stands for a circularly

symmetric complex Gaussian random variable X with mean µ and variance σ2, while

X ∼ EXP (λ) represents an exponentially distributed random variable X with mean

λ. Pr (A) and Pr (A,B) denote the probability that the event A happens and the

probability that the events A and B happen simultaneously, respectively.

2.2 System Model and Description of Protocol

As shown in Fig. 2.1, this chapter considers a WPCCN with energy transfer in

the DL and cooperative information transmission in the UL. It is assumed that all

nodes are equipped with one single antenna and work in the half-duplex mode. In

addition, the source and relay are assumed to have no other embedded energy supply

and thus need to first harvest energy from the signal broadcasted by the AP in the

DL, which can be stored in a rechargeable battery and then used for the information

transmission to the AP in the UL.

In the sequel, we use subscript-A for AP, subscript-S for source, and subscript-R
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of the harvest-then-cooperate protocol.

for relay. We use h̃XY ∼ CN (0, σ2
XY ) to denote the channel coefficient from X to

Y with X, Y ∈ {A, S,R}. The channel power gain hXY =
∣∣∣h̃XY ∣∣∣2 from X to Y

thus follows the exponential distribution with the mean σ2
XY , i.e., hXY ∼ EXP (σ2

XY )

[56]. In addition, it is assumed that all channels in both DL and UL experience

independent slow and frequency flat fading, where the channel gains remain constant

during each transmission block (denoted by T ) but change independently from one

block to another.

The proposed HTC protocol for the considered network is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Specifically, in each transmission block of time duration T , the first τT amount of

time with 0 < τ < 1 is assigned to the DL energy transfer from the AP to the source

and relay. The remaining fraction 1− τ of the block is further divided into two time

slots with the equal length of (1− τ)T/2 for cooperative information transmission in

the UL. During the first time slot of the UL, the source uses the harvested energy to

transmit data information to the AP, which can also be overheard by the relay due

to the broadcasting feature of wireless communication. In the second time slot of the

UL, the relay will use the energy harvested during the DL phase to help forwarding

the source information through employing the AF relaying protocol due to its lower

complexity2 [55]. To reduce the complexity of the receiver structure, we assume

2In this chapter, the possibility of the source harvesting energy during the relay’s transmission
is not taken into account. Such amount of energy is neglected since, as commented in [72, 73],
the energy transfer efficiency is maximized for narrowband links that operate at low frequencies.
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that the selection combining (SC) technique3 [56, 74] is implemented for information

processing at the AP. Moreover, the SC technique enables the tractable closed-form

analysis of the considered system. Specifically, the information receiver of the AP

will select one of the received signals from the source and relay during the UL phase,

which has larger SNR, to decode the source’s information at the end of each block.

Let PA denote the transmission power of the AP during the DL phase. Also, we

assume that PA is sufficiently large such that the energy harvested from the noise

is negligible. Thus, the amount of energy harvested by the source and relay can be

expressed as [57]

ES = ητTPAhAS, and ER = ητTPAhAR, (2.2.1)

where 0 < η < 1 is the RF-to-DC energy conversion efficiency. The state-of-the-art

rectenna technology can achieve close-to-one (e.g., 80%) efficiency [75]. For conve-

nience but without loss of generality, we consider a normalized unit block time (i.e.,

T = 1) hereafter.

After the terminals replenish their energy during the DL phase, they work cooper-

atively for the information transmission in the subsequent UL phase. For the purpose

of exploration, we follow [48, 57] and assume that both terminals exhaust the har-

vested energy for uplink information transmission. Note that instead of exhausting

their harvested energy, the source and relay can also choose to perform power control

(allocation) across different transmission blocks to further improve the network per-

formance, which, however, is out the scope of this chapter. On the other hand, the

(continued the footnote of the previous page) However, the relay’s data transmission needs a high
data rate with even larger bandwidth and consequently leads to a lower energy harvesting efficiency.

3Note that besides SC, other signal combination schemes (e.g., maximal ratio combining (MRC))
can also be applied in the considered system. However, it is very complicated to derive the closed-
form expression on MRC performance. This has been considered as the future work.
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network throughput performance derived in this chapter can actually be treated as

the lower bound of the aforementioned power control scenario.

The transmit power of the source and relay during the UL phase are thus given

by

PS = ES/ [(1− τ) /2] = 2ητPAhAS/ (1− τ) , (2.2.2)

PR = ER/ [(1− τ) /2] = 2ητPAhAR/ (1− τ) . (2.2.3)

Thus, the received SNR at the AP after the source’s transmission can be written as

γSA = PShSA/N0 = µhAShSA, (2.2.4)

where N0 is the power of the noise suffered by all receivers and

µ = 2η (PA/N0) τ/(1− τ). (2.2.5)

At the same time, the signal sent by the source can also be overheard by the

relay. In the second time slot of the UL phase, the relay will amplify and forward the

received signal to the AP using the power PR given in (2.2.3) and the amplification

factor β = 1/
√
PShSR +N0 [76]. After some algebraic manipulations, we can express

the received SNR at the AP from the link S-R-A as

γSRA =
µhAShSRµhARhRA

µhAShSR + µhARhRA + 1
. (2.2.6)

Since the SC technique is adopted at the AP receiver, the output SNR of the HTC

protocol is given by

γA = max (γSA, γSRA) . (2.2.7)

In the following section, we will analyze the average throughput performance of

the proposed HTC protocol in the three-node reference model depicted in Fig. 4.1.
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2.3 Throughput Analysis of the HTC Protocol

In this chapter, we consider the delay-limited transmission mode, where the aver-

age throughput can be obtained by evaluating the outage probability of the system

with a fixed transmission rate [48]. Specifically, the throughput of a given system with

transmission rate R, outage probability Pout and transmission duration t is given by

R(1− Pout)t.

To facilitate the readers’ understanding and highlight the differences between per-

formance analysis of the considered WPCCN and that of the conventional coopera-

tive networks, we first analyze the throughput of the HTC protocol in the three-node

reference model, which will be extended to the general multi-relay scenario in the

subsequent section. To this end, we first characterize the outage probability of the

proposed protocol and have the following proposition:

Proposition 2.3.1. The outage probability of the HTC protocol can be approximately4

expressed as

PHTC
out ≈1− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)
×[

S
(

4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

)
− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

+
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)]
,

(2.3.1)

where

S (x) =
√
xK1

(√
x
)

(2.3.2)

is defined for notation simplification with K1 (·) denoting the modified Bessel function

of the second kind with first order [77], and

ν = 22R − 1 (2.3.3)

4Due to the complex structure of the resulting SNR given in (2.2.6), it is difficult to achieve a
closed-form expression for the exact outage probability. Motivated by this, we perform an approxi-
mation to the resulting SNR and derive an approximate expression for the outage.
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with R denoting the (fixed) transmission rate of the source.

Proof. See Appendix A.1.

Given the fixed transmission rate R at the source and the outage probability

PHTC
out , the effective transmission rate can be written as R

(
1− PHTC

out

)
. Then, the

throughput of the considered system can be obtained by calculating the product of

the effective transmission rate and the time of UL information transmission. Based

on the approximate expression of the outage probability PHTC
out in (2.3.1), we can have

the following corollary on the average throughput of the proposed protocol in the

reference model:

Corollary 2.3.1. An approximate closed-form expression for the average throughput

of the HTC protocol in the three-node reference model can be expressed as

THTC ≈ R
(
1− PHTC

out

)
(1− τ) . (2.3.4)

Similarly, we can derive the average throughput of the harvest-then-transmit pro-

tocol proposed in [57], where the source transmits its information in the UL without

the assistance of the relay. This can be summarized in the following corollary:

Corollary 2.3.2. The average throughput of the harvest-then-transmit protocol can

be expressed as

THTT = R
(
1− PHTT

out

)
(1− τ) , (2.3.5)

where PHTT
out = 1− S

(
4ν′

µ′σ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
with ν ′ = 2R − 1 and µ′ = η (PA/N0) τ/(1− τ).

Remark 2.3.1. It can be observed from (A.1.2) that the outage probability and the

parameter µ defined in (2.2.5) are in inverse proportion since both γSA and γSRA are

directly proportional to µ. Moreover, the value of µ is proportional to that of the
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time allocation parameter τ . Thus, the larger the value of τ , the lower the outage

probability. This observation is understandable since the larger value of τ means

the more harvested energy at the source and relay, which can result in lower outage

probability. However, when it comes to the throughput, indefinitely increasing the

value of τ (to 1) may not always be beneficial. Although the larger value of τ can lead

to a higher probability of successful delivery of the source’s packet, the effective time

that the source can transmit its information (i.e., 1− τ) is reduced. Therefore, there

should exist an optimal value of τ between 0 and 1 such that the throughput of the

considered system is highest. This hypothesis will be validated by numerical results

in Section 2.5.

Compared to the harvest-then-transmit protocol, the proposed HTC protocol can

potentially improve the network performance, especially for the case where the source-

AP link suffers from deep fading and the relay can help deliver the source information

to the AP. But, when the AP-source link is poor and the amount of energy harvested

at the source is very small, both the source-AP and source-relay links may suffer

from outage. However, since the relay is relatively nearer to the source than the AP,

the average outage probability of the source-relay link will be lower than that of the

source-AP link. The outage probability of the source-relay link can be further reduced

by deploying the relay relatively nearer to the source. In this case, the probability

of a good channel condition between the source and relay will be high. Then, the

transmission from the source to the relay can still be successful with relatively high

probability even when the source only has a limited amount of energy. Thus, we

can deduce that the relay should be deployed nearer to the source side to relieve the

performance loss due to the cases when the AP-source link is poor. This analysis will
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also be validated by simulation results in Section 2.5. �

2.4 Extension to Multi-Relay Scenario

In practice, there may exist more than one relay that are located between the

source and AP and would like to assist the communication between them. In this

section, we extend our previous analysis to the multi-relay scenario. In conventional

multi-relay cooperative networks, the (single) relay selection technique has attracted

a lot of interest since it can improve the network performance while avoiding the

reduction in spectral efficiency. Opportunistic relaying5 (OR) [44] and partial relay

selection (PRS) [45] are two representative relay selection schemes that were pro-

posed for the AF relaying. In the OR scheme, only the relay that can provide the

best end-to-end path between source and destination would be selected from all the

available candidates. In contrast, the relay selection procedure of the PRS scheme is

performed based on only the channel state information (CSI) of one of the two hops,

thereby resulting in lower complexity. Although it has been shown in the literature

that the PRS scheme is inferior to the OR scheme, it is still interesting to analyze its

performance and compare it with the OR scheme since it has relatively lower com-

plexity [45]. The throughput performance of the considered WPCCN with these two

relay selection protocols will both be analyzed in this section.

We assume that there are N relays located between the source and AP, denoted

by Ri, i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N}. We use hARi
∼ EXP

(
σ2
ARi

)
, hSRi

∼ EXP
(
σ2
SRi

)
and

hRiA ∼ EXP
(
σ2
RiA

)
to denote the channel power gains from the AP to the relay

5Note that the OR scheme can achieve the same diversity-multiplexing tradeoff as the space-time
coded cooperative diversity scheme, no matter whether the relays implement AF or DF protocols
[44].
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Ri, that from the source to the relay Ri, and that from the relay Ri to the AP,

respectively. Then, for the relay Ri, the instantaneous SNR for the first hop and

second hop of the UL information transmission are respectively given by

γSRi
= µhAShSRi

, and γRiA = µhARi
hRiA. (2.4.1)

For convenience, we assume that the relays are clustered relatively close together

(i.e., location-based clustering). This assumption is commonly used in the context of

cooperative diversity systems (e.g., [45, 78] and references therein) and results in the

equivalent average channel power gains of the links A-Ri, S-Ri and Ri-A, respectively.

For convenience, we define σ2
ARi

= σ2
AR, σ2

SRi
= σ2

SR, and σ2
RiA

= σ2
RA for any i ∈ N .

To proceed, we first formally describe the selection criteria of the OR and PRS

protocols in the following:

• In the OR protocol, the relay selection decision is determined by jointly con-

sidering the hops {S → Ri} and {Ri → A}. Particularly, the relay with the

highest min (γSRi
, γRiA) will be selected [44]. We use Rb to denote the selected

relay hereafter. Then, the index of the selected relay in the OR protocol is given

by

bOR = arg maxi∈N {min (γSRi
, γRiA)} . (2.4.2)

• In the PRS scheme, it is assumed that only the CSI of either the hop {S → Ri}

or the hop {Ri → A} is available. The relay selection procedure is modified

accordingly such that only one of the two hops is taken into account. Specifically,

when only the links in the first hop {S → Ri} are considered, the index of the

selected relay is determined by [45]

bPRS−I = arg maxi∈N {γSRi
} . (2.4.3)
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Similarly, for the case that only the second hop6 {Ri → A} is taken into con-

sideration, a single relay is selected according to

bPRS−II = arg maxi∈N {γRiA} . (2.4.4)

For the purpose of exposition, we consider that the selected relay will only exhaust the

energy harvested during the current transmission block to forward the signal received

from the source. In the following two subsections, we will derive the closed-form

expressions of the approximate throughput and asymptotic throughput at high SNR

for the considered network with OR and PRS protocols, respectively.

2.4.1 OR Protocol

Similar to the analysis in Section 2.3, we first derive the outage probability of the

HTC protocol with OR and obtain the following result:

Proposition 2.4.1. The approximate outage probability of the OR protocol in the

considered WPCCN is given by

PHTC,OR
out ≈1− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
+

N∑
n=1

(
N

n

)
(−1)n

[
S
(

4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]n
×[

S
(

4nν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

)
− S

(
4nν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

+
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)]
.

(2.4.5)

Proof. See Appendix A.2.

It can observed that (2.4.5) is simplified to (2.3.1) when N is set to one, which val-

idates our derivation. Based on (2.4.5), we can have the following corollary regarding

the throughput of the considered WPCCN with OR:

6In the PRS scheme proposed in [45], only the CSI of the first hop (i.e., {S → Ri}) is used. Here
we also consider the scheme based on the CSI of the second hop because unlike the conventional
relay systems, the relays harvest energy from the AP in the considered WPCCN. Also, this can
achieve a comparative analysis of all possible schemes.
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Corollary 2.4.1. The throughput of the proposed HTC protocol with OR scheme can

be approximated as

T OR
HTC ≈ R

(
1− PHTC,OR

out

)
(1− τ) . (2.4.6)

In many practical applications, the system performance at high SNR is of great

importance and use. Thus, we investigate the asymptotic throughput of the consid-

ered network with OR implemented and have the following proposition:

Proposition 2.4.2. When PA/N0 is sufficiently large, the throughput in (2.4.6) can

be asymptotically expressed as

T OR,asymp
HTC = R

(
1− POR,asymp

out

)
(1− τ) , (2.4.7)

where

POR,asymp
out =−W

(
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
+

N∑
n=1

(
N

n

)
(−1)n

[
1 +W

(
4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]n
×[

W
(

4nν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

)
−W

(
4nν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

+
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)] (2.4.8)

with

W (x) =
x

2
ln

√
x

2
.

Proof. See Appendix A.3.

Note that the asymptotic throughput of the three-node reference model can be

obtained by substituting N = 1 into (2.4.7).

2.4.2 PRS protocol

To obtain the analytical expression for the throughput of the HTC protocol with

PRS schemes, we first investigate the outage probability of these two schemes and

have the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.4.3. The approximate expressions for the outage probability of the

PRS protocols with the selection criteria in (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) are respectively given

by

PHTC,PRS−I
out ≈1− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
− S
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4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)
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(2.4.9)

PHTC,PRS−II
out ≈1− S
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(2.4.10)

Proof. See Appendix A.4.

Subsequently, we can have the following corollary regarding the approximate

throughput of the PRS schemes and the corresponding asymptotic performance:

Corollary 2.4.2. The approximate throughput of the considered system with PRS is

given by

T PRS−X
HTC ≈ R

(
1− PHTC,PRS−X

out

)
(1− τ) , (2.4.11)

where X ∈ {I, II} corresponds to the two different PRS schemes in (2.4.3) and (2.4.4).

Moreover, the throughput in (2.4.11) can be asymptotically expressed as

T PRS−X,asymp
HTC = R

(
1− PPRS−X,asymp

out

)
(1− τ) , (2.4.12)

where
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(2.4.13)
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(2.4.14)

Remark 2.4.1. In the considered relay selection schemes, only one relay out of the

cluster is chosen to assist the source’s information transmission in each block. If a

relay is not chosen in a certain block, it can store the harvested energy for its own

future transmission. Since the channel gains for all relays are assumed to be i.i.d, each

relay is selected to help the source with the probability 1
N

. Thus, the average energy

harvested by each relay is
(
1− 1

N

)
ητPAσ

2
AR. This amount of energy can actually

be regarded as the motivation of the relays to keep active for voluntary cooperation

instead of sleeping. On the other hand, the performance of the considered system can

be further improved when the energy accumulation at the relays is considered, i.e.,

the selected relay can use the accumulated energy harvested during the previous non-

selected block. In this case, a more sophisticated relay scheduling scheme needs to be

designed, which is out of the scope of this chapter and can actually be lower bounded

by the schemes investigated in this chapter. �

2.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we present some numerical results to illustrate and validate the

above theoretical analysis. In the context of wireless energy transfer, distances be-

tween nodes are particularly important since they determine not only the reception

reliability but also energy attenuation of the received signals. In this chapter, even
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though we do not consider the spatial randomness of node locations [79, 80], we fol-

low some recent works in the literature (e.g. [48, 52]) and adopt a practical path loss

model that captures the effect of node distance on the system performance. This al-

lows us to obtain meaningful insights into the network performance. It is noteworthy

that considering the spatial node distributions [79, 80] would lead to a more practical

framework. However, this will require a new analytical framework, which is out of

the scope of this chapter.

To capture the effect of node distance on the network performance, we use the

channel model that σ2
AS = σ2

SA = 10−3 (dAS)−χ, σ2
AR = σ2

RA = 10−3 (dAR)−χ, and

σ2
SR = σ2

RS = 10−3 (dSR)−χ, where dXY denotes the distance between nodes X and

Y and χ ∈ [2, 5] is the path loss factor [81]. Note that a 30dB average signal power

attenuation is assumed at a reference distance of 1 meter (m) in the above channel

model [57]. A linear topology that the relay(s) is (are) located on a straight line

between the source and hybrid AP is considered, i.e, dAR = dAS − dSR. In all simula-

tions, we set the distance between the AP and source dAS = 10m, the path loss factor

χ = 2, the noise power N0 = −80dBm, the energy harvesting efficiency η = 0.5, and

the fixed transmission rate of the source R = 1 bit per channel use (bpcu).

First, we compare the approximate and asymptotic expressions for the average

throughput of the considered network derived in the sections above with the corre-

sponding simulation results. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the throughput performance of the

proposed HTC protocol in the three-node reference model and that of the harvest-

then-transmit protocol [57] versus PA for given values of dSR, τ and R. We can see

from Fig. 2.3 that the derived approximate expression for the throughput of the pro-

posed protocol becomes very tight in medium and high SNR conditions. Moreover,
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Figure 2.3: Average throughput of the proposed protocol in the three-node reference
model (i.e., N = 1) and that of harvest-then-transmit protocol versus PA, where
dSR = 3m, and τ = 1/3.
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Figure 2.4: Average throughput of the proposed protocol with different relay selection
schemes versus PA, where N = 3, dSR = 3m, and τ = 1/3.
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the asymptotic result7 tends to coincide with the simulated one at high SNR. Similar

phenomenon can also be observed from Fig. 2.4, in which the throughput curves

of the HTC protocol with three different relay selection schemes are plotted for a

3-relay network with the same set of parameters as in Fig. 2.3. These observations

validate our theoretical analyses. It can also be observed from Figs. 2.3-2.4 that even

when there is only one relay node, the proposed HTC protocol can introduce obvious

performance gain compared with the harvest-then-transmit protocol. Moreover, this

performance gain can be further enlarged in the multi-relay scenario by employing

relay selection techniques. From Figs. 2.3-2.4, we can also observe that the through-

put of the HTC protocol tends to be saturated when the SNR is high enough. This

observation is understandable since for a given value of τ , the throughput of the sys-

tem will approach to its maximal value R (1− τ) as the outage probability goes to 0

when the SNR is high enough.

Next, we will investigate the impact of the system parameters on the throughput

performance in medium and high SNR conditions. Since the theoretical analyses agree

well with the simulations in this SNR range, we will only plot the analytical results

in the remaining figures. In Fig. 2.5, we plot the throughput curves of the HTC

protocol and harvest-then-transmit protocol versus the time allocation parameter τ

for a two-relay network with PA = 35dBm and dSR = 3m. It can be seen from Fig.

2.5 that there exists a optimal value of τ for all schemes. This phenomenon actually

coincides with our hypothesis in Remark 1. Moreover, we can observe from Fig.

2.5 that the optimal values of τ for the HTC protocol are smaller than that for the

harvest-then-transmit protocol. This means that the latter needs to consume more

7The asymptotic results in Figs. 2.3-2.4 were plotted only when the values of PA exceed certain
values to avoid abnormal curves.
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Figure 2.5: Average throughput versus τ with PA = 35dBm, N = 2, dSR = 3m.
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Figure 2.7: The impact of relay number on the average throughput with optimal τ ’s
and different relay positions, where PA = 35dBm.

energy at the AP than the former to achieve its maximal throughput. In Fig. 2.6,

we evaluate the optimal value of τ versus the value of PA for different schemes. Note

that the optimal value of τ can easily be obtained by a one-dimensional exhaustive

search. It can be observed from Fig. 2.6 that the optimal values of τ for all schemes

monotonically decrease as PA increases. This indicates that the higher the SNR,

the smaller the optimal value of τ . This observation makes sense since the source

can harvest the same amount of energy with shorter time when the AP transmit

power increases, and more time could be allocated to the information transmission

to improve the throughput. In the considered SNR range, the OR scheme achieves

the smallest value of optimal τ , while that of the harvest-then-transmit protocol is

the largest one. The optimal τ ’s of two PRS schemes lie in the middle, which can be

larger than each other depending on the relay position.

In Fig. 2.7, we demonstrate the influence of the relay number on the throughput
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Figure 2.8: The impact of relay position on the average throughput with optimal τ ’s,
where PA = 35dBm and N = 1, 2.

performance of three different relay selection schemes with the optimal τ ’s and differ-

ent relay positions. As a comparison, the performance of the harvest-then-transmit

protocol is also included in Fig. 2.7 as a special case of the HTC protocol for the

case that the relay number is zero. We can see from this figure that the curves of the

three relay selection schemes coincide when N = 1. The understanding of this result

is straightforward and verifies the correctness of our derivations once again. It can

also be observed from Fig. 2.7 that the throughput performance of all three schemes

is improved when the relay number increases. However, the slope of the performance

improvement is decreasing, especially for the PRS schemes. Moreover, it is shown in

both subfigures of Fig. 2.7 that the OR scheme always achieves the best performance,

while the two PRS schemes (i.e., PRS-I and PRS-II) can outperform each other de-

termined by the position of relays. In particular, when the relays are closed to the
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source (i.e., the case dSR = 3m), the PRS-II scheme can achieve better throughput

than the PRS-I scheme. However, this phenomenon is reversed when the distance be-

tween the source and relays is far enough (e.g., dSR = 5m). This observation reveals

that in the PRS schemes, the single relay should be selected based on the CSIs of the

second hop if the relays are very close to the source, otherwise this procedure should

be performed based on the first hop. The reason behind this conclusion is that the

performance of the S-Ri-A paths is actually determined by the weaker hop.

Fig. 2.8 depicts the effect of relay location on the throughput performance of the

proposed HTC protocol with different relay selection schemes, in which the through-

put curves are plotted versus dSR with the optimal values of τ ’s and different re-

lay numbers. As a comparison, we also plot the corresponding throughput of the

harvest-then-transmit protocol, which are straight lines since the throughput of the

harvest-then-transmit protocol is independent of the relay position. Similar to the

observation from Fig. 2.7, we can see from Fig. 2.8 that the three HTC schemes

coincide when there is only one relay. It is worth mentioning that the optimal value

of dSR is around 3m when N = 1. This indicates that the single relay should be

deployed relatively nearer to the source side, which is in line with our discussions in

Remark 1 regarding the relay position. For the case N = 2, the OR scheme always

possesses the best performance, and the performance of two PRS schemes (i.e., PRS-I

(2.4.3) and PRS-II (2.4.4)) depends on the position of the relays. It can also be seen

from Fig. 2.8 that there exists a throughput-optimal value of dSR for a given relay

number. In addition, the optimal value of dSR for the PRS-I scheme is larger than

that for the PRS-II scheme. Moreover, with the optimal values of dSR, the OR scheme

performs the best and the PRS-II scheme performs better than the PRS-I scheme.
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This observation can be regarded as the tradeoff between the performance and the

complexity since these three relay selection schemes require different amounts of CSI.

Specifically, the OR scheme needs to collect the most amount of CSI8 (i.e., {hARi
},

{hSRi
}, and {hRiA}). The PRS-II scheme requires a less amount of CSI (i.e., {hARi

}

and {hRiA}), while the PRS-I scheme need the least amount of CSI (i.e., {hSRi
}).

Finally, jointly considering Figs. 2.3-2.8, it is worth claiming that the proposed HTC

protocol is superior to the harvest-then-transmit protocol in all considered cases.

8It is worth mentioning that the acquisition of these CSI requires signalling overhead/feedback
in practice, which could consume some portion of the harvested energy at the source and relays.
Here, for simplicity, we ignore this portion of energy since it is normally negligible compared to the
energy used for information transmission.



Chapter 3

Wireless-Powered Cooperative
Communications via a Hybrid
Relay

In this chapter, we consider an alternative practical setup of WPCCN, which con-

sists of a hybrid AP, a hybrid relay, and an information source. The source is assumed

to have no embedded energy supply. Thus, it first needs to harvest energy from the

signals broadcast by the AP and/or relay, which have a constant power supply, in the

DL before transmitting the information to the AP in the UL. The hybrid relay can

not only help to forward information in the UL but also charge the source by means of

RF energy transfer in the DL. Considering different possible operations of the hybrid

relay, we propose two cooperative protocols for the considered WPCCN. We jointly

optimize the time and power allocation for DL energy transfer and UL information

transmission to maximize the system throughput of the proposed protocols. Numer-

ical results are presented to compare the performance of the proposed protocols and

illustrate the impacts of system parameters.

50
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3.1 Introduction

Due to the various advantages of the cooperative communication technique men-

tioned in the previous chapter, supportive relay nodes have already been deployed to

improve the performance of cellular networks, WLANs and wireless sensor networks

in practice [71]. When these existing cooperative networks are upgraded to wireless-

powered ones, an unavoidable and important question that arises is “how to utilize the

(deployed) relays that are normally constantly powered in the upgraded networks?”.

This question actually identifies another practical setup of WPCCNs.

To study this new type of WPCCN, in this chapter we consider a network setup

consisting of a hybrid AP, a hybrid relay (R), and an information source (S) that

wants to transmit its information to the AP, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. The AP and

relay are connected to a constant power supply, while the source is assumed to have

no embedded energy source. But it is equipped with a rechargeable battery and

thus can harvest and store the wireless energy broadcasted by the AP and/or relay.

Besides the information forwarding function like the conventional relay, the hybrid

relay in the considered network can also help the AP to charge the source via RF

energy transfer. This is in contrast to the scenarios considered in Chapter 2 and

other existing works that studied RF energy transfer in cooperative networks (e.g.,

[48, 82]), where the relay was assumed to have no embedded power supply and need

to harvest energy from other nodes.

In this chapter, we develop two cooperative protocols with different relay opera-

tions for the considered WPCCN. Furthermore, we formulate optimization problems

to maximize the system throughput by jointly designing the time allocation and pow-

er allocation for the two proposed protocols, respectively. The optimal solutions are
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Figure 3.1: System model for wireless-powered cooperative communications via a
hybrid relay.

subsequently derived and compared by simulations. Numerical results show that the

two proposed protocols can outperform each other in different network scenarios,

which provides useful insights into the design of the hybrid relay in WPCCNs.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the pro-

posed protocols are described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 derives the jointly optimal

time and power allocation of the AP and relay to maximize the achievable throughput

of the two protocols, respectively. Numerical results are presented in Section 3.4 to

illustrate and compare the performance of the proposed protocols.

3.2 System Model and Description of Protocols

As shown in Fig. 3.1, this chapter considers a wireless-powered cooperative com-

munication network. It is assumed that all the nodes are equipped with a single

antenna and work in the half-duplex mode. The source is assumed to have no embed-

ded energy supply and thus needs to first harvest energy from the signal broadcasted

by the hybrid AP and/or the relay in the DL, which can be stored in a rechargeable

battery and then used for the UL information transmission.
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Figure 3.2: Block diagrams for the two proposed cooperative protocols.

In the sequel, we use subscript A for AP, S for source, and R for relay. We use fXY

to denote the channel coefficient from X to Y with X, Y ∈ {A, S,R}. The channel

power gain is thus given by hXY = |fXY |2. In addition, it is assumed that all channels

in both DL and UL experience independent slow and frequency flat fading, where the

channel gains remain constant during each transmission block (denoted by T ) but

change independently from one block to another.

In this chapter, we develop two cooperative protocols for the considered WPCC-

N, referred to as energy cooperation (E-C)1 and dual cooperation (D-C), which are

different in relay operations during each transmission block, as shown in Fig. 3.2. In

the E-C protocol, the relay simply cooperates with the AP for DL energy transfer. In

the D-C protocol, the relay first cooperates with the AP for energy transfer in the DL

and then cooperates with the source for information transmission in the UL. Thus, we

name this protocol as D-C (i.e., both energy and information cooperation) protocol.

In the subsequent subsections, we describe the proposed protocols and analyze their

1It is worth mentioning that the term “energy cooperation” was first used in [83], where energy
cooperation is used to term the following protocol: all nodes harvest a certain amount of energy from
nature, and the source node sends some energy to the relay, which in return forwards the source’s
data via user cooperation to the destination.
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end-to-end SNRs. Note that the operation of E-C protocol is simpler than that of

D-C protocol. Moreover, compared to D-C protocol, the E-C protocol has higher

spectrum-usage efficiency during the information transmission phase and thus may

achieve better performance when the UL channel from source to AP is good enough.

3.2.1 E-C Protocol

In the E-C protocol shown in Fig. 3.2 (a), the first τ1T amount of time with

0 ≤ τ1 ≤ 1 is assigned to the DL energy transfer, during which the AP and the relay

transmit concurrently to charge the source with WET. In the following τ2 fraction of

the block, the source will use the harvested energy to send its information to the AP,

while the relay remains idle.

Let PA and PR denote the transmit power of the AP and relay, respectively. Here,

we consider that the AP and relay have both peak and average power constraints.

Mathematically, we have

PA ≤ Pmax
A , τ1PA ≤ P avg

A , (3.2.1)

PR ≤ Pmax
R , τ1PR ≤ P avg

R , (3.2.2)

where Pmax
X and P avg

X are the peak power and average power of the node X, X ∈

{A,R}. For simplicity, we consider

P avg
A

Pmax
A

=
P avg
R

Pmax
R

= µ. (3.2.3)

In general, the average power should be no larger than the peak power. Hence, we

have µ ≤ 1. Note that the analytical method proposed in this chapter can be readily

extended to the case

P avg
A

Pmax
A

6= P avg
R

Pmax
R

.
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Besides, xEA and xER are used to denote the randomly generated energy signals with

unit average energy (i.e., E
{∣∣xEA∣∣2} = E

{∣∣xER∣∣2} = 1) transmitted by the AP and

the relay. Then, the received signal at the source during the DL phase, denoted by

yS, can be expressed as

yS =
√
PAfASx

E
A +

√
PRfRSx

E
R + nS, (3.2.4)

where nS is the AWGN at the source. Moreover, we consider that the noise power is

too small and below the sensitivity of the energy harvesting device. Thus, the amount

of energy harvested by the source in the E-C protocol is given by

ES = ητ1T (PAhAS + PRhRS) , (3.2.5)

where 0 < η < 1 is the energy harvesting efficiency. It is worth emphasizing that

phase synchronization between the AP and relay is not required for the WET in the

DL since they transmit independent energy signals. For convenience but without loss

of generality, we consider a normalized unit block time (i.e., T = 1) hereafter.

After the source replenishes its energy during the DL phase, it transmits its infor-

mation to the AP by itself in the subsequent UL phase. It is assumed that the source

exhausts the harvested energy for the information transmission. The transmission

power of the source during the UL phase in this protocol is thus given by

PE−C
S =

EE−C
S

τ2

. (3.2.6)

Therefore, the end-to-end SNR at the hybrid AP in the E-C protocol can be

expressed as

γE−C =
PE−C
S hSA
N0

=
ητ1 (PAhAS + PRhRS)hSA

τ2N0

, (3.2.7)

where N0 denotes the power of the noise suffered by all receivers.
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3.2.2 D-C Protocol

The D-C protocol is shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). Analogous to the E-C protocol, the

first τ1T amount of each transmission block is allocated for the DL energy transfer

from the AP and relay to the source. The subsequent τ2 fraction of the block is further

divided into two time slots with equal length of τ2T/2 for cooperative information

transmission in the UL. During the first time slot of the UL phase, the source uses the

harvested energy to transmit data information to the AP, which can also be overheard

by the relay due to the broadcasting feature of wireless communication. In the second

time slot of the UL phase, the relay will help forward the source’s information using

the AF relaying protocol due to its lower complexity2 [55]. At the end of each block,

the AP combines the signals received in the first and second time slots using the

maximum ratio combining3 (MRC) technique and performs coherent detection.

Let PD
R and PU

R denote the transmit power of the relay during the DL and UL

phases, respectively. Then, the peak and average power constraints for the relay in

(3.2.2) can be re-written as

PD
R ≤ Pmax

R , PU
R ≤ Pmax

R , (3.2.8a)

τ1P
D
R +

τ2

2
PU
R ≤ P avg

R . (3.2.8b)

Following the similar analysis for the E-C protocol, we can readily obtain that the

received SNR at the AP from the source in this protocol can be expressed as

γSA =
2ητ1

(
PAhAS + PD

R hRS
)
hSA

τ2N0

. (3.2.9)

The received SNR at the hybrid AP from the link S-R-A can thus be written

2For the purpose of exposition, the possibility of the source harvesting energy during the relay’s
transmission is not taken into account in this chapter.

3To characterize the best performance of the considered system, we use MRC instead of SC in
this chapter.
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as [76]

γSRA =
γSRγRA

γSR + γRA + 1
, (3.2.10)

where

γSR =
2ητ1

(
PAhAS + PD

R hRS
)
hSR

τ2N0

, (3.2.11)

γRA =
PU
R hRA
N0

. (3.2.12)

Since the MRC technique is adopted at the AP receiver, the end-to-end SNR of

the D-C protocol is given by

γD−C = γSA + γSRA. (3.2.13)

It is worth mentioning that there exists another possible scheduling of the hybrid

relay. That is, the relay keeps silent during the DL phase and only cooperates with

the source for UL information transmission. However, this protocol can be regarded

as a special case of the D-C protocol by setting PD
R = 0, which is thus omitted.

3.3 Throughput Maximization for the Proposed

Protocols

In this section, we design the joint time and power allocation for the two proposed

protocols to maximize their corresponding throughput. For the purpose of exposition,

full CSI4 is assumed to be known at the AP.

4Note that the CSI acquisition also consumes energy in practice. Here, we ignore this portion of
energy to focus on the energy consumed for energy transfer and information transmission.
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3.3.1 Throughput Maximization for the E-C Protocol

The throughput (bps/Hz) of the E-C protocol can be expressed as

TE−C = τ2log2 (1 + γE−C) , (3.3.1)

where γE−C is given in (3.2.7).

To maximize the throughput of this protocol, we formulate the following opti-

mization problem:

(P3.1) :

max
PA,PR,τ1,τ2

TE−C

s.t. (3.2.1), (3.2.2), τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1,

PA, PR, τ1, τ2 ≥ 0.

(3.3.2)

Unfortunately, it is easy to verify that the Problem (P3.1) is not convex. To tackle

this non-convexity, we introduce two new variables EA = τ1PA and ER = τ1PR. Based

on this variable substitution, the throughput of the E-C protocol can be rewritten as

T ′E−C = τ2log2

(
1 +

η (EAhAS + ERhRS)hSA
τ2N0

)
. (3.3.3)

Accordingly, the Problem (P3.1) can be reformulated as

(P3.2) :

max
EA,ER,τ1,τ2

T ′E−C

s.t. EA ≤ τ1P
max
A , EA ≤ P avg

A ,

ER ≤ τ1P
max
R , ER ≤ P avg

R ,

τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1,

EA, ER, τ1, τ2 ≥ 0.

(3.3.4)

To solve the Problem (P3.2), we first consider its simplified problem by removing

the constraints

EA ≤ P avg
A , ER ≤ P avg

R . (3.3.5)
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In this case, we have the following problem:

(P3.2.1) :

max
EA,ER,τ1,τ2

T ′E−C

s.t. EA ≤ τ1P
max
A , ER ≤ τ1P

max
R ,

τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1,

EA, ER, τ1, τ2 ≥ 0.

(3.3.6)

It is straightforward to see that the throughput T ′E−C in (3.3.3) is monotonically

increasing with EA and ER for the given values of τ1 and τ2. Then, we can deduce

that the optimal EA and ER should satisfy

EA = τ1P
max
A , ER = τ1P

max
R . (3.3.7)

Accordingly, we can further simplify the Problem (P3.2.1) to the following one re-

garding time allocation only:

(P3.2.2) :
max
τ1,τ2
T ′E−C

s.t. τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1, τ1, τ2 ≥ 0.
(3.3.8)

The above Problem (P3.2.2) can be regarded as a special case of the one addressed

in [57]. Following the analyses in [57], we can steadily obtain the optimal solution of

the Problem (P3.2.1) given by

τ •1 =
z• − 1

A+ z• − 1
, τ •2 = 1− τ •1 , (3.3.9a)

E•A = τ •1P
max
A , E•R = τ •1P

max
R , (3.3.9b)

where z• is the unique solution of the equation

z ln z − z + 1 =
η (Pmax

A hAS + Pmax
R hRS)hSA

N0

. (3.3.10)

Based on the above analyses, we can obtain the following proposition in terms of

the optimal solution to the original Problem (P3.2):

Proposition 3.3.1. The optimal solution to the Problem (P3.2), denoted by
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(E∗A, E
∗
R, τ

∗
1 , τ

∗
2 ), is given by

E∗X =

 τ •1P
max
X , if τ •1 ≤ µ,

P avg
X , if τ •1 > µ,

X ∈ {A,R} , (3.3.11)

τ ∗1 =

 τ •1 , if τ •1 ≤ µ,

µ, if τ •1 > µ,
, τ ∗2 = 1− τ ∗1 , (3.3.12)

where µ is defined in (3.2.3).

Proof. Firstly, it is easy to verify that if τ •1 ≤ µ, the optimal solution in (3.3.9) can

also achieve the maximum of the Problem (P3.2) without violating the conditions in

(3.3.5).

For the case when τ •1 > µ, however, the optimal solution in (3.3.9) violates the

conditions in (3.3.5). In this case, the optimal EA and ER should satisfy that E∗X =

P avg
X , X ∈ A,R regardless of the value of τ1. Moreover, it can be shown that the

condition τ ∗1 +τ ∗2 = 1 should be met by the optimal τ ∗1 as well as τ ∗2 , and the objective

function of Problem (P3.2) is monotonically increasing with τ2. Thus, the value of τ1

should be as small as possible. Thus, τ ∗1 =
E∗X
Pmax
X

= µ and τ ∗1 = 1− τ ∗2 . This completes

the proof.

Then, we can find the optimal values of PA and RR for the original Problem (P3.1)

by performing P ∗X = E∗X/τ
∗
1 .

Remark 3.3.1. It is interesting to notice that the optimal P ∗X = Pmax
X for any value

of τ ∗1 . In other words, the AP and relay in the E-C protocol should always transmit

with the peak power regardless the value of the optimal time allocation.
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3.3.2 Throughput Maximization for the D-C Protocol

In the D-C protocol, the relay power needs to be split into two fractions that are

respectively used for DL energy transfer and UL information forwarding. Analogous

to the previous subsection, we can formulate the following throughput maximization

problem in terms of power allocation and time allocation for the D-C protocol:

(P3.3) :

max
PA,P

D
R ,PU

R ,τ1,τ2
TD−C

s.t. (3.2.1), (3.2.8), τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1,

PA, P
D
R , P

U
R , τ1, τ2 ≥ 0.

(3.3.13)

where TD−C denotes the throughput of the D-C protocol given by

TD−C =
τ2

2
log2 (1 + γD−C) (3.3.14)

with γD−C defined in (3.2.13).

To proceed, we introduce three new variables defined as EA = τ1PA, ED
R = τ1P

D
R

and EU
R = τ2

2
PU
R . Furthermore, it can be shown that TD−C increases with τ1 for a

fixed τ2 and increases with τ2 with a fixed τ1. This means that the optimal values of

τ1 and τ2 should satisfy τ1 + τ2 = 1. Then, we can remove one of the variables and

reformulate the Problem (P3.3) as

(P3.4) :

max
EA,E

D
R ,E

U
R ,τ1
T ′D−C

s.t. EA ≤ τ1P
max
A , EA ≤ P avg

A ,

ED
R ≤ τ1P

max
R , EU

R ≤ 1−τ1
2
Pmax
R ,

ED
R + EU

R ≤ P avg
R ,

EA, E
D
R , E

U
R , τ1 ≥ 0,

(3.3.15)

where

T ′D−C =
1− τ1

2
log2

(
1 + γ′D−C

)
(3.3.16)
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with

γ′D−C =
2η
(
EAhAS + ED

RhRS
)
hSA

(1− τ1)N0

+

2η(EAhAS+ED
R hRS)hSR

(1−τ1)N0

2EU
RhRA

(1−τ1)N0

2η(EAhAS+ED
R hRS)hSR

(1−τ1)N0
+

2EU
RhRA

(1−τ1)N0
+ 1

. (3.3.17)

However, the simplified Problem (P3.4) is still hard to address due to the com-

plexity of the objective function. To resolve this, we adopt the following method:

we first solve the Problem (P3.4) for a given value of τ1 and then find the optimal

τ1 via numerical method (e.g., a one-dimensional exhaustive search). After careful

observation of its structure, the Problem (P3.4) can be simplified to the following

three problems based on the given value of τ1:

(1) When 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ 2µ − 1: Note that this case happens only if µ ≥ 0.5. For

any τ1 ∈ [0, 2µ− 1], it is evident that the average power constraints EA ≤ P avg
A and

ED
R + EU

R ≤ P avg
R can be removed. Moreover, T ′D−C is shown to be monotonically

increasing with EA, ED
R and EU

R , respectively. Thus, the optimal values for EA, ED
R

and EU
R are given by

E◦A = τ1P
max
A , ED,◦

R = τ1P
max
R , EU,◦

R =
1− τ1

2
Pmax
R . (3.3.18)

(2) When 2µ − 1 < τ1 ≤ µ: The constraint EA ≤ P avg
A can still be ignored

and the optimal value of EA is still given by E◦A = τ1P
max
A . But, the constraint

ED
R + EU

R ≤ P avg
R should be considered and updated as ED

R + EU
R = P avg

R . We define

an auxiliary variable t = EU
R/E

D
R to facilitate the problem solving. Then, we can

reformulate the Problem (P3.4) with a given τ1 as

(P3.4.1) :
max
t
γ′′D−C

s.t. tL ≤ t ≤ tU ,
(3.3.19)

where

γ′′D−C = a+
b

t+ 1
+

(
c+ d

t+1

)
et
t+1

c+ d
t+1

+ et
t+1

+ 1
, (3.3.20)

tL = (µ− τ1) /τ1, (3.3.21)
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tU =

{
(1− τ1) / (2µ− 1 + τ1) , if τ1 > 1− 2µ,

∞, otherwise,
(3.3.22)

with a =
2ηE◦AhAShSA

(1−τ1)N0
, b =

2ηP avg
R hRShSA

(1−τ1)N0
, c =

2ηE◦AhAShSR

(1−τ1)N0
, d =

2ηP avg
R hRShSR

(1−τ1)N0
, and e =

2P avg
R hRA

(1−τ1)N0
, which are defined for the notation’s simplicity.

After some algebraic manipulations, we can obtain the following lemma regarding

the optimal solution to the Problem (P3.4.1):

Lemma 3.3.1. The optimal solution to the Problem (P3.4.1) can be expressed as

t∗ = arg max
t∈{tL,t1,t2,tU}

γ′′D−C , (3.3.23)

where

t1 =

 t′1, if 4 ≥ 0 and tL ≤ t′1 ≤ tU ,

∅, otherwise,
(3.3.24a)

t2 =

 t′2, if 4 ≥ 0 and tL ≤ t′2 ≤ tU ,

∅, otherwise,
, (3.3.24b)

in which, 4 = B2 − 4AC, t′1 = −b+
√

∆
2A

, t′2 = −b−
√

∆
2A

. Here, A = ce− 2bc− 2be− b−

de− bc2− be2 + c2e−de2− 2bce, B = 2ce− 4bc− 2bd− 2be− 2b− 2bc2 + 2c2e− 2bcd−

2bce− 2bde+ 2cde, C = ce− 2bc− 2bd− b+ de− bc2− bd2 + c2e+ d2e− 2bcd+ 2cde.

Proof. We calculate the first-order derivative of γ′′D−C with respect to t and obtain

that

∂γ′′D−C/∂t ∝ At2 +Bt+ C, (3.3.25)

which means that γ′′D−C has up to two extreme points in terms of t without considering

the constraint. Thus, the maximizer of Problem (P3.4.1) can be easily obtained

through evaluating the values of γ′′D−C at feasible extreme points and two limits.

Mathematically, we have (3.3.23), which completes the proof.
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Then, the optimal values for EA, ED
R and EU

R are accordingly given by

E◦A = τ1P
max
A , ED,◦

R =
P avg
R

t∗ + 1
, EU,◦

R =
t∗P avg

R

t∗ + 1
. (3.3.26)

(3) When τ1 > µ: In this scenario, the two average power constraints for the AP and

relay are both active and updated as EA = P avg
A and ED

R +EU
R = P avg

R . However, the

two constraints EA ≤ τ1P
max
A and ER ≤ τ1P

max
R can be ignored. Following the similar

analysis as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.1, we can deduce that when the allocation

parameter t of the relay is given, the maximum energy harvested by the source is

fixed for any τ1 that is no less than µ. In this case, the time allocated for energy

transfer should be as small as possible. Intuitively, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 3.3.2. For any τ1 ∈ (µ, 1], the corresponding maximal throughput is less

than that of the case when τ1 = µ.

Note that the above lemma reveals that the interval (µ, 1] is not needed to consider

when we calculate the optimal value of τ1.

By combining the three cases analyzed above, we can obtain the optimal solution

to the original Problem (P3.4) given in the following proposition:

Proposition 3.3.2. The optimal value for τ1 of the Problem (P3.4) can be expressed

as

τ ∗1 = arg max
τ1∈[0,µ]

T ′D−C
(
E◦A, E

D,◦
R , EU,◦

R

)
, (3.3.27)

where E◦A, ED,◦
R , and EU,◦

R are given in (3.3.18) or (3.3.26) based on the value of

τ1. Accordingly, the optimal values for other parameters can be calculated via P ∗A =

E◦A(τ∗1 )
τ1

, PD,∗
R =

ED,◦
R (τ∗1 )
τ1

, τ ∗2 = 1− τ ∗1 , and PU,∗
R =

2EU,◦
R (τ∗1 )
τ2

.

Remark 3.3.2. It is worth noting that although the closed-form optimal solution to

the Problem (P3.4) with five variables is not given, this problem can be efficiently
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solved via a one-dimensional exhaustive search regarding the parameter τ1 with the

proposed method. The one-dimensional search can be performed at the AP. Moreover,

our analyses reduce the interval of the exhaustive search. Thus, the computational

complexity should be very low.

3.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present some numerical results to illustrate and compare the

performance of the proposed protocols. To obtain meaningful results, we restrict our

attention to a linear topology as it is the most commonly used topology in convention-

al cooperative networks to characterize to the effect of relay position on the system

performance. Thus, the conclusions achieve in this section may not be valid for all

topologies. But the comparisons of the two proposed protocols for other topologies

can be readily achieved since the developed resource allocation framework is indepen-

dent of network topology. Specifically, the relay is located on a straight line between

the AP and source, i.e, dAR = dAS − dSR with dXY denoting the distance between n-

odes X and Y . The channel short-term fading is assumed to be Rayleigh distributed.

To capture the effect of path-loss on the network performance, we use the channel

model that E {hXY } = 10−3 (dXY )−α, where α ∈ [2, 5] is the path loss factor [81].

Note that a 30dB average signal power attenuation is assumed at a reference distance

of 1m in the above channel model [57]. In all following simulations, we set equal av-

erage transmit power for the AP and relay, the distance between the AP and source

dAS = 10m, the path-loss exponent α = 2, the noise power N0 = −80dBm, and the

energy harvesting efficiency η = 0.5. Moreover, each curve for the average throughput

is obtained by averaging over 5000 randomly generated channel realizations.
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Figure 3.3: The average throughput of the proposed protocols versus the average
transmit power of the AP (i.e., P avg

A ), where dSR = 5m and P avg
R = P avg

A .

Fig. 3.3 plots the average throughput curves of the E-C and D-C protocols versus

the average transmit power of the AP with different values of µ, where the relay is

located in the middle of the AP and source. We can see that the performance of

both protocols increases monotonically with the average transmit power of the AP

for any value of µ. For both E-C and D-C protocols, we can observe that the average

throughput decreases as the parameter µ increases. This is because that for a given

average transmit power, the peak transmit power decreases when µ increases, which

reduces the feasible sets of the transmit powers and thus degrades the throughput

performance. It can also be observed from Fig. 3.3 that the D-C protocol is superior

to the E-C protocol when the average transmit power is relatively small to medium.

But this observation is reversed when the average transmit power is high enough.
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Figure 3.4: The average throughput of the proposed protocols versus dSR, where
µ = 0.5 and P avg

R = P avg
A .

This is understandable since the throughput is highly affected by the information

transmission time at high SNR and the time utilization of the E-C protocol is better

than that of the D-C protocol. Furthermore, higher average transmit power is needed

for the E-C protocol to outperform the D-C protocol when the value of µ grows.

Fig. 3.4 depicts the impact of the relay position on the average throughput of the

proposed protocols, in which the throughput curves are plotted versus the distance

between the source and relay (i.e., dSR) with two different values of P avg
A . From

Fig. 3.4, we can observe that the average throughput of both protocols decreases

smoothly with the increase of dSR. This observation indicates that the hybrid relay

should be deployed nearer to the source to obtain better throughput. Besides, it is

observed from Fig. 3.4 that when the average transmit power is equal to 2Watt (i.e.,
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at high SNR), the E-C protocol is superior to the D-C protocol unless the relay is

very close to the source. In contrast, in a lower SNR regime (i.e., P avg
A is 0.4Watt),

the D-C protocol outperforms the E-C protocol until the relay is very far away from

the source.



Chapter 4

Energy Trading in Power
Beacon-Assisted WPCCNs using
Stackelberg Game

This chapter studies a power beacon-assisted WPCCN consisting of one hybrid

AP, one information source, and multiple PBs. The source has no embedded power

supply, and thus, has to harvest RF energy from the AP in the DL before transmitting

its information to the AP in the uplink. The PBs are deployed to help the AP charge

the source in the DL. However, in practice, the AP and PBs may belong to different

operators. Thus, incentives are needed for the PBs to assist the AP during the DL

energy transfer phase, which is referred to as ”energy trading”. We formulate this

energy trading process as a Stackelberg game, in which the AP is a leader and the

PBs are the followers. We then derive the Stackelberg equilibrium of the formulat-

ed game. As a comparison, we also formulate and resolve the corresponding social

welfare optimization problem. Simulation results show that both schemes can achieve

better performance as either the numbers of the PBs or the value of the gain per unit

throughput increase, and as the distance between the source and PBs decreases.

69
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4.1 Introduction

Very recently, Huang et al. proposed a novel idea of deploying dedicated wireless

energy transmitters, referred to as power beacons (PBs), that can provide wireless

charging services to terminals via the RF energy transfer technique [19, 47]. The de-

ployment of dedicated PBs in an existing cellular network was designed in [47] such

that the updated network can provide both wireless access and wireless charging ser-

vices. By considering quality-of-service constraints on data links, a tradeoff between

the densities of the base stations and PBs was quantified in [47] by modeling the net-

work using stochastic geometry theory. Note that it is assumed in [47] that the PBs

are deployed by the same operator of the existing network. However, in general, PBs

can be deployed by different authorities. In such situations, incentives (e.g., mone-

tary payments) are needed for the PBs to provide wireless charging services to their

users. Here, we call the subscription and provision of wireless charging services as

energy trading between PBs and their users. To the best of our knowledge, there are

no published references that modeled and investigated this hierarchical interaction

between the PBs and their users for the WPCNs. This gap motivates the work in

this chapter.

In this chapter, we consider a WPCCN consisting of one hybrid AP, one informa-

tion source and multiple PBs that are deployed by different operators. The AP needs

to collect the information from a source with no embedded power supply. Thus, the

AP has to first transfer energy to the source in the DL before the source transmits

information in the UL. Besides, there are multiple deployed PBs nearby the source.

They provide wireless charging services such that they can perform energy coopera-

tion with the AP to charge the source in the DL. To improve the system performance,
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the AP can hire some PBs to boost the amount of energy harvested at the source.

However, since the PBs are deployed by different operators, they may be rational

and self-interested such that monetary payments are needed to motivate them to get

involved during the DL energy transfer phase. In this case, the AP would value its

achievable throughput from the source over its total payment to the PBs. On the

other hand, the PBs consider not only the payments received from the AP but also

their cost to provide the charging service. To embrace the strategic behaviors of the

AP and PBs, we apply game theory to model this energy trading process [58, 59].

Here, it is worth mentioning that there are only several works in the open literature

that adopt game theory to model the conflicting scenarios in wireless networks with

RF energy transfer [52, 80, 84]. Moreover, none of them [52, 80, 84] investigated the

energy trading interactions between the AP and PBs in WPCNs.

In this chapter, we develop an energy trading framework1 for the considered PB-

assisted WPCCN using game theory. Specifically, we take the strategic behaviors of

the AP and PBs into consideration and formulate the energy trading process between

them as a Stackelberg game [60, 61]. In the formulated game, the AP acts as a leader

who buys energy from the PBs to charge the source by offering an energy price on

per unit of harvested energy from the signals radiated by the PBs. The AP optimizes

its energy price and DL energy transfer time to maximize its utility function defined

as the difference between the benefits obtained from the achievable throughput and

its total payment to the PBs. On the other hand, the PBs are the followers of the

formulated game, and determine their optimal transmit powers based on the released

energy price from the AP to maximize their own profits. The profit of each PB is

1Note that the developed framework can be non-trivially extended to the PB-assisted networks
with multiple AP-source pairs.
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defined as the payment received from the AP minus its energy cost. We then derive

the SE for the formulated game. Note that the number of involved PBs with positive

transmit powers is actually a variable in the formulated game and largely affected

by the energy price released by the AP. This means that the specific expression of

the AP’s utility function should depend on the value of the released energy price.

On the other hand, different forms of the AP’s utility function can lead to different

optimal values of the energy price and DL energy transfer time. This special property

inherent in the formulated game makes it hard to derive closed-form expressions for

the SE. Motivated by this, we solve the formulated game in two steps: we first derive

a closed-form expression for the optimal energy price with a given DL energy transfer

time. The optimal value of the DL energy transfer time is subsequently achieved in

the second step via a one-dimensional search.

To characterize the performance loss due to the self-interested behaviors of the

PBs, we also formulate and resolve the corresponding social welfare optimization

problem, in which the PBs are cooperative such that they can be fully controlled

by the AP to maximize the social welfare, defined as the difference between the

utility obtained from the achievable throughput at the AP and the total cost of the

PBs. Numerical simulations are performed to compare the proposed game-theoretical

scheme and the social welfare optimization scheme, and investigate the impacts of

various system parameters, such as the gain per unit throughput for the AP, the

number of PBs, and the distance between the source and PBs, on the performance of

both schemes.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe the system model

and formulate a Stackelberg game for the considered system in Section 4.2. Section
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Figure 4.1: System model for the considered power beacon-assisted WPCCN.

4.3 derives the SE of the formulated game, formulates and resolves the corresponding

social welfare optimization problem. Simulation results are presented in Section 4.4.

4.2 System Model and Game Formulation

In this section, we first describe the system model and derive the expression of

the achievable system throughput with the help of the PBs. Then, we formulate the

Stackelberg game to model the energy trading process between the AP and PBs.

4.2.1 System Model

As shown in Fig. 4.1, we consider a PB-assisted WPCN consisting of one hybrid

AP, one information source, and N deployed PBs. We denote the set of these PBs

as N = {1, . . . , N}. It is assumed that each node in the considered network is
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the harvest-then-transmit protocol.

equipped with a single antenna2 and works in a half-duplex mode. The AP collects

the information from the source. In addition, we assume that the AP and PBs

are connected to constant power supplies. In contrast, the source has no embedded

energy supplies, and thus needs to replenish energy from the RF signal sent by the

AP and PBs. The “harvest-then-transmit” protocol proposed in [57] is implemented

in the considered network, as depicted in Fig. 4.2. In particular, during the first τT

(0 < τ < 1) amount of time in each transmission block, the source harvests wireless

energy broadcast by the AP and the PBs in the DL. In the remaining (1− τ)T

amount of time, the source uses the harvested energy to transmit its information to

the AP in the UL. For convenience, but without loss of generality, we assume T = 1

and refer to the value of τ as the DL energy transfer time in the rest of this chapter.

Let pa and pm denote the transmit powers of the AP and the mth PB during

the DL energy transfer phase, respectively. It is assumed that the energy-carrying

signals sent by the AP and PBs are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

random variables with a zero mean and unit variance3. In addition, we assume that

all channels experience independent slow and frequency flat fading, where the channel

2The proposed framework can be readily extended to the scenario where the AP and PBs are
equipped with multiple antennas. Assuming CSI is available at the transmitter side, the maxi-
mal (continued) ratio transmission (MRT) and MRC techniques should be adopted at the energy
transmitters and information receiver, respectively [21].

3It is worth noting that phase synchronization between the AP and PBs is not required for the
DL energy transfer since they transmit independent energy signals.
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gains remain constant during each transmission block but change independently from

one block to another. For simplicity, we consider a reciprocal channel model in this

chapter. That is, the channel gains between two nodes for the DL and UL phases are

the same in each transmission block. We use Ga,s and Gm,s to denote the channel

power gains between the AP and source, and that between the mth PB and the

source, respectively.

The amount of energy harvested by the source can be expressed as [23]

Es = ητ

(
paGa,s +

N∑
m=1

pmGm,s

)
, (4.2.1)

where 0 < η < 1 is the energy harvesting efficiency. Note that the receiver noise at

the source is ignored in (4.2.1) since it is in practice negligible for the energy receiver.

After the source replenishes its energy during the DL phase, it will transmit its

information to the AP in the subsequent UL phase. It is assumed that the harvested

energy is exhausted by the source for information transmission. The transmission

power of the source is thus given by

ps =
Es

1− τ
=

ητ

(
paGa,s +

N∑
m=1

pmGm,s

)
1− τ

. (4.2.2)

Then, the SNR of the received signal at the hybrid AP during the UL phase can be

expressed by

γa =
psGa,s

N0

, (4.2.3)

where N0 is the power of the AWGN at the hybrid AP. Hence, the achievable through-

put (bps) at the AP can be written as
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Rsa = (1− τ)W log2 (1 + γa)

= (1− τ)W log2

1 +
ητGa,s

(
paGa,s +

∑N
m=1 pmGm,s

)
(1− τ)N0

 ,
(4.2.4)

where W is the bandwidth. As can be observed from (4.2.4), the achievable through-

put at the AP can be increased with the wireless charging services of the PBs, since

Rsa is an increasing function of any pm. In addition, the value of the DL energy trans-

fer time τ can affect that of Rsa to a large extent. More specifically, the term inside

the logarithm function of (4.2.4) increases as the value of τ approaches one. However,

as τ increases, the value of the term in front of the logarithm function decreases at

the same time. Therefore, we can deduce that there should exist an optimal τ .

4.2.2 Stackelberg Game Formulation

In general, the PBs in the considered WPCCN may belong to different authorities

and act strategically. Incentives need to be provided by the AP to the PBs for their

wireless charging services, i.e., assisting the energy replenishment of the source in the

DL. Consequently, the AP needs to choose the most beneficial PBs. To efficiently

exploit the PBs to achieve a good throughput, two fundamental questions need to

be answered: (1) which PBs should be included and what are their optimal transmit

powers (i.e., pm’s)? (2) what is the optimal value of the DL energy transfer time τ?

To answer these questions, we model the strategic interactions between the AP and

PBs as a Stackelberg game. A Stackelberg game is a strategic game that consists of a

leader and several followers competing with each other for certain resources [60, 61].

The leader acts first and the followers respond to the actions of leader subsequently.

In this chapter, we formulate the AP as the leader, and the PBs as the followers.
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The AP (leader) imposes a price on per unit of energy harvested from the RF signals

radiated by the PBs, referred as to the energy price in the following. Then, the

PBs (followers) optimize their transmit powers based on the released energy price to

maximize their individual profits.

Let λ denote the energy price released by the AP. Mathematically, the total pay-

ment of the AP to the PBs can be expressed as

Γ (τ, λ,ppp) =
N∑
m=1

λ (τpmGm,s), (4.2.5)

where ppp = [p1, . . . , pN ]T is the vector of the PBs’ transmit powers, with pm ≥ 0

denoting the transmit power of the mth PB. Then, we define the utility function of

the AP as

Ua (τ, λ,ppp) = µRsa − Γ (τ, λ,ppp) , (4.2.6)

where Rsa is defined in (4.2.4) and µ > 0 is the gain per unit throughput for the

AP. Therefore, the optimization problem for the AP or the leader-level game can be

formulated as

(P4.2.1) :

max
τ,λ
Ua (τ, λ,ppp)

s.t. τ ∈ (0, 1) ,

λ ≥ 0.

(4.2.7)

Each PB in the considered network can be modelled as a follower that wants to

maximize its individual earning, which is defined as follows:

Um (pm, λ, τ) = λτpmGm,s − τCm (pm) , (4.2.8)

where the function Cm (·) is used to model the cost of the mth PB per unit time

for wirelessly charging the source with the transmit power pm. In this chapter, we

consider the following quadratic model for the cost function of the PBs:

Cm (x) = amx
2 + bmx, (4.2.9)
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where am > 0 and bm ≥ 0 are pre-determined parameters that may be different for

the PBs. Note that the quadratic function given in (4.2.9) has been widely adopted

in the power market to model the energy cost [85].

Thus, the optimization problem for the mth PB or the follower-level game is given

by

(P4.2.2) :
max
pm
Um (pm, λ, τ)

s.t. pm ≥ 0.
(4.2.10)

The Stackelberg game for the considered WPCCN has been formulated by com-

bining Problems (P4.2.1) and (P4.2.2). In this game, the AP is the leader who aims

to solve Problem (P4.2.1), while the PBs are the followers who aim to solve their

individual Problem (P4.2.2). Once a game is formulated, the subsequent question is

to find its equilibrium point(s). For the solution of the formulated game, the most

well-known concept is the SE, which can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 4.2.1. We use (τ ∗, λ∗) and p∗m to denote the solutions of Problems (P4.2.1)

and (P4.2.2), respectively. Then, the triple (τ ∗, λ∗, ppp∗) is a SE of the formulated game

if the following conditions are satisfied

Ua (τ ∗, λ∗, ppp∗) ≥ Ua (τ, λ,ppp∗) , (4.2.11)

Um (p∗m, λ
∗, τ ∗) ≥ Um (pm, λ

∗, τ ∗) , (4.2.12)

for all 0 < τ < 1, λ ≥ 0 and ppp ≥ 000.

4.3 Analysis of the Proposed Game

In this section, we first derive the SE of the formulated game by analyzing the

optimal strategies for the AP and PBs to maximize their own utility functions. Sub-

sequently, the practical implementation of the proposed game-theoretical scheme is
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briefly discussed. As a comparison, the corresponding social welfare optimization

problem is finally formulated and resolved.

4.3.1 SE of the Formulated Game

It can be observed from (4.2.10) that for given values of τ and λ, the utility func-

tion of the mth PB is a quadratic function of its transmit power pm and the constraint

is affine, which indicates that the Problem (P4.2.2) is a convex optimization problem.

Thus, it is straightforward to obtain its optimal solution given in the following lemma:

Lemma 4.3.1. For given values of τ and λ, the optimal solution for Problem (P4.2.2)

is given by

p∗m =

(
λGm,s − bm

2am

)+

, (4.3.1)

where ( · )+ = max(·, 0).

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows by noting that the objective function of prob-

lem (P4.2.2) given in (4.2.8) is a concave function in terms of pm.

It can observed from Lemma 4.3.1 that the transmit power of the mth PB is larger

than 0 only if the energy price λ provided by the AP exceeds a certain threshold. This

observation can be explained since the strategic PBs will sell their energy only if their

profits are positive. Based on this fact, the AP can easily perform the selection of

PBs by appropriately setting the value of its energy price.

Subsequently, we need to solve Problem (P4.2.1) by replacing pm with p∗m given

in (4.3.1). However, it is extremely hard to find the optimal expressions for λ and τ

at the same time due to the complexity of the objective function of Problem (P4.2.1)

after the substitution of (4.3.1). To tackle this, we solve this problem optimally by
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two steps. Specifically, we first find the closed-form expression for the optimal λ

with a fixed value of τ . Then, the optimal value for τ is achieved in the second step

via a one-dimensional exhaustive search. After substituting (4.3.1) into (4.2.7), the

optimization problem at the AP side for a given value of τ can be expressed as

(P4.3.1) :

max
κκκ,λ
U ′a (τ,κκκ, λ)

s.t. κm ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m ∈ N ,
λ ≥ 0,

(4.3.2)

where κκκ = [κ1, . . . , κN ]T is the indicator vector with the mth indicator defined as

κm =

 1, if λ > bm
Gm,s

,

0, if λ ≤ bm
Gm,s

,
(4.3.3)

and

U ′a (τ,κκκ, λ) =W ′ lnC −
N∑
m=1

κmλτ
λGm,s − bm

2am
Gm,s+

W ′ ln

(
1 +

D

C

N∑
m=1

κm
λGm,s − bm

2am
Gm,s

)
,

(4.3.4)

in which, W ′ = µ (1− τ)W/ ln 2, C = 1 + ητGa,spaGa,s

(1−τ)N0
, and D = ητGa,s

(1−τ)N0
are defined

for notation simplification.

Unfortunately, Problem (P4.3.1) is still not convex due to the indicator vector κκκ,

even if we regard the parameter τ as a constant. To address this issue, we first consider

a special case of Problem (P4.3.1) by assuming that the gain per unit throughput (i.e.,

the parameter µ) is sufficiently large such that all PBs are involved during the DL

energy transfer phase. Thus, each indicator κm = 1 for any m ∈ N . That is,

λ > bm
Gm,s

, ∀m holds. In this case, Problem (P4.3.1) can be simplified to the following

one:

(P4.3.2) :
max
λ
U ′′a (τ, λ)

s.t. λ ≥ 0,
(4.3.5)
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where

U ′′a (τ, λ) =W ′ lnC − λ2τXN + 2λτYN +W ′ ln

(
1 +

D

C
(λXN − 2YN)

)
, (4.3.6)

with XN =
∑N

n=1

G2
n,s

2an
and YN =

∑N
n=1

bnGn,s

4an
.

We now solve Problem (P4.3.2) and have the following proposition:

Proposition 4.3.1. The optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.2) is given by

λ? =
−
(
C
D
− 3YN

)
+
√(

C
D
− YN

)2
+ 2XNW ′

τ

2XN

. (4.3.7)

Proof. See Appendix B.1.

We can see from Proposition 4.3.1 that there always exists a unique optimal energy

price when all the PBs are involved.

Now, a natural question that arises is “under what conditions, the optimal solution

to the simplified problem in Proposition 4.3.1 is also that to the original problem (i.e.,

Problem (P4.3.1))?” To answer this question, we formulate the following proposition,

Proposition 4.3.2. The optimal energy price given in (4.3.7) is also the optimal

solution to the Problem (P4.3.1) if and only if the following condition holds

µ >
2τ (ln 2)

(
XN maxm∈N Zm − 2YN + C

D

)
(XN maxm∈N Zm − YN)

XN (1− τ)W
, (4.3.8)

where

Zm =
bm
Gm,s

. (4.3.9)

Proof. See Appendix B.2.

From Proposition 4.3.2, we can observe that all PBs will involve during the DL energy

transfer phase only when the gain per unit throughput of the source exceeds a certain

threshold.
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Based on the above analysis, we are now ready to derive the optimal solution to

Problem (P4.3.1) given in the following proposition,

Proposition 4.3.3. Let us assume that all PBs are sorted in the order Z1 < . . . <

ZN−1 < ZN . Then the optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.1) is given by

λ∗ =



λ̃N , if µ > QN ,

λ̃N−1, if QN−1 < µ ≤ QN ,

...

λ̃1, if Q1 < µ ≤ Q2,

(4.3.10)

where

λ̃K =
−
(
C
D
− 3YK

)
+
√(

C
D
− YK

)2
+ 2XKW ′

τ

2XK

, (4.3.11)

QK =
2τ (ln 2)

(
XKZK − 2YK + C

D

)
(XKZK − YK)

XK (1− τ)W
, (4.3.12)

with XK =
∑K

n=1

G2
n,s

2an
and YK =

∑K
n=1

bnGn,s

4an
, ∀K ∈ N .

Proof. The expression of the optimal energy prices for the cases µ > QN and QN−1 <

µ ≤ QN , i.e., λ? and λ̃? given in (4.3.7) and (B.2.8), have already been proved in

Appendix B.2. The proofs for other cases are omitted here due to their similarity

with these two cases.

We have already obtained the optimal energy price of the AP for a fixed τ . Sub-

stituting the appropriate expression of λ∗ given in (4.3.10) base on the value of µ into

Problem (P4.3.1), we have the following optimization problem regarding parameter

τ :

(P4.3.3) :
max
τ
U ′a (τ, λ∗)

s.t. 0 < τ < 1.
(4.3.13)
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Note that Problem (P4.3.3) can be efficiently solved via a one-dimensional exhaustive

search. We denote the optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.3) by

τ ∗ = arg max
τ∈(0,1)

U ′a (τ, λ∗) . (4.3.14)

This has completed the derivation of the SE for the formulated Stackelberg game,

which is summarized in the following corollary,

Corollary 4.3.1. The triple (τ ∗, λ∗, ppp∗) is the SE of the formulated Stackelberg game,

where τ ∗, λ∗, and ppp∗ are given in (4.3.14), (4.3.10), and (4.3.1), respectively.

4.3.2 Implementation Discussion

In practice, based on the above analysis, the formulated game can be implemented

in the following manner,

• Firstly, the AP transfers energy to the source for a short while. The source

uses the harvested energy to broadcast a pilot signal, based on which the AP

and PBs perform channel estimation. Due to the channel reciprocality, the AP

and PBs can also know the channel information from themselves to the source.

Note that we assume that this channel estimation duration is very short such

that it is ignorable compared with the length of the whole transmission block.

• Secondly, the PBs reveal4 the values of am’s, bm’s and Gm,s’s to the AP through

the backhaul links between them such that the AP can calculate the values of

Zm’s and XK ’s, YK ’s and QK ’s. The AP is now ready to calculate the values of

the optimal DL energy transfer time τ and the corresponding optimal energy

price λ. This can be achieved by performing a one-dimensional search with

4Here we assume that there is no cheating behavior during this information revealing procedure.
And the corresponding mechanism design is out of the scope of this chapter.
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respect to τ , since the AP can calculate the optimal value of λ for any given τ

based on (4.3.10). Then, these optimal values are fed back to the PBs.

• Finally, the PBs decide their transmit power according to (4.3.1), once they

receive the value of energy price from the AP.

Notice that in the above implementation, the PBs are required to release the

values of am’s and bm’s, which could be the private information of the PB operators.

Thus, this revealing procedure may lead to privacy concerns of the PB operators.

To overcome this issue, we exploit the special structures of Zm’s, XK ’s and YK ’s to

design an advanced information releasing scheme. Specifically, instead of revealing the

values of am’s, bm’s and Gm,s’s, the PBs tell the AP their values of bm
Gm,s

’s (i.e., Zm’s)

and
G2

m,s

2am
’s. In this case, the AP can first calculate the values of the terms bmGm,s

4am
’s

and then calculate the values of XK ’s and YK ’s, which means that the AP can still

calculate the optimal energy price for a given τ according to (4.3.10). However, this

advanced scheme can protect the PBs’ privacy since the AP has no knowledge of

Gm,s’s and thus is not able to acquire the exact values of am’s and bm’s based on

those of bm
Gm,s

’s and
G2

m,s

2am
’s.

4.3.3 Social Welfare Optimization Scheme

To demonstrate the performance loss of the AP due to the rationality of PBs in

the proposed game-theoretical scheme, we investigate a social welfare optimization

scheme in this subsection. Specifically, we consider that the AP and PBs cooperate to

maximize the social welfare, defined as the difference between the benefits obtained

from the achievable throughput at the AP and the total cost of the PBs. This is done

by jointly optimizing the DL energy transfer time and the transmit powers of the
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PBs. Mathematically, we have the following social welfare maximization problem:

(P4.3.4) :

max
τ,ppp
Usw (τ,ppp)

s.t. τ ∈ (0, 1) ,

ppp ≥ 0,

(4.3.15)

where

Usw (τ,ppp) =µRsa −
N∑
m=1

τCm (pm)

=W ′ lnC +W ′ ln

(
1 +

D

C

N∑
m=1

pmGm,s

)
− τ

N∑
m=1

(
amp

2
m + bmpm

) (4.3.16)

is the social welfare. Note that the above social welfare optimization scheme can

correspond to an alternative scenario where the AP and PBs are deployed by the

same operator, as the one considered in [47].

Problem (P4.3.4) is non-convex due to the coupled variables in the objective func-

tion. We solve this non-convex problem optimally by the following two steps: (1)

we first fix the DL energy transfer time τ and derive the optimal transmit powers of

the PBs, (2) the time allocation parameter is obtained via a one-dimensional search

to maximize the social welfare given in (4.3.16). This enables numerical compar-

isons of the proposed game-theoretical scheme and its corresponding social welfare

optimization scheme to be carried out in the next section.

For a fixed τ , Problem (P4.3.4) reduces to the following power control problem

with individual constraints:

(P4.3.5) :
max
ppp
U ′sw (ppp)

s.t. ppp ≥ 0,
(4.3.17)

where

U ′sw (ppp) =W ′ ln

(
1 +

D

C

N∑
m=1

pmGm,s

)
− τ

N∑
m=1

(
amp

2
m + bmpm

)
. (4.3.18)

It is easy to verify that Problem (P4.3.5) is convex. Utilizing the structure of
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Problem (P4.3.5) and following a similar procedure to solve Problem (P4.3.1), we can

divide it into several unconstrained optimization problems according to parameter µ.

Solving these problems, we then get the following proposition regarding the optimal

solution to Problem (P4.3.5),

Proposition 4.3.4. Let us assume that all PBs are sorted in the order Z1 < . . . <

ZN−1 < ZN . Then the optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.5) can be expressed as

ppp† =



[
ΛNG1,s−b1

2a1
, ΛNG2,s−b2

2a2
, . . . ,

ΛNGN,s−bN
2aN

]T
, if µ > Q̃N ,[

ΛN−1G1,s−b1
2a1

, ΛN−1G2,s−b2
2a2

, . . . ,
ΛN−1GN−1,s−bN−1

2aN−1
, 0
]T
, if Q̃N−1 < µ ≤ Q̃N ,

...
...[

Λ1G1,s−b1
2a1

, 0 . . . , 0
]T
, if Q̃1 < µ ≤ Q̃2,

(4.3.19)

where

ΛK =
−
(
C
D
− 2YK

)
+
√(

C
D
− 2YK

)2
+ 4XKW ′

τ

2XK

, ∀ K ∈ N , (4.3.20)

Q̃K =
(ln 2) τ

(
XKZK − 2YN + C

D

)
ZK

(1− τ)W
, ∀ K ∈ N . (4.3.21)

Proof. See Appendix B.3

Substituting the optimal solution of Problem (P4.3.5) according to the value of µ

into Problem (P4.3.4), we get the following optimization problem in terms of the DL

energy transfer time τ

(P4.3.6) :
max
τ
Usw

(
τ,ppp†

)
s.t. τ ∈ (0, 1) ,

(4.3.22)

which can be efficiently solved by a one-dimensional search. We use τ † to denote the

optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.6). Then, a complete solution to the social welfare

maximization Problem (P4.3.4) is obtained by putting τ † and ppp† together.
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In practice, this social welfare optimization scheme can be implemented in a sim-

ilar manner as the proposed Stackelberg scheme presented in Section 4.3.2. However,

the AP needs to calculate the optimal transmit powers of the PBs and feed them

back to the PBs since there is no pricing mechanism in this scheme.

4.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present some numerical results to demonstrate the performance

of the proposed game-theoretical scheme and its comparison with the social welfare

optimization scheme. We also illustrate the impact of various system parameters to

provide further insights into the considered network. The channel short-term fading is

assumed to be Rayleigh distributed. To capture the effect of path loss on the network

performance, we use the channel model that E [Gx,y] = 10−3 (dx,y)
−α, where dx,y is

the distance between nodes x and y, and α ∈ [2, 5] is the path-loss factor [81]. Note

that a 30dB average signal power attenuation is assumed at a reference distance of

1m in the above channel model [57]. In all following simulations, the gain per unit

throughput (i.e, µ) is measured in per Mbps and the transmit powers of PBs (i.e.,

pm’s) are measured in milliWatt (mW). Accordingly, the units of the energy price λ

released by the AP, and the cost parameters am’s and bm’s of the PBs are per mW,

per mW2, and per mW. In addition, we set the AP transmit power pa = 1000mW,

the distance between the AP and source da,s = 15m, the path-loss exponent α =

2, the noise power N0 = 10−8mW, the energy harvesting efficiency η = 0.5 and the

bandwidth W = 1MHz. For simplicity, we choose the same values am = 2 × 10−6

and bm = 2× 10−3 for all PBs. To evaluate the impact of the number of PBs on the

system performance, we assume that the distances from the PBs to the source are
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Figure 4.3: The AP’s utility Ua versus the energy price λ in a four-PB network, in
which the channel gains are given in (4.4.1) and τ = 0.5.

the same, i.e., dm,s = d,∀m.

We first validate our theoretical analysis presented in Section 4.3. To this end, we

consider a four-PB network with one randomly generated channel realization given by

Ga,s = 8.0846× 10−6, (4.4.1a)

[Gm,s]m=1,2,3,4 = [0.0470, 0.0787, 0.1798, 0.1824]× 10−4. (4.4.1b)

Now, we can calculate the values of Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 based on (4.3.12). Then,

for any given value of µ, we can obtain the optimal energy price λ∗ according to

(4.3.10) and (4.3.11), and then the maximum value of the AP’s utility. To verify the

correctness of these calculations, we draw the curves of the AP’s utility Ua versus

the value of λ for different values of µ in Fig. 4.3, in which the maximum values

of the AP’s utility corresponding to the optimal price λ∗ are also calculated by an

exhaustive search. We can see from Fig. 4.3 that the maximum values of the AP’s
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utility obtained via (4.3.10)-(4.3.12) and the exhaustive search coincide very well,

which validates our procedure to solve Problems (P4.3.1) and (P4.3.5). We also can

observe from Fig. 4.3 that the optimal price λ∗ gradually increases as the value of

µ rises. This is because the larger the parameter µ, the more benefits the AP can

obtain from each unit of throughput. Thus, the AP will tend to buy more energy

from the PBs through increasing its energy price λ.

With the same setup given in (4.4.1), Fig. 4.4 illustrates the impact of the DL

energy transfer time τ on both the optimal energy price λ∗ and the AP’s utility with

the optimal energy price. It can be observed from Fig. 4.4 (a) that the values of the

optimal price obtained via (4.3.10) and exhaustive search coincide with each other

for all simulated cases, which confirms our analysis once again. In addition, we can

see from this subfigure that the optimal energy price decreases monotonically when

the value of τ increases. The reason is that with a longer DL energy transfer time τ ,
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the source can harvest more energy from its associated AP and less energy is required

from the PBs, which renders the decrease of the optimal energy price. From Fig. 4.4

(b), we can see that there always exists a utility-optimal energy transfer time τ when

the energy price is set to the optimal one. Furthermore, we can observe from this

subfigure that the optimal value of τ slightly shifts to the left as the parameter µ

increases. Note that due to space limitation, we only show results in Figs. 4.3-4.4 for

one network setup with one random channel realization, although similar results can

also be shown for other network setups and channel realizations.

Next, we investigate and compare the averaged performance of the proposed game-

theoretical scheme and its corresponding social welfare optimization scheme in the

remaining figures, in which each curve is obtained by averaging over 10000 randomly

generated channel realizations. We use “game” and “social” in figure legends to re-

fer to the proposed game-theoretical scheme and social welfare optimization scheme,
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respectively. Fig. 4.5 compares the averaged utilities of the AP with the game-

theoretical scheme and the social welfare optimization scheme, denoted by E[Ua] and

E[Usw], respectively. We can observe from Fig. 4.5 that the value of E[Usw] is al-

ways larger than that of E[Ua] for all simulated cases, which indicates that the AP

can achieve higher utilities in the social welfare optimization scheme. This is under-

standable since the PBs are cooperative and selfless in the social welfare optimization

scheme, while they are rational and self-interested in the game-theoretical scheme. It

can also be observed from this figure that both E[Ua] and E[Usw] are improved with

the increase of the number of PBs and the value of µ. But, they are reduced when the

distance between the source and PBs is increased from 7.5m to 10m. This is because

the nearer the PBs to the source, the higher the efficiency of DL energy transfer from

the PBs to the source, which can reduce the AP’s payments to the PBs for their wire-

less charging services. Finally, the performance gaps between the game-theoretical

scheme and its corresponding social welfare optimization scheme are enlarged as the

number of PBs and the parameter µ increases, but reduced as the distance between

the source and PBs increases.

Fig. 4.6 demonstrates the impacts of the number of PBs, the distance between the

source and PBs, and the value of µ on the averaged optimal energy transfer time of the

two considered scheme, denoted by E [τ ∗] and E
[
τ †
]
, respectively. As we can observe

from this figure, the values of E
[
τ †
]

are lower than that of E [τ ∗] for all simulated

cases, which reveals that the social welfare optimization scheme should allocate less

time for DL energy transfer than the game-theoretical scheme. Both E [τ ∗] and E
[
τ †
]

decrease monotonically as the number of PBs increases. Moreover, the increase of

the parameter µ and the decrease of the distance d can also lead to smaller values
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Figure 4.8: The averaged maximum, minimum and mean of the optimal transmit
powers of all PBs for both considered schemes with d = 10m and µ = 20.

of E [τ ∗] and E
[
τ †
]
. In Fig. 4.7, we illustrate the influences of the aforementioned

parameters on the averaged number of involved PBs for the two considered schemes.

Here, we refer to the PBs with transmit powers larger than zero as “involved” PBs.

It can be observed from Fig. 4.7 that the averaged number of involved PBs for both

schemes increases when more PBs exists in the network. Also, more PBs will join

the DL energy transfer when their distance to the source is shorter (i.e., d is smaller)

or the value of the parameter µ is increased. In all simulated setups of Fig. 4.7,

the two considered schemes involve almost the same averaged numbers of PBs when

N = 1. But, the social welfare optimization scheme involves more PBs than the

corresponding game-theoretical scheme for N ≥ 2. Furthermore, the gap between

them is gradually enlarged with the increase of N .

Fig. 4.8 depicts the averaged maximum, minimum and mean of the optimal

transmit powers of all PBs for both the game-theoretical scheme and social welfare

optimization scheme. That is, it shows E [max (ppp∗)], E [min (ppp∗)] and E [(
∑

m p
∗
m) /N ]

for the game-theoretical scheme, and E
[
max

(
ppp†
)]

, E
[
min

(
ppp†
)]

and E
[(∑

m p
†
m

)
/N
]
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Figure 4.9: Averaged optimal energy price for the AP in the game-theoretical scheme
versus the number of PBs with different values of d and µ.

for the social welfare optimization scheme. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the three averaged

values of the social welfare optimization scheme are all larger than those of the game-

theoretical scheme, which means that the PBs can transmit with relatively higher

powers in the former scheme. Moreover, the averaged maximum of the PBs’ optimal

transmit powers of both schemes increases as the value of N grows, while the averaged

minimum of the PBs’ optimal transmit powers of both schemes shows an opposite

trend. On the whole, the optimal transmit powers of the PBs in both schemes become

smaller as the number of PBs increases, since the averaged mean of the optimal

transmit powers of all PBs is shown to be a decreasing function of N in Fig. 4.8 (c).

In Fig. 4.9, we plot the curves of the averaged optimal energy price, denoted by E [λ∗],

for the AP in the game-theoretical scheme with variable values of parameters d and

µ. We can see from Fig. 4.9 that the value of E [λ∗] decreases as the number of PBs

increase. Besides, the larger the parameter µ, the higher the averaged optimal energy
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price, which is consistent with our observation in Fig. 4.3. It can also be observed

from Fig. 4.9 that the reduction of the distance between the source and PBs can also

diminish the optimal energy price. This is because the shorter the distance between

the source and PBs, the more energy the source can harvest on average for the same

transmit powers of the PBs, which leads to a lower energy price.



Chapter 5

Distributed Power Splitting for a
Large-Scale WPCCN with SWIPT
using Game Theory

In this chapter, we consider SWIPT in a large-scale WPCCN, where multiple

source-destination pairs communicate through their dedicated wireless-powered relays.

Each relay needs to split its received signal from sources into two streams: one for

information forwarding and the other for energy harvesting. We develop a distributed

power splitting framework using the non-cooperative game theory to derive a profile

of power splitting ratios for all relays that can achieve a good network-wide perfor-

mance. Specifically, non-cooperative games are respectively formulated for pure AF

and DF networks, in which each link is modeled as a strategic player who aims to

maximize its own achievable rate. The existence and uniqueness for the NEs of the

formulated games are analyzed and a distributed algorithm with provable convergence

to achieve the NEs is also developed. Subsequently, the developed framework is ex-

tended to the more general network setting with mixed AF and DF relays. All the

theoretical analyses are validated by extensive numerical results.

96
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5.1 Introduction

Besides the cooperation scenarios investigated in the previous chapters, the paradig-

m SWIPT also opens up a new cooperation pattern for WPCCNs, where a wireless-

powered relay node harvests energy from the source signal to enable forwarding the

received signal from the source to its destination [48]. Two practical relaying protocols

were proposed for a three-node cooperative network in [48]. Analytical expressions

for the outage probability and the ergodic capacity of the proposed protocols were de-

rived for delay-limited and delay-tolerant modes, respectively. This work was further

extended in [86], by considering an adaptive time-switching protocol for a SWIPT

relaying network and analytical expressions of the achievable throughput were derived

for both AF and DF relaying networks. A similar idea for SWIPT in two-way relaying

networks was proposed and analyzed in [87]. Very recently, [52] considered SWIPT

in a relatively large relay network, where multiple source-destination pairs commu-

nicate with each other via a common energy harvesting relay. Specifically, several

power allocation schemes were proposed to efficiently distribute the power harvested

at the relay among multiple pairs.

In practice, many source-relay-destination links could coexist and interfere with

each other. This general network setup can be modeled by the relay interference chan-

nels, which have many practical applications such as cellular networks, wireless sen-

sor networks, WLANs etc. [88–93]. In this model, multiple source-destination pairs

communicate with the help of dedicated relays using the same spectral resources1.

However, to the best of our knowledge, no work in the open literature has considered

1Such a model is also called two-hop interference channels since the multiple source-relay-
destination links, which constitute a cascade of two interference channels, transmit and interfere
in each hop.
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SWIPT in relay interference channels except [94]. Note that although [48, 52, 86, 87]

also designed SWIPT for relay networks, none of them considered relay interference

channels. By using the advanced stochastic geometry theory, [94] analyzed the out-

age performance of SWIPT in large-scale networks with/without relaying, where the

transmitters and the relays (if they exist) are assumed to be connected to a pow-

er supply, while the receivers harvest the energy from the signals received from the

source and relay based on a power splitting technique [21].

In this chapter, we also focus on the design of SWIPT in a large-scale WPCCN

that constitutes relay interference channels. Different from [94] in the model, objec-

tive, and approach, we consider that multiple source-destination pairs communicate

simultaneously with the help of their dedicated wireless-powered relays, which do not

have their own power supply and need to harvest energy from the source signal be-

fore forwarding. Each relay node splits the signal received from all source nodes into

two parts according to a power splitting ratio: one part is sent to the information

processing unit, and the rest is used to harvest energy for forwarding the received

information in the second time slot. We consider that each link’s performance is

characterized by its achievable rate and thus regard the sum-rate of all links as a

network-wide performance metric. The first natural question that arises from this

system is “how should the relays split their received signals for information receiving

and energy harvesting in order to achieve a good network-wide performance?”. This

is actually a very complex question to answer. The reason is that the power splitting

ratio of each link not only affects the performance of this link, but also affects the

performance of other links due to mutual interference between different links. This

means that the optimization of each ratio depends on all other ratios and they are
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tangled together. Moreover, the maximization of the sum-rate of all links is shown

to be a non-convex optimization problem. The global optimal power splitting ra-

tios cannot be efficiently achieved even in a centralized fashion, and there is a heavy

signaling overhead required by the centralized method.

To tackle the aforementioned problem, we apply the non-cooperative game theory

to develop a distributed power splitting framework for SWIPT in relay interference

channels. We investigate both pure and hybrid networks in this chapter. In a pure

network, all relays adopt the same relaying protocol. Considering that AF relaying

and DF relaying protocols are most-frequently used in practice [71], we further classify

a pure network into a pure AF network and a pure DF network. On the other hand,

in a hybrid network, a mixture of AF and DF relaying protocols are implemented at

the relays. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first game-theoretical framework

for the design of SWIPT in relay interference channels.

In this chapter, we develop a distributed power splitting framework for the SWIPT

in relay interference channels. In particular, each source-relay-destination link in the

relay interference channels is modeled as a strategic player who chooses its dedicated

relay’s power splitting ratio to maximize its individual rate. We then analyze the

existence and uniqueness of the NE for the formulated game in the pure network,

where all relays employ either AF or DF relaying protocol. In addition, a distributed

algorithm is proposed with provable convergence to achieve the NEs. The theoretical

analysis for the pure networks is then extended to a more general hybrid network with

mixed AF and DF relays coexisting. All analytical results are validated by extensive

numerical simulations, which show that the proposed game-theoretical approach can

achieve a near-optimal network-wide performance on average.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the sys-

tem model. In Section 5.3, we present the proposed game-theoretical power splitting

framework for the pure networks, where the non-cooperative games are formulated

for the pure AF and pure DF networks, followed by the existence and uniqueness

analysis of the NEs as well as the development of the distributed algorithm. The

extension of the proposed framework to the hybrid network is discussed in Section

5.4. Numerical results are provided in Section 5.5.

5.2 System Model

We consider SWIPT in a large-scale WPCCN that constitutes relay interference

channels, as depicted in Fig. 5.1. The system consists of N source-relay-destination

(S-R-D) links and the set of these links is denoted as N = {1, . . . , N}. More specif-

ically, in the link Si → Ri → Di, i ∈ N , the source Si communicates with its

corresponding destination Di, assisted by a dedicated relay Ri. The relay nodes can

employ either AF or DF relaying schemes [34]. The direct source-destination channels

are neglected due to a high path loss and shadowing attenuation. Since these two-hop

links share the same spectrum, they interfere with each other over the dual hops.

We assume that all the nodes (i.e., sources, relays and destinations) are equipped

with only one antenna2 and operate in a half-duplex mode. The relay nodes do not

have their own power supply and need to harvest energy from the received signal

in order to forward the received signal to the destinations. It is assumed that the

2The considered single-antenna model could correspond to cost/size constrained networks in
practice. A good example is the wireless sensor network, where the sources, relays and destinations
are all sensor nodes that cannot be equipped with multiple antennas due to the size and/or cost
constraints.
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Figure 5.1: System model for SWIPT in a large-scale WPCCN that comprises inter-
ference relay channels.

energy harvesting and information transmission are implemented for every received

message block. For the purpose of exposition, the processing power consumed by the

transmit/receive circuitry at the relay nodes is assumed to be negligible as compared

to the power used for signal forwarding [48]. Moreover, we consider that all links

experience slow and frequency-flat fading.

Let gij and hij denote the channel gain from Si to Rj in the first hop and from

Ri to Dj in the second hop, respectively. In the first time slot, all sources transmit

simultaneously and the signal received by the relay Ri can be written as

yRi
=
√
Pigiixi +

∑N

j=1,j 6=i

√
Pjgjixj + nai , (5.2.1)

where Pi is the fixed transmit power, xi is the transmitted information of the source

Si with E
{
|xi|2

}
= 1, and nai ∼ CN

(
0, σ2

i,a

)
is the additive noise introduced by the

receiver antenna at the relay Ri.

Subsequently, the received signal at the relay Ri is split into two streams, with

the power splitting ratio ρi, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The fraction
√
ρi of the received
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of the power splitting technique at the relay nodes.

signal is used for energy harvesting, while the remaining one is sent to the information

processing unit. In practice, the antenna noise nai has a negligible impact on both the

information receiving and energy harvesting, since σ2
i,a is generally much smaller than

the noise power introduced by the baseband processing circuit, and thus even lower

than the average power of the received signal [95]. For simplicity, we ignore the noise

term nai in the following analysis, i.e., setting σ2
i,a = 0 [95]. For the sake of simplicity,

we assume a normalized transmission time for each hop (i.e., the transmission duration

of each hop is equal to one). Then, the terms “energy” and “power” can be used

interchangeably. In this case, the energy harvested at relay Ri can thus be expressed

as

Qi = ηρi
∑N

n=1
Pn|gni|2. (5.2.2)

Meanwhile, the information signal received by the information processing unit at relay

Ri is given by

yIRi
=
√

1− ρiyRi
+ nbi

=
√

1− ρi
√
Pigiixi +

√
1− ρi

∑N

j=1,j 6=i

√
Pjgjixj + nbi ,

(5.2.3)

where nbi ∼ CN
(
0, σ2

Ri

)
is the AWGN introduced by the signal processing circuit from

passband to baseband. Then, in the second time slot, the relay nodes will exhaust3

3Generally, the relay nodes may be interested in keeping part of the energy harvested from the
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the harvested energy to forward the information signal yIRi
by employing either AF or

DF relaying protocol. In the following subsections, we derive the expressions for the

achievable rates of the ith link for the AF and DF relaying protocols, respectively.

5.2.1 AF Relaying

When the AF relaying scheme is adopted, the relay node Ri will exhaust the

harvested energy to amplify and forward the signal received by the information pro-

cessing unit in the first time slot. Thus, the transmit power of the relay Ri is Qi and

the received signal at the destination Di can be expressed as [71]

yAFDi
=
√
Qihiiβiy

I
Ri

+
∑N

j=1,j 6=i

√
Qjhjiβjy

I
Rj

+ nDi

=
√
Qihiiβi

√
1− ρi

√
Pigiixi+√

Qihiiβi
√

1− ρi
∑N

j=1,j 6=i

√
Pjgjixj+√

Qihiiβin
b
i +
∑N

j=1,j 6=i

√
Qjhjiβjy

I
Rj

+ nDi
,

(5.2.4)

where

βi = 1/

√√√√(1− ρi)Pi|gii|2 + (1− ρi)
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

Pj|gji|2 + σ2
Ri

is the power constraint factor at the relay Ri, and nDi
∼ CN

(
0, σ2

Di

)
is the additive

white noise at the destination Di. Without loss of generality, we hereafter assume that

σ2
Ri

= σ2
Di

= σ2, for any i ∈ N . The second equality of (5.2.4) is obtained by inserting

the expression of yIRi
given by (5.2.3) into the first equality of (5.2.4). Note that only

the first term on the right-hand side of the second equality in (5.2.4) is the useful signal

to the destination Di, while the remaining terms should be regarded as interference

plus noise. Based on this observation and after some algebraic manipulations, we can

RF signals. In this chapter, we consider the relay protocol to maximize the achievable rate of each
link. In this regard, the relay should exhaust the harvested energy to forward the source information
and thus has no incentive to keep any part of the energy.
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write the end-to-end SINR of the ith link as

γAFi =
ρi (1− ρi)XiZi

ρi (1− ρi)YiZi + (1− ρi) (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1) + ρiZi +Wi + 1
, (5.2.5)

where

Xi = Pi|gii|2/σ2, (5.2.6a)

Yi =
∑N

j=1,j 6=i
Pj|gji|2/σ2, (5.2.6b)

Zi = η
(∑N

n=1
Pn|gni|2

)
|hii|2/σ2, (5.2.6c)

Wi =
∑N

j=1,j 6=i
ρjη
(∑N

n=1
Pn|gnj|2

)
|hji|2/σ2, (5.2.6d)

are defined for the simplicity of notations. It is worth noticing that the above equa-

tions (5.2.6a)-(5.2.6d) have physical meanings. More specifically, (5.2.6a) and (5.2.6b)

respectively denote the SNR and the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) at the relay Ri

when the received signal is fully forwarded to Di without harvesting any energy at the

relay (i.e., ρi = 0). On the other hand, (5.2.6c) represents the SNR at the destination

Di when the received signal of the relay Ri is fully used for energy harvesting (i.e.,

ρi = 1). Finally, (5.2.6d) is the INR at the destination Di.

Then, the achievable rate of the link i when the AF relaying technique is employed

at its dedicated relay can be expressed as

uAFi (ρρρ) =
1

2
log
(
1 + γAFi

)
, (5.2.7)

where ρρρ = [ρ1, . . . , ρN ]T denotes the vector of all links’ power splitting ratios.

5.2.2 DF Relaying

For the case when the DF relaying protocol is employed, the relay node will first

decode the information based on the received information signal yIRi
given in (5.2.3).
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Thus, the received SINR at relay Ri can be written as

γDFi,1 =
(1− ρi)Xi

(1− ρi)Yi + 1
, (5.2.8)

where Xi and Yi are defined in (5.2.6a) and (5.2.6b), respectively.

In the second time slot, the relay nodes forward the decoded information to their

corresponding destinations using the energy harvested in the first time slot. The

received signal at Di is given by

yDi
=
√
Qihiixi +

∑N

j=1,j 6=i

√
Qjhjixj + nDi

. (5.2.9)

The received SINR at the destination Di can thus be written as

γDFi,2 =
ρiZi
Wi + 1

, (5.2.10)

where Zi and Wi are defined in (5.2.6c) and (5.2.6d), respectively. The achievable

rate of the ith link in this case is thus given by

uDFi (ρρρ) =
1

2
min

(
log
(
1 + γDFi,1

)
, log

(
1 + γDFi,2

))
=

1

2
log
(
1 + γDFi

)
,

(5.2.11)

where

γDFi = min
(
γDFi,1 , γ

DF
i,2

)
(5.2.12)

can be regarded as the end-to-end SINR of the ith link with a DF relay.

We consider that each link’s performance is characterized by its achievable rate

and thus regard the sum-rate of all links as a network-wide performance metric. In

the following sections, we will develop a distributed power splitting scheme to achieve

a good network-wide performance.
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5.3 Distributed Power Splitting of Pure Networks

In this section, we focus on the the design of distributed power splitting for pure

AF and DF networks, where all the relay nodes employ the same relaying protocol,

i.e., either AF or DF relaying. To choose an efficient profile of the power splitting

ratios (i.e., ρρρ) that can achieve a globally optimal network-wide performance, one

needs to solve the following network utility maximization problem:

max
ρρρ

∑N
i=1 u

X
i (ρρρ)

s.t. ρ ∈ A
, (5.3.1)

where X refers to AF (DF ) for the pure AF (DF) network, uAFi (ρρρ) and uDFi (ρρρ) are

respectively defined in (5.2.7) and (5.2.11), and A = {ρρρ| 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N} is the

feasible set of ρρρ.

However, it can be easily verified that the optimization problem in (5.3.1) is not

convex for an AF network. Moreover, for a DF network, the optimization problem

in (5.3.1) is not only non-convex but also non-differentiable due to the min operator.

This means that the globally optimal power splitting profile for the pure network (i.e.,

the solution of (5.3.1)) cannot be efficiently calculated even in a centralized fashion

and there will be a heavy signaling overhead required by the centralized method.

Motivated by this, we will develop a distributed framework by considering that all

links are strategic and they aim to maximize their individual achievable rates by

choosing their own power splitting ratios. For example, in an AF network, this will

involve the ith link solving the following optimization problem

max
ρi

uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i)

s.t. ρi ∈ Ai
, (5.3.2)

where ρρρ−i = [ρ1, . . . , ρi−1, ρi+1, . . . ρN ]T denotes the vector of all links’ power splitting
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ratios, except the ith one, and Ai = {ρi| 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1} is the feasible set of the ith

link’s power splitting ratio.

We can observe from (5.3.2) that the optimization problem to be solved by each

link is coupled together due to the mutual interference over two hops. To solve this

problem, we model the considered power splitting problem to be a non-cooperative

game in game theory [96]. Particularly, the considered power splitting problem for

an AF network can be modeled by the following non-cooperative game:

• Players : The N S-R-D links.

• Actions : Each link determines its power splitting ratio ρi ∈ Ai to maximize the

achievable rate for its own link.

• Utilities : The achievable rate uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) defined in (5.2.7).

For convenience, we denote the formulated non-cooperative game as

GAF =
〈
N , {Ai} ,

{
uAFi

(
ρi, ρρρ−i

)}〉
. (5.3.3)

Note that we regard each link consisting of three nodes as a “virtual” single player

for the sake of presentation. In practice, each player is supposed to be one node of

each link (e.g., relay) that acts as the coordinator of each link.

Similarly, we can formulate the following non-cooperative game for the DF net-

work:

GDF =
〈
N , {Ai} ,

{
uDFi

(
ρi, ρρρ−i

)}〉
. (5.3.4)

It is worth mentioning that although the structure of the games formulated for the

AF and DF networks is similar, their solution analyses are actually quite different.

So we discuss them separately in the following subsections.
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5.3.1 Existence of the Nash Equilibrium

The most well-known solution to the non-cooperative games is the (pure strategy)

NE [96]. A NE of a given non-cooperative game

〈N , {Qn}, {Un (xn,x−n)}〉 is a feasible point x∗ such that

U
(
x∗n,x

∗
−n
)
≥ U

(
xn,x

∗
−n
)
, ∀xn ∈ Qn. (5.3.5)

In other words, a NE is a feasible strategy profile with the property that no single

player can increase the utility by deviating from the strategy corresponding to the

equilibrium, given the strategies of the other players. The following theorem proposed

in [97] is usually adopted to verify the existence of the NE:

Theorem 5.3.1. A NE exists in the game 〈N , {Qn}, {Un (xn,x−n)}〉 if ∀n ∈ N ,

Qn is a compact and convex set; Un (q) is continuous in q and quasi-concave in qn,

where q = (qn,q−n).

After investigating the properties of the action sets and the utility functions for

the formulated games GAF and GDF , we have the following proposition regarding the

existence of the NE:

Proposition 5.3.1. The utility function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is quasi-concave in ρi for any

i ∈ N . Moreover, the formulated power splitting game GAF for the AF network

possesses at least one NE. Moreover, the formulated power splitting game GDF for the

DF network also admits at least one NE.

Proof. See Appendix C.1.
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5.3.2 Uniqueness for the NE of the game GAF

Once the NE is shown to exist, a natural question that arises is whether it is

unique. This is important not only for predicting the state of the network but also

crucial for convergence issues. In principle, the uniqueness of the NE can be ana-

lyzed by several methods, which have been summarized in [98]. However, since the

formulated game GAF is not a convex one, most of the methodologies cannot be ap-

plied except the standard function approach [99] because, as shown below, it only

requires that the best response function satisfies certain properties. To proceed, we

first figure out the best response functions of the links (players), for which we have

the following lemma:

Lemma 5.3.1. Given a power splitting strategy profile ρρρ, the best response function

of the link Si → Ri → Di in the game GAF can be expressed as

BAFi (ρρρ) =


1
2
, if (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1) = Zi√

(Xi+Yi+1)(Wi+1)√
(Xi+Yi+1)(Wi+1)+

√
Zi+Wi+1

, if (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1) 6= Zi
. (5.3.6)

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

Now let us verify the correctness of the best response function (5.3.6) by utilizing

the special case that (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1) = Zi. If we insert this condition into the

expression of SINR (5.2.5), we can readily obtain that the SINR is maximized when

the term ρi (1− ρi) is maximized. This implies that the best response ρ∗i = 1/2, which

is consistent with our previous analysis of the best response function. To gain more

insights, let us rewrite (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1) = Zi as Xi + Yi = Zi/ (Wi + 1). Then we

can note that the left-hand side of the previous equation represents the SINR ratio of

the first hop when the relay only perform information forwarding (i.e., ρi = 0), while
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the right-hand side denotes the SINR of the second hop with only energy harvesting

at the relay (i.e., ρi = 1). This special case reveals that the relay Ri should equally

split its received signal, when the SINR ratio of the first hop for ρi = 0 equals the

SINR of the second hop for ρi = 1.

We now define the vector function BBBAF (ρρρ) =
[
BAF1 (ρρρ) , . . . ,BAFN (ρρρ)

]T
. Then,

according to the well-known fixed point theorem [98], the strategy profile ρρρ∗ is a NE

of the formulated game GAF if and only if it is the fixed point of the function BBBAF (ρρρ)

(i.e, BBBAF (ρρρ∗) = ρρρ∗). Hence, the uniqueness for the NE of the formulated game is

equivalent to that for the fixed point of the function BBBAF (ρρρ). Furthermore, it is

shown in [99] that the fixed point of the function BBBAF (ρρρ) is unique if BBBAF (ρρρ) is a

standard function. The standard function is defined as follows:

Definition 5.3.1. A function f (x) is said to be standard if it satisfies the following

properties for all x ≥ 0:

• Positivity : f (x) > 0.

• Monotonicity : If x ≥ x′, then f (x) ≥ f (x′).

• Scalability : For all α > 1, αf (x) > f (αx).

Here, all the inequalities are componentwise.

After investigating the properties of the best response functions given in Lemma

5.3.1, we have the following proposition regarding the uniqueness of the NE:

Proposition 5.3.2. The formulated game GAF for the AF network always admits a

unique NE.

Proof. See Appendix C.3.
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5.3.3 Uniqueness for the NE of the game GDF

To validate the uniqueness for the NE of the game GDF , most of the methodologies

also fail to apply except the approach of standard function [99] due to the non-

differentiability of the utility functions (the min operator). Similarly, we first derive

the best response functions of the links (players) in the game GDF and have the

following lemma:

Lemma 5.3.2. Given a power splitting strategy profile ρρρ, the best response function

of the link Si → Ri → Di in the game GDF can be expressed as

BDFi (ρρρ) = [(XiWi +Xi + YiZi + Zi)−√
(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)

2 + 4YiZ2
i

]
/ (2YiZi) .

(5.3.7)

Proof. See Appendix C.4.

We now define the vector function BBBDF (ρρρ) =
[
BDF1 (ρρρ) , . . . ,BDFN (ρρρ)

]T
. After

investigating the properties of the function BBBDF (ρρρ), we have the following proposition

regarding the uniqueness of the NE:

Proposition 5.3.3. The game GDF also always possesses a unique NE.

Proof. See Appendix C.5.

5.3.4 Distributed Algorithm

So far, we have proved that the formulated games GAF and GDF for pure networks

always have a unique NE for any channel conditions and network topologies. However,

this equilibrium is meaningful in practice only if one can develop an algorithm that is

able to achieve such an equilibrium from non-equilibrium states. In this subsection, we
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propose a distributed and iterative algorithm with provable convergence to achieve

the NE, in which the links update their power splitting ratios simultaneously. In

addition, we discuss the practical implementation of the proposed algorithm.

Algorithm Description

Various kinds of distributed algorithms have been proposed to find the NEs (see

[100] for more information). Here, we are interested in best response-based algorithms

since we have obtained the best response functions of the formulated games. Relying

on the derived best response functions in (5.3.6) and (5.3.7), we develop a distribut-

ed power splitting algorithm for the pure networks, which is formally described in

Algorithm 1. In terms of the convergence of Algorithm 1, we have the following

result:

Proposition 5.3.4. From any initial point, Algorithm 1 always converges to the

unique NE of the formulated games GAF and GDF .

Proof. Since the best response vector functionsBBBAF (ρρρ) andBBBDF (ρρρ) are both standard

(proved in Appendix C.3 and C.5), the proof of this proposition follows with reference

to [99, Thm. 2].

Implementation Discussion

Note that the distributed nature of the above algorithm is based on modeling each

link as a single player. However, each link consists of three nodes (i.e., source, relay,

and destination), which are geographically separated in practical networks. Thus, an

efficient implementation of the proposed algorithm with the minimum information

sharing should be designed.
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Algorithm 1 : Distributed Power Splitting Algorithm for the Pure Networks
1: Set t = 0 and each player (link) i ∈ N chooses a random power splitting ratio ρi(0)

from the feasible set Ai.
2: If a suitable termination criterion is satisfied: STOP.
3: Each link i ∈ N updates the power splitting ratio via executing

ρi(t+ 1) =

{
BAFi (ρρρ(t)) for AF network
BDFi (ρρρ(t)) for DF network

. (5.3.8)

4: t← t+ 1; go to STEP 2.

In our design, the relay node is expected to be the link coordinator that undertakes

the information collection and the best-response computation. Here, we assume that

the energy consumed for the algorithm computations at the relay nodes are negligible

compared with the harvested energy used for information forwarding since these com-

putations are quite simple. This assumption can be further supported by the rapid

development of the low-power chips. Next, we aim to identify the information that

is needed to collect or exchange for the implementation of the proposed algorithm.

According to the best response functions given in (5.3.6), the relay Ri needs to know

the values of the parameters Xi, Yi, Zi, and Wi defined in (5.2.6). To this end, the

relay Ri should perform the following tasks:

• Task 1 : Measure the channel gains gii and hii, acquire the transmission power

Pi from its source, and then calculate the value of Xi based on this information.

• Task 2 : Measure4 the power of its received signal, acquire the power of the

received signal at the destination Di, and then calculate the values of Yi, Zi,

Wi.

4The measurement of the signal power can be performed by the radio scene analyzer [91].
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• Task 3 : Calculate the optimal power splitting ratio ρi based on (5.3.6).

From the above description, we can observe that the overheads are required in

transmitting the following three kinds of information for each link in the proposed

algorithm: (1) pilots for estimating the CSI from the source to its dedicated relay and

CSI from relay to destination, (2) the value of the transmit power from the source to

relay, and (3) the power of the received signal at the destination, which needs to be

sent from the destination to its dedicated relay. The first two kinds of overheads are

only needed once for each channel realization, while the third one is required in each

iteration of the proposed algorithm. From the above discussion, we can see that in

the proposed algorithm, only some local information needs to be exchanged within

each link and no information needs to be exchanged among different links.

Finally, note that a possible termination criterion for the proposed Algorithm 1

can be

[ρi (t+ 1)− ρi (t)] /ρi (t+ 1) ≤ ζ,

where ζ is a sufficiently small constant.

5.4 Extension to Hybrid Network

In this section, we generalize the proposed game-theoretical power splitting scheme

to a hybrid network containing both AF and DF relays. The hybrid network consid-

ered in this section could correspond to the practical case that the relays are deployed

by different users and may be made by different manufacturer with different proto-

cols. The set of the links with AF relays and DF relays are denoted by NAF and

NDF , respectively. Before formally describing the non-cooperative game for this case,
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it is important to notice that for a given power splitting ratio profile ρρρ−i, the amount

of interference received by the destination Di is fixed. This is because for a given

realization of channels, the interference at each destination is only determined by the

transmit powers of relays in other links and is independent of the relaying protocols

(i.e., AF or DF) adopted by these relays. Thus, the achievable rate of the ith link in

the hybrid network can still be expressed by (5.2.7), when the AF relaying protocol

is adopted at the relay Ri, and by (5.2.11), when the DF relaying protocol is adopted

at the relay Ri.

Now, we can formulate the following non-cooperative game for the considered

hybrid network:

• Players : The N S-R-D links.

• Actions : Each link determines its power splitting ratio ρi ∈ Ai to maximize the

achievable rate for its own link.

• Utilities : The achievable rate

uHDi (ρi, ρρρ−i) =

{
uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) in (5.2.7), if i ∈ NAF
uDFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) in (5.2.11), if i ∈ NDF

. (5.4.1)

For convenience, we denote the above non-cooperative game as

GHD =
〈
N , {Ai} ,

{
uHDi

(
ρi, ρρρ−i

)}〉
. (5.4.2)

Subsequently, according to Proposition 5.3.1, Lemma 5.3.1, Proposition 5.3.2,

Lemma 5.3.2, and Proposition 5.3.3, we have the following corollary regarding the

best response function and the existence and uniqueness of the NE for the game GHD:

Corollary 5.4.1. The best response function of the ith link in the game GHD can be
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expressed as

BHDi (ρρρ) =

 B
AF
i (ρρρ) in (5.3.6), if i ∈ NAF

BDFi (ρρρ) in (5.3.7), if i ∈ NDF
. (5.4.3)

Furthermore, the game GHD always possesses one and only one NE. �

Then, replacing the best response update (5.3.8) in Algorithm 1 by the one in

(5.4.3), we can have a best response-based distributed algorithm for the links to

achieve the NE of the game GHD. This algorithm is referred as to Algorithm 2,

which is omitted here due to its similarity with Algorithm 1.

5.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we will present some numerical results to illustrate and validate

the above theoretical analyses. To obtain meaningful results, we restrict our attention

to a linear topology for each link. Specifically, Si-Ri-Di forms a straight line with

unit length, i.e., dSiDi
= dSiRi

+ dRiDi
= 1,∀i ∈ N , with dXY denoting the distance

between nodes X and Y . Note that in order to obtain meaningful insights into the

system performance, we treat the node distances as constants in this chapter. In

practical systems, the spatial node distributions [79, 80] should be considered, but

it will require a new analytical framework, which is out of the scope of this chapter.

The channels between all transceiver pairs are assumed to be subject to mutually

independent Rayleigh fading. To take into account the impact of path loss, we adopt

the channel model that E
{
|gij|2

}
=
(
dSiRj

)−τ
and E

{
|hij|2

}
=
(
dRiDj

)−τ
, where

τ ∈ [2, 5] is the path loss factor [81]. In all the simulations, without loss of generality,

we set σ2 = 1 and η = 0.5.
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Figure 5.3: The best response functions of the three formulated games and the con-
vergence of Algorithm 1-2 from different starting points in the considered two-link
network with parameters given in (5.5.1)-(5.5.3).
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We first consider a simple network consisting of two links with the following ran-

domly generated parameters:

[P1, P2] = [5.3080, 7.1917] , (5.5.1)[
|g11|2 |g12|2

|g21|2 |g22|2

]
=

[
2.1713 1.4836

3.0937 0.9773

]
, (5.5.2)

[
|h11|2 |h12|2

|h21|2 |h22|2

]
=

[
0.4475 1.5760

1.5406 2.6081

]
. (5.5.3)

Both links in the game GAF (GDF ) adopt the AF (DF) relaying protocol, while

link 1 implements the DF relaying scheme and link 2 implements the AF relaying

scheme in the game GHD. In Fig. 5.3 (a)-(c), we first plot the best response functions

(i.e., ρ1 (ρ2) and ρ2 (ρ1)) of the three games, respectively. With reference to [98],

the intersection points of the best response functions are actually the NEs of the

corresponding games. From Fig. 5.3 (a)-(c), we can see that the two curves only admit

one intersection point in all cases, which indicates that all the formulated games in

the considered two-link network possess a unique NE. In Fig. 5.3 (d)-(f), the proposed

algorithms are executed to achieve the corresponding NEs from randomly generated

initial points. It can be seen from Fig. 5.3 (d)-(f) that the proposed algorithms can

converge to the corresponding NEs obtained in Fig. 5.3 (a)-(c) from different starting

points. Hence, the observations from Fig. 5.3 (a)-(f) verify the correctness of our

theoretical analyses.

To show that the proposed algorithm can also converge to the NE in multi-link

scenarios, we illustrate its convergence performance for an example of a randomly

generated four-link hybrid network in Fig. 5.4. As can be observed from Fig. 5.4, the

proposed algorithm can converge to the same values (i.e., the NE) from two different

initial points, which further validates the theoretical analyses. Note that due to
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space limitation, we only show results in Figs. 5.3-5.4 for one random realization of

transmit powers and channel gains, although similar results can also be shown for

other realizations.

Next, we investigate the average sum-rate of the relay interference networks that

implement the proposed power splitting scheme. We consider both a two-link scenario

and a multi-link scenario. For simplification and illustrative purpose, we consider

that all links in the considered networks are mutually parallel. Thus, the two-link

setting is characterized by the interlink distance, denoted by dL. In the multi-link

setting, we assume that the distances between adjacent links are equal. Hence, this

scenario is characterized by the number of links N and the distance between the

farthest two links, denoted by dmax. In the following figures, each curve is plotted by

averaging over the results from 10000 independent channel realizations. In addition,

it is straightforward to imagine that the performance curves of the hybrid network

should be located between that of the AF and DF network. Thus, we will omit the

curves of hybrid networks in the following to avoid crowded figures.

Fig. 5.5 illustrates the average sum-rate of a two-link network, where the per-

formances are compared across the optimal sum-rate obtained by the centralized

optimization problem in (5.3.1) solved via an exhaustive search, the proposed game-

theoretical approach, the random scheme in which the power splitting ratios are

randomly generated over [0, 1]. Both AF and DF networks with symmetric and

asymmetric topologies are simulated. We can observe from Fig. 5.5 that the pro-

posed game-theoretical method outperforms the random scheme in the AF network

when dL exceeds a certain value, and is always superior to the random scheme in

the DF network for all cases. In addition, the performance gap between these two
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Figure 5.4: Convergence of the proposed algorithm for a randomly generated four-link
hybrid network with two different initial points, NDF = [1 3] and NAF = [2 4].

schemes becomes larger when the inter-link distance dL increases. Moreover, it can be

seen from Fig. 5.5 that the proposed game-theoretical approach suffers performance

loss compared to the optimal scheme when the inter-link distance is very small, i.e.,

in high interference scenarios. However, as the inter-link distance increases, it ap-

proaches the centralized optimal scheme in the AF network and quickly coincides

with the centralized optimal scheme in the DF network. Therefore, we can claim that

the proposed game-theoretical approach can achieve a near-optimal performance on

average, especially for the scenarios with medium and large interlink distance (i.e.,

relatively low and moderate interference).

Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 respectively demonstrate the impacts of the number of links

and the transmit powers on the average sum-rates and average power splitting ratios

of AF and DF networks in the multi-link scenario, where all relays are assumed

in middle positions (i.e., dSiRi
= dRiDi

= 0.5, ∀i). In Fig. 5.6 (a), we plot the
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Figure 5.5: The average sum-rates of two-link AF and DF networks for (a) symmetric
network with dSiRi

= dRiDi
= 0.5 and Pi = 15 dB, ∀i = 1, 2, (b) asymmetric network

with dS1R1 = dR2D2 = 0.25 and Pi = 15 dB, ∀i = 1, 2.
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Figure 5.6: The impact of link numbers on (a) average sum-rate and (b) average
power splitting ratio in AF and DF networks with dmax = 5 and Pi = 15 (dB), ∀i.
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Figure 5.7: The impact of the transmit powers on (a) average sum-rate and (b)
average power splitting ratio in AF and DF networks with dmax = 5 and N = 5.
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average sum-rate curves of the AF and DF networks achieved by the proposed game-

theoretical scheme and the random scheme versus the number of links with dmax = 5

and Pi = 15 dB, ∀i. Note that the performance of the centralized optimal scheme

is omitted here because the corresponding optimization problem is non-convex and

thus cannot be efficiently solved in a multi-link scenario. From Fig. 5.6 (a), we

observe that the average sum-rates of both AF and DF networks first increase and

then keep decreasing with the growth of the number of links. This observation is

understandable. Specifically, the initial sum-rate increase is actually a multiplexing

gain as more links share the same spectrum with relatively low mutual interference.

Nevertheless, with a further increase in the number of links, the interlink interference

becomes stronger, which leads to a monotonically decreasing sum-rate. We can also

see from Fig. 5.6 (a) that the proposed game-theoretical approach always outweighs

the random method in both AF and DF networks for all cases. The performance

gap between these two schemes in the DF network is significantly larger than that

in the AF networks. This indicates that the proposed game-theoretical approach can

achieve a higher performance improvement in a DF network than the one in a AF

network. In addition, it can be observed from Fig. 5.6 (a) that the performance gap

decreases gradually as the number of links increases, which is due to a more severe

interference. Fig. 5.6 (b) depicts the average power splitting ratios5 of both AF and

DF networks, when the proposed game-theoretical scheme is implemented. We can

observe from this figure that the average power splitting ratio of the AF networks is

always larger than that of the DF networks. Furthermore, the average power splitting

5Since plotting the curve for each link’s power splitting ratio will create too many curves, which
is difficult to illustrate, we choose the average power splitting ratio of all links as the performance
metric for the purpose of facilitating the illustration. This metric can effectively reflect the changes
of the ratios in the majority of links.
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ratios of both AF and DF networks experience a steady increase when the number

of links grows. A similar phenomenon can be observed from Fig. 5.7 (b), in which

the curves for the average power splitting ratios of both AF and DF networks are

plotted versus the sources’ transmit powers. This is because increasing the number of

links and raising the transmit powers of all links achieves the same effect as increased

mutual interference. The impact of the transmit powers of all links on the average

sum-rates of both AF and DF networks is shown in Fig. 5.7 (a). As can be observed

from this figure, the average sum-rate achieved by the proposed game-theoretical

approach steadily increases from a low to a moderate SNR region and tends to get

saturated at high SNR, above 20 (dB). This indicates that at high SNR, the power

control at the sources should be jointly considered with the power splitting at the

relays to further improve the sum-rate, which will be considered in our future work.

Finally, we can see from Figs. 5.6 (a) and 5.7 (a) that a DF network can achieve a

higher average sum-rate than an AF network with the same settings.

In Fig. 5.8, we plot the average rate curves for the best and worst links in both AF

and DF networks with the same network setting as in Fig. 5.7. Similar phenomena

shown in Fig. 5.7 (a) can also be observed in this figure. Besides, we can see from Fig.

5.8 that compared with the random scheme, the proposed game-theoretical scheme

can effectively improve the average rates of the best and worst links in both AF

and DF networks. Furthermore, this performance improvement in the DF network is

shown to be more significant than that in the AF network.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we proposed new cooperative protocols, analyzed network perfor-

mance, and designed resource allocation for the emerging WPCCNs. The key results

and findings, which provide useful insights for the practical design of WPCCNs, are

first summarized in this chapter. Then, we suggest a number of future topics based

on the contents presented in this thesis.

6.1 Summary of Results and Insights

In Chapter 2, we first proposed a HTC protocol for a WPCCN with wireless-

powered source and relay(s). The proposed HTC protocol was first described based

on the three-node reference model. We then derived the approximate closed-form

expression of the average throughput for the proposed protocol over Rayleigh fading

channels. This analysis was subsequently extended to the multi-relay scenario, where

the throughput of the proposed protocol with opportunistic relaying and partial relay

selection schemes was analyzed. Numerical results showed that the proposed HTC

protocol outperforms the harvest-then-transmit one in all simulated scenarios. The

performance gain of the proposed HTC protocol can be further improved when the

125
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number of relays increases. With the optimal values of the time allocation parameter

and relay position, the opportunistic relaying scheme achieves the best throughput

performance. Moreover, the partial relay selection scheme based on the second hop

can perform better than that based on the first hop.

Then, in Chapter 3 we developed two cooperative protocols, namely energy co-

operation (E-C) and dual cooperation (D-C), for an alternative network setup of

WPCCNs consisting of a hybrid AP, a hybrid relay and a wireless-powered source.

The throughput maximization problems in terms of joint power and time allocation

were formulated and resolved for the proposed protocols. Numerical results showed

that in a linear topology, the E-C protocol achieves better throughput at high SNRs,

especially when the distance between the source and relay is large. In contrast, when

the SNR is not high and the relay is relatively close to the source, the D-C protocol

is superior to the E-C protocol.

Next, in Chapter 4 we designed an energy trading framework for a PB-assisted

WPCCN. Considering the strategic behaviors of the hybrid AP and PBs, we formu-

lated a Stackelberg game for the considered network, in which the AP is the leader

and the PBs are the followers. The Stackelberg equilibrium of the formulated game

was subsequently derived. As a comparison, the social welfare optimization problem

was also formulated and solved. Numerical results showed that the social welfare op-

timization scheme always outperforms the game-theoretical scheme. Moreover, both

schemes can achieve better performance as either the numbers of the PBs or the val-

ue of the gain per unit throughput increase, and as the distance between the source

and PBs decreases. At the same time, these changes also lead to a shorter downlink

energy transfer time, more involved PBs, smaller transmit powers of the PBs and a
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lower energy price for the AP.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we developed a game-theoretical framework to address the

distributed power splitting problem for SWIPT in a large-scale WPCCN that con-

stitutes relay interference channels. We formulated non-cooperative games for three

different network scenarios, in which each link is modeled as a strategic player who

aims to maximize its individual achievable rate by choosing the dedicated relay’s

power splitting ratio. We showed that the formulated games always achieve a unique

NE. Best response-based distributed algorithms with provable convergence were also

developed to achieve the NEs. The numerical results showed that the proposed al-

gorithms can converge to the corresponding NEs from different starting points, and

the developed game-theoretical approach can achieve a near-optimal network-wide

performance on average, especially for the scenarios with relatively low and moderate

interference.

6.2 Future Work

We propose the following extensions to the work presented in this thesis.

The performance analysis of the proposed protocol in Chapter 2 is valid for the

Rayleigh fading scenario. As a more general model, Rician fading is another practical

channel model for WPCCNs, especially when the distance between nodes is limited

and the light of sight exists. Thus, the first effective extension to the work in Chapter

2 could be the performance analysis of WPCCN under Rician fading. Moreover, the

results in Chapter 2 are based on the assumption that the selected relay only uses

the harvested energy in the current transmission block to forward the signals received

from the source. To be more practical, the energy accumulation process at the relay
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nodes should be taken into consideration. More specifically, if a relay node is not

selected in a particular transmission block, then the amount of harvested energy in

this block should be accumulated in its battery. In this case, the relay selection

procedure needs to jointly consider both the channel gains and the residual energy of

the relay nodes. Discrete Markov chains [101] would be a suitable mathematical tool

to model the charging and discharging behaviors of the relay nodes’ batteries.

It will be interesting to extend the work in Chapter 3 to the multi-relay scenario.

In this context, the hybrid relays could perform collaborative beamforming [102] for

not only DL energy transfer but also the UL information forwarding. Due to the

individual energy constraint of each relay, the energy beamforming vector and the

information beamforming vector tangle together and thus should be jointly designed.

The work in Chapter 4 could be extended to a more general network setup with

multiple PBs and multiple AP-source pairs. Such a scenario would lead to two levels

of strategic interactions and could be modeled by a multi-leader-follower game [103].

In addition, the relay selection schemes in Chapter 2 and the resource allocation in

Chapter 3 need the process of CSI acquisition, which may consume extra time and

energy resources in practice. Thus, the characterization of system performance with

this practical consideration could be another interesting future work.

The results in Chapter 5 are achieved based on the assumption that the transmit

power of all source nodes are constant. However, in practice, the transmit power of

the source nodes may also be controllable such that it should be jointly optimized

with the power splitting ratios at the relay nodes. But, this may make the formulated

game non-convex, which is more challenging than the convex one when analyzing its

equilibria. A new concept of equilibrium, named the quasi-Nash equilibrium [104],
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could be applied to resolve this non-convex game. To effectively manage interlink

interference and achieve more efficient resource allocation, we can also introduce co-

operation between the strategic links, which are enabled to form a group and compete

with others if their utilities can be improved. In this case, the coalitional game the-

ory [105] would be a good mathematical tool to model the cooperative but strategic

behaviors of the links (players).



Appendix A

Proofs for Chapter 2. A
Harvest-Then-Cooperate Protocol
for Wireless-Powered Cooperative
Communications

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2.3.1

To proceed, the mutual information between the source and hybrid AP is given

by

ISA =
1

2
log2 (1 + γA) . (A.1.1)

Then, we can write the outage probability as

PHTC
out = Pr (ISA < R) = Pr (γA < ν)

= Pr (γSA < ν, γSRA < ν) .
(A.1.2)

Here, it is worth emphasizing that γSA and γSRA are correlated since both of them

contain the random variable hAS. Thus, we have

Pr (γSA < ν, γSRA < ν) 6= Pr (γSA < ν) Pr (γSRA < ν) .
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This is in contrast to the conventional constant-powered cooperative networks, where

the SNRs of different paths are normally independent. Due to this correlation and the

complex structure of γSRA, it is hard to obtain a closed-form expression of (A.1.2).

To tackle this, we make the following approximation to the expression of γSRA given

in (2.2.6) [76, 106]:

γSRA ≈
µhAShSRµhARhRA
µhAShSR + µhARhRA

≤ µmin (hAShSR, hARhRA) . (A.1.3)

The approximate SNR value in (A.1.3) is analytically more tractable than the exact

value in (2.2.6) and thus facilitates the derivation of the closed-form expression of the

outage probability.

Based on the approximation in (A.1.3), we can obtain the outage probability of

the HTC protocol approximately given by

PHTC
out ≈Pr (hAShSA < ν/µ,min (hAShSR, hARhRA) < ν/µ)

= Pr (hAShSA < ν/µ)− Pr (hAShSA < ν/µ,min (hAShSR, hARhRA) > ν/µ)

= Pr (hAShSA < ν/µ)− Pr (hARhRA > ν/µ) Pr (hAShSA < ν/µ, hAShSR > ν/µ) ,

(A.1.4)

where the second equality follows by the fact Pr (A,B) = Pr (A) − Pr
(
A, B̄

)
[107,

pp. 21] and the last equality holds since hAR and hRA are independent of hAS. Next,

we calculate the three probabilities in the last step of (A.1.4), respectively. Firstly,

we have

Pr

(
hAShSA <

ν

µ

)
=

∫ ∞
0

Pr

(
hAS <

ν

µy

)
fhSA

(y) dy

=1− 1

σ2
SA

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ν

σ2
ASµy

− y

σ2
SA

)
dy

=1− S
(

4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
,

(A.1.5)
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where [77, Eq. (3.324.1)] is used to solve the second integral. Similarly, we have

Pr (hARhRA > ν/µ) = S
(

4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)
. (A.1.6)

For the last term, we have

Pr (hAShSA < ν/µ, hAShSR > ν/µ)

=

∫ ∞
0

Pr

(
hSA <

ν

µy
, hSR >

ν

µy

)
fhAS

(y) dy

=

∫ ∞
0

Pr

(
hSA <

ν

µy

)
Pr

(
hSR >

ν

µy

)
fhAS

(y) dy

=

∫ ∞
0

(
1− exp

(
− µγ

σ2
SAy

))
exp

(
− µγ

σ2
SRy

)
fhAS

(y) dy

=
1

σ2
AS

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ν

σ2
SRµy

− y

σ2
AS

)
dy − 1

σ2
AS

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
−1

y

(
ν

σ2
SAµ

+
ν

σ2
SRµ

)
− y

σ2
AS

)
dy

=S
(

4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

)
− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SR

+
4ν

µσ2
ASσ

2
SA

)
.

(A.1.7)

By substituting (A.1.5)-(A.1.7) into (A.1.4), we obtain the desired result in (2.3.1).

This completes the proof.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2.4.1

According to the selection criterion of the OR protocol given in (2.4.2) and the

SNR approximation in (A.1.3), the outage probability of the OR protocol can be

approximately given by

PHTC,OR
out ≈ Pr

(
hAShSA <

ν

µ
,min (hAShSRb

, hARb
hRbA) <

ν

µ

)
= Pr

(
hAShSA <

ν

µ
,maxi∈N {min (hAShSRi

, hARi
hRiA)} < ν

µ

)
=

∫ ∞
0

Pr

(
yhSA <

ν

µ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T1

Pr

(
maxi∈N {min (yhSRi

, hARi
hRiA)} < ν

µ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T2

fhAS
(y) dy.

(A.2.1)
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To proceed, it is straightforward to obtain

T1 = Pr

(
hSA <

ν

µ

1

y

)
= 1− exp

(
− ν

µσ2
SA

1

y

)
. (A.2.2)

For the term T2 in (A.2.1), we have

T2 = Pr

(
min (yhSR1 , hAR1hR1A) <

ν

µ

)
× . . .× Pr

(
min (yhSRN

, hARN
hRNA) <

ν

µ

)
=

[
Pr

(
min (yhSR1 , hAR1hR1A) <

ν

µ

)]N
=

[
1− Pr

(
min (yhSR1 , hAR1hR1A) >

ν

µ

)]N

=

1− exp

(
− ν

µσ2
SR

1

y

)
Pr

(
hAR1hR1A >

ν

µ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T3


N

,

(A.2.3)

where the second equation follows since the random variables {hSRi
}, {hARi

}, and

{hRiA} are respectively independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). Note that the

term T3 can be written as

T3 = S

(√
4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)
. (A.2.4)

Substituting (A.2.4) into (A.2.3) and expanding the term T2 based on the binomial

theorem [59, Eq. (3.1.1)], we can further write (A.2.3) as

T2 =

[
1− exp

(
− ν

µσ2
SR

1

y

)
S
(

4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]N
=1+

N∑
n=1

(
N

n

)
(−1)n

[
S
(

4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]n
exp

(
− nν

µσ2
SR

1

y

)
.

(A.2.5)
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Substituting (A.2.2) and (A.2.5) into (A.2.1), we have

PHTC,OR
out ≈

∫ ∞
0

1

σ2
AS

exp

(
− y

σ2
AS

)
dy − 1

σ2
AS

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− y

σ2
AS

− ν

µσ2
SA

1

y

)
dy+

N∑
n=1

(
N

n

)
(−1)n

[
S
(

4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]n
1

σ2
AS

{∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− y

σ2
AS

− nν

µσ2
SR

1

y

)
dy−∫ ∞

0

exp

(
− y

σ2
AS

− nν

µσ2
SR

1

y
− ν

µσ2
SA

1

y

)
dy

}
.

(A.2.6)

Solving the integrals in (A.2.6) by following the routine in the proof of Proposition

2.3.1, we obtain the desired result in (2.4.5).

A.3 Proof of Proposition 2.4.2

To obtain the asymptotic analysis of the throughput, we need to perform the

asymptotic analysis for the function S(x) defined in (2.3.2). Moreover, it is straight-

forward to observe that all terms inside the function S(·) in (2.4.5) approach zero

when PA/N0 → ∞. Thus, to obtain the asymptotic performance of the throughput,

we should find the approximation of S(x) for x→ 0.

By applying the series representation of the modified Bessel function of the second

kind [77, Eq. (8.446)], we can re-write the function S(x) as follows:

S (x) =1 +
√
xI1

(√
x
)(

ln

√
x

2
+CCC

)
− 1

2

∞∑
l=0

(√
x

2

)2l+1√
x

l! (l + 1)!

(
l∑

k=1

1

k
+

l+1∑
k=1

1

k

)

≈1 +
x

2

(
ln

√
x

2
+CCC − 1

2

)
− 1

2

∞∑
l=1

(√
x

2

)2l+1√
x

l! (l + 1)!

(
l∑

k=1

1

k
+

l+1∑
k=1

1

k

)

≈1 +
x

2
ln

√
x

2
,

(A.3.1)

where I1(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with first order andCCC is the
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Figure A.1: Verification of the approximation for the function S (x).

Euler’s constant [77, Eq. (8.367)]. The fact that I1(x)→ x
2

if x→ 0 [77, Eq. (8.447)]

is used to obtain the first approximation. Moreover, the second approximation follows

since the term CCC − 1
2

is negligible compared with the term ln
√
x

2
for x → 0 and the

terms in the summation are with higher orders.

In Fig. A.1, we plot the exact and asymptotic values of the function S(x) based

on the formulas in (2.3.2) and (A.3.1). As can be observed in Fig. A.1, the exact and

asymptotic values coincide with each other very well when x approaches zero, which

validates the approximation in (A.3.1).

By using (A.3.1) and performing some simplifications, we can write the asymptotic

throughput of the OR scheme at high SNR as (2.4.7).
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A.4 Proof of Proposition 2.4.3

Analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3.1, we can obtain an approximate ex-

pression for the outage probability of the PRS protocols given by

PHTC,PRS
out ≈Pr

(
hAShSA <

ν

µ

)
− Pr

(
hARb

hRbA >
ν

µ

)
×

Pr

(
hAShSA <

ν

µ
, hAShSRb

>
ν

µ

)
.

(A.4.1)

For the case that the relay is selected only based on the hop {S → Ri} with the

selection criterion given in (2.4.3), we can claim that the selected relay Rb should

meet the following condition

hSRb
= maxi∈N {hSRi

} . (A.4.2)

Since the variables {hSRi
}’s are i.i.d, we can obtain the PDF of hSRb

given by

fhSRb
(z) =

N

σ2
SR

N−1∑
n=0

(
N − 1

n

)
(−1)n exp

(
−n+ 1

σ2
SR

z

)
. (A.4.3)

Moreover, the random variables hARb
and hRbA follow the exponential distribution

with average values σ2
AR and σ2

RA, since the links A-Ri and Ri-A are not taken in-

to account for relay selection. Substituting the PDFs into (A.4.1) and solving the

integrals, we can obtain the desired result in (2.4.9).

When it comes to the PRS protocol with the criterion in (2.4.4), the selected relay

Rb should satisfy

hARb
hRbA = maxi∈N {hARi

hRiA} . (A.4.4)
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Thus, we have

Pr

(
hARb

hRbA >
ν

µ

)
= 1− Pr

(
hARb

hRbA <
ν

µ

)
= 1−

[
1− S

(
4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]N
=

N∑
n=1

(
N

n

)
(−1)n+1

[
S
(

4ν

µσ2
ARσ

2
RA

)]n
.

(A.4.5)

In contrast, the random variable hSRb
only follows an exponential distribution with

average values σ2
SR. This is because the links S-Ri’s are not taken into consideration

during the relay selection process. Then, the expression (2.4.10) can be obtained by

repeating the integral calculation in (A.4.1). This completes the proof.



Appendix B

Proofs for Chapter 4. Energy
Trading in Power Beacon-Assisted
WPCCNs using Stackelberg Game

B.1 Proof of Proposition 4.3.1

To solve Problem (P4.3.2), we calculate the first-order derivative of U ′′a (τ, λ) with

respect to λ and set it equal to zero to find the stationary points. That is, ∂U
′′
a (τ,λ)
∂λ

= 0.

After some simple algebraic manipulations, we can obtain the following equation:

` (λ) =(λXN − YN)2 +

(
C

D
− YN

)
(λXN − YN)− W ′XN

2τ
= 0. (B.1.1)

The above quadratic equation ` (λ) = 0 possesses the following two solutions:

λ1 =
−
(
C
D
− 3YN

)
+
√(

C
D
− YN

)2
+ 2XNW ′

τ

2XN

, (B.1.2)

λ2 =
−
(
C
D
− 3YN

)
−
√(

C
D
− YN

)2
+ 2XNW ′

τ

2XN

. (B.1.3)

Let us next verify the validity of these two solutions. Recall that the objective

function of Problem (P4.3.2) given in (4.3.6) includes a logarithm function term.

Then, according to the definition of logarithm functions, the term inside the logarithm

138
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function, i.e., 1 + D
C

(λXN − 2YN), should be no less than zero. We check the sign of

this term for solution λ1 and get

1 +
D

C
(λ1XN − 2YN)

=
1

2
+

D

2C

−YN +

√(
C

D
− YN

)2

+
2XNW ′

τ


>

1

2
+

D

2C

(
−YN +

∣∣∣∣CD − YN
∣∣∣∣)

=
1

2
− D

2C
YN +

∣∣∣∣12 − D

2C
YN

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.

(B.1.4)

Similarly, we obtain the following formula for solution λ2

1 +
D

C
(λ2XN − 2YN) < 0. (B.1.5)

Thus, only stationary point λ1 is valid. We then calculate the second-order derivative

of U ′′a (τ, λ) with respective to λ and obtain

∂2U ′′a (τ, λ)

∂λ2
= −2τXN −

W ′X2
N[

C
D

+ (λXN − 2YN)
]2 < 0, (B.1.6)

which indicates that the function U ′′a (τ, λ) with a given τ achieves its maximum value

at the valid stationary point λ1. Furthermore, we can easily check that λ1 > 0, which

meets the constraint of the Problem (P4.3.2). Therefore, we can conclude that the

optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.2), denoted by λ?, is the stationary point λ1. That

is, λ? = λ1, which completes the proof.

B.2 Proof of Proposition 4.3.2

We first prove the “if” statement of this proposition. Recall that we reduce Prob-

lem (P4.3.1) to Problem (P4.3.2) by assuming that λ > bm
Gm,s

, ∀m holds. Hence, if

λ? given in (4.3.7) is also the solution to Problem (P4.3.1), the following inequality
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should hold

λ? > maxm∈N Zm, (B.2.1)

where Zm = bm
Gm,s

. Substituting the expression of λ? into the above inequality and

rearranging it, we get√(
C

D
− YN

)2

+
2XNW ′

τ
> 2XN maxm∈N Zm − 3YN +

C

D
. (B.2.2)

To further simplify the above inequality, we check the sign of the term

2XN maxm∈N Zm − 3YN on its right-hand side and obtain

2XN max
m∈N

Zm − 3YN

=
∑N

n=1

(
G2
n,s

an
max
m∈N

bm
Gm,s

− 3bnGn,s

4an

)
≥
∑N

n=1

(
G2
n,s

an

bn
Gn,s

− 3bnGn,s

4an

)
=
∑N

n=1

bnGn,s

4an
> 0.

(B.2.3)

Based on the above result, we can square double sides of the inequality (B.2.2) without

affecting the direction of the inequality symbol. Substituting the expression of W ′

and making some rearrangements, we can rewrite (B.2.2) as the desired result given

in (4.3.8), which completes the proof of the “if” statement.

Subsequently, we prove the “only if” statement by contradiction. For the ease of

exposition, we assume that the PBs are sorted by the following order:

Z1 < . . . < ZN−1 < ZN .

In this case, the condition given in (4.3.8) can be simplified as

µ > QN , (B.2.4)

where

QN =
2τ (ln 2)

(
XNZN − 2YN + C

D

)
(XNZN − YN)

XN (1− τ)W
. (B.2.5)
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Then, the “only if” statement means that the energy price λ? is the optimal

solution to Problem (P4.3.1) only if µ > QN . To prove this by contradiction, we

assume that λ? given in (4.3.7) is still the optimal solution to Problem (P4.3.1) even

if µ ≤ QN . Then, the proof follows if we can show that this hypothesis is false.

Without loss of generality, we assume that QN−1 < µ ≤ QN , where QN−1 is

defined later. When µ ≤ QN , we can obtain from the proof of the “if” statement that

λ? ≤ ZN , which indicates κN = 0, according to its definition in (4.3.3). In this case,

the following optimization problem reduced from Problem (P4.3.1) should be solved

to find the optimal energy price:

(P.A.1) :

max
κκκ′,λ

U ′′′a (τ,κκκ′, λ)

s.t. κ′m ∈ {0, 1} ,∀m ∈ N\N,
λ ≥ 0,

(B.2.6)

where κκκ′ =
[
κ′1, . . . , κ

′
N−1

]T
is a new indicator vector with κ′m = κm, ∀m ∈ N\N ,

A\B denotes the relative complement of the set B in the set A, and

U ′′′a (τ,κκκ′, λ) =W ′ lnC −
N−1∑
m=1

κ′mλτ
λGm,s − bm

2am
Gm,s+

W ′ ln

(
1 +

D

C

N−1∑
m=1

κ′m
λGm,s − bm

2am
Gm,s

)
.

(B.2.7)

It is straightforward to observe that Problem (P.A.1) has exactly the same struc-

ture as Problem (P4.3.1). Following the analysis in Appendix B.1 and the proof of

the “if” statement, we can express the optimal solution of Problem (P.A.1) as

λ̃? =
−
(
C
D
− 3YN−1

)
+
√(

C
D
− YN−1

)2
+ 2XN−1W ′

τ

2XN−1

, (B.2.8)

if µ > QN−1, where XN−1 =
∑N−1

n=1

G2
n,s

2an
, YN−1 =

∑N−1
n=1

bnGn,s

4an
, and

QN−1 =
2τ (ln 2)

(
XN−1ZN−1 − 2YN−1 + C

D

)
(XN−1ZN−1 − YN−1)

XN−1 (1− τ)W
. (B.2.9)

The optimal energy price given in (B.2.8) for the case QN−1 < µ ≤ QN is obviously
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different from the one given in (4.3.7) for the case µ > QN . This is not consistent with

our previous hypothesis that the energy price λ? given in (4.3.7) is still the optimal

solution to the Problem (P4.3.1) even if µ ≤ QN . Thus, the contradiction appears

and the proof of the “only if” part follows.

By combining the proofs for the “if” and “only if” statements, we have completed

the proof of Proposition 4.3.2.

B.3 Proof of Proposition 4.3.4

Following a similar procedure to solve Problem (P4.3.1), we first consider the

situation that the parameter µ is sufficiently large such that all PBs are involved

during the DL energy transfer phase (i.e., the transmit powers of all PBs are larger

than 0). In this case, the constraint of the Problem (P4.3.5), i.e., ppp ≥ 000, can be

ignored. Since the objective function U ′sw (ppp) is concave in terms of pm for any m ∈ N ,

we can obtain the optimal value of pm for the unconstrained problem by taking

the first-order derivative of U ′sw (ppp) with respect to pm and setting it equal to zero.

Specifically, the optimal value of pm, denoted by p†m, should be a solution of the

equation ∂U ′sw(ppp)
∂pm

= 0. After some algebraic manipulations, we have N equations with

the mth one given by

W ′/τ

C
D

+
N∑
m=1

pmGm,s

=
2ampm + bm

Gm,s

. (B.3.1)

It can be easily verified that the left-hand side of (B.3.1) is the same for any m on the

right-hand side. Then, by equaling the right-hand sides of (B.3.1) for two different
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indexes m and n, we get

pn =
(2ampm + bm)Gn,s

2anGm,s

− bn
2an

,∀n. (B.3.2)

Substituting the above pn into (B.3.1) and making some simplifications, we get

W ′/τ

C
D

+ 2ampm+bm
Gm,s

N∑
n=1

G2
n,s

2an
−

N∑
n=1

bnGn,s

2an

=
2ampm + bm

Gm,s

. (B.3.3)

Setting p̃m = 2ampm+bm
Gm,s

and recalling the definition of XN and YN , we can re-write

(B.3.3) as

XN(p̃m)2 +

(
C

D
− 2YN

)
p̃m −W ′/τ = 0. (B.3.4)

It is straightforward to observe that the above quadratic equation possesses one

positive solution and one negative solution since XN > 0 and −W ′/τ < 0. Note that

p̃m ≥ 0, which means only the larger solution is valid. Thus, we have the following

equation regarding the optimal value of pm, denoted by p†m,

2amp
†
m + bm
Gm,s

= ΛN , (B.3.5)

where

ΛN =
−
(
C
D
− 2YN

)
+
√(

C
D
− 2YN

)2
+ 4XNW ′

τ

2XN

(B.3.6)

is the larger root of the quadratic equation (B.3.4). Thus, if the value of µ is large

enough such that all PBs are involved, their optimal transmit power p†m can be ex-

pressed as

p†m =
ΛNGm,s − bm

2am
, ∀ m ∈ N . (B.3.7)

The subsequent question is how large should the value of µ be such that p†m >

0, ∀ m holds. Based on the structure of (B.3.7), we can deduce that p†m > 0, ∀ m

if ΛN > maxm∈N Zm. Recall that Zm = bm
Gm,s

. We can observe from (B.3.6) that

the value of ΛN is proportional to that of parameter µ. By assuming that the PBs
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are sorted in the order Z1 < . . . < ZN−1 < ZN and repeating the procedures from

Appendix B.2, we can reduce the condition ΛN > maxm∈N Zm to

µ > Q̃N , (B.3.8)

where

Q̃N =
(ln 2) τ

(
XNZN − 2YN + C

D

)
ZN

(1− τ)W
. (B.3.9)

Next, let us consider the case Q̃N−1 < µ ≤ Q̃N with Q̃N−1 denoting the minimum

threshold of µ such that the PBs ranked from 1 to N − 1 will all get involved during

the DL phase. In this situation, the Nth PB will not be included during the energy

transfer since µ ≤ Q̃N . We can find the optimal transmit powers of the involved

PBs by repeating the steps as in (B.3.1)-(B.3.7). Similarly, we can obtain the desired

results of other cases given in (4.3.19). This completes the proof of this proposition.



Appendix C

Proofs for Chapter 5. Distributed
Power Splitting for a Large-Scale
WPCCN with SWIPT using Game
Theory

C.1 Proof of Proposition 5.3.1

Firstly, it is straightforward to observe that the utility function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is

continuous in ρi. Then, a feasible method to prove the quasi-concavity of the utility

function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is to use the following theorem [108, pp. 99]:

Theorem C.1.1. A continuous function f : R → R is quasi-concave if and only if

at least one of the following conditions holds:

• f is non-decreasing

• f is non-increasing

• there is a point c ∈ dom f such that for t ≤ c (and t ∈ dom f), f is non-

decreasing, and for t ≥ c (and t ∈ dom f), f is non-increasing.
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Next, let us prove the quasi-concavity of the utility function by showing that it

is first non-decreasing and then non-increasing in the feasible domain. This will be

achieved by demonstrating that the first-order derivative of the utility is no less than

zero when the variable is smaller than a certain value and is no larger than zero in

the remaining domain.

To proceed, we derive the first-order derivative of the function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) with

respect to (w.r.t) ρi, which, after some algebra manipulations, can be expressed as

∂uAFi
(
ρi, ρρρ−i

)
∂ρi

=
1

ln 2

Ci(ρi)
2 − 2Diρi +Di

[ρi (1− ρi)YiZi − Ciρi +Di]
2/XiZi + ρi (1− ρi)

, (C.1.1)

where

Ci = (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1)− Zi, (C.1.2a)

Di = (Xi + Yi + 1) (Wi + 1) , (C.1.2b)

are defined for the simplicity of notations.

After a careful observation on the right-hand side of (C.1.1), we can deduce that

the sign of
∂uAF

i (ρi,ρρρ−i)
∂ρi

is only determined by the numerator

κi (ρi) = Ci(ρi)
2 − 2Diρi +Di, (C.1.3)

since the denominator is always large than zero. To further determine the monotonic-

ity of the function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i), we need to investigate the properties of the quadratic

function κi (ρi) on the feasible set of ρi (i.e., [0, 1]). Firstly, we note that

κi (0) = Di > 0, (C.1.4a)

κi (1) = Ci −Di = −(Zi +Wi + 1) < 0. (C.1.4b)

Then, we can draw all possible shapes of the function κi (ρi) versus ρi for different

cases, as depicted in Fig. C.1. From Fig. C.1, we can see that in spite of the sign of

the term Ci, there always exists a point εi ∈ [0, 1] such that κi (εi) = 0, κi (ρi) > 0
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Figure C.1: All possible shapes for the function κi (ρi) versus ρi for different cases.

for ρi < εi, and κi (ρi) < 0 for ρi > εi. This means that on its feasible domain, the

function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is increasing in ρi before the point εi and is decreasing in ρi

after the point εi. Then, according to Theorem C.1.1, we can claim that the utility

function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is quasi-concave in ρi.

In addition, it is easy to check that the feasible set Ai is compact and convex

and the utility function uAFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is continuous in ρρρ for any i ∈ N . Then, with

reference to Theorem 5.3.1, we can further claim that the formulated game GAF for

the pure AF network (i.e., all relays implement AF protocol) possesses at least one

NE.

For the formulated game GDF , it is straightforward to check that both γDFi,1 and

γDFi,2 are concave functions of ρi. Moreover, the minimum of two concave functions is

also concave, which means that the SINR γDFi is a concave function of the strategy

ρi. Since the function f (x) = log (1 + x) is concave and non-decreasing, we can

claim1 that the utility function uDFi (ρi, ρρρ−i) is concave (quasi-concave) in ρi. Thus,

according to Theorem 5.3.1, we can conclude that the formulated game GDF also

1The composite function h (x) = f (g (x)) is concave in x if f (x) is concave and non-decreasing,
and g (x) is concave [108].
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admits at least one NE. This completes the proof.

C.2 Proof of Lemma 5.3.1

According to the analysis in Appendix C.1, for a given power splitting profile ρρρ,

the expression of the parameter εi is actually the best response function of the ith

link. Moreover, εi is one solution of the following quadratic equation:

κi (εi) = Ci(εi)
2 − 2Diεi +Di = 0. (C.2.1)

According to the value of Ci, we divide the derivation for the expression of εi into

three cases:

(a) When Ci = 0: The equation in (C.2.1) is simplified as

−2Diεi +Di = 0. (C.2.2)

Thus, εi = 1/2 when Ci = 0.

(b) When Ci > 0: In this case, the quadratic equation in (C.2.1) possesses the

following two roots:

εi,1 =
Di +

√
(Di)

2 − CiDi

Ci
=

√
Di

(√
Di +

√
Di − Ci

)
Di − (Di − Ci)

=

√
Di√

Di −
√
Di − Ci

,

(C.2.3)

εi,2 =
Di −

√
(Di)

2 − CiDi

Ci
=

√
Di√

Di +
√
Di − Ci

. (C.2.4)

Since Ci > 0 and Di > Di − Ci > 0, we have εi,1 > 1 and 1
2
< εi,2 < 1. Thus, the

valid expression of εi when Ci > 0 is given by

εi = εi,2 =

√
Di√

Di +
√
Di − Ci

, (C.2.5)

because the feasible set of εi is [0, 1].

(c) When Ci < 0: In this case, we have Di−Ci > Di > 0. Thus, the roots εi,1 < 0
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and 0 < εi,2 <
1
2
. Hence, the valid expression of εi when Ci < 0 is the same with the

case when Ci > 0, i.e.,

εi = εi,2 =

√
Di√

Di +
√
Di − Ci

. (C.2.6)

Therefore, substituting the expressions of Ci and Di defined in (C.1.2) and setting

BAFi (ρρρ) = εi, we can obtain the desired result in (5.3.6) for the best response function

of the ith link in a pure AF network. This completes the proof.

C.3 Proof of Proposition 5.3.2

To prove this proposition, we need to show that the function BAF (ρρρ) for the

formulated game is standard. Firstly, based on the analysis in Appendix C.2, it is

easy to verify that the best response function satisfies the conditions in Definition

5.3.1 when (Xi + Yi) (Wi + 1) = Zi (i.e., Ci = 0). Thus, we only need to show the

function

BAFi (ρρρ) =

√
(Xi + Yi + 1) (Wi + 1)√

(Xi + Yi + 1) (Wi + 1) +
√
Zi +Wi + 1

(C.3.1)

also satisfies the three properties of the standard function for any i, which are proved

in the following:

(1) Positivity : According to the analysis in Appendix C.2, for any player i and

any strategy profile ρρρ, the best response function BAFi (ρρρ) is always larger than 0,

which guarantees the positivity of the function BAF (ρρρ).

(2) Monotonicity : Recall the definition of the terms Xi, Yi, Zi and Wi in (5.2.6).

We can see that only the term Wi is related to the strategy profile ρρρ. Suppose ρρρ

and ρρρ′ are two different strategy profiles and ρρρ ≥ ρρρ′. Then, the corresponding best
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response functions of any player i can be written as

BAFi (ρρρ) =

√
(Xi + Yi + 1) (Wi + 1)√

(Xi + Yi + 1) (Wi + 1) +
√
Zi +Wi + 1

, (C.3.2)

and

BAFi (ρρρ′) =

√
(Xi + Yi + 1) (W ′

i + 1)√
(Xi + Yi + 1) (W ′

i + 1) +
√
Zi +W ′

i + 1
, (C.3.3)

where W ′
i =

∑N
j=1,j 6=i ρ

′
jη
(∑N

n=1 Pn|gnj|
2
)
|hji|2/σ2.

After a careful comparison of (C.3.2) and (C.3.3), we can see that all the terms in

BAFi (ρρρ) and BAFi (ρρρ′) are the same except Wi and W ′
i . Hence, the inequity BAFi (ρρρ) ≥

BAFi (ρρρ′) holds if we can prove BAFi (Wi) ≥ BAFi (W ′
i ). Moreover, we have Wi ≥ W ′

i

since ρρρ ≥ ρρρ′. Thus, the proof of BAFi (ρρρ) ≥ BAFi (ρρρ′) is equivalent to proving that the

BAFi (Wi) is non-decreasing in Wi. To proceed, we re-write the best response function

BAFi (ρρρ) as

BAFi (ρρρ) =
1

1 +
√

Zi

(Xi+Yi+1)(Wi+1)
+ 1

Xi+Yi+1

. (C.3.4)

From (C.3.4), we can easily observe that BAFi (ρρρ) is increasing in Wi, which completes

the proof of monotonicity.

(3) Scalability : For any given α > 1, we have

αBAFi (ρρρ) =
α

1 +
√

Zi

(Xi+Yi+1)(Wi+1)
+ 1

Xi+Yi+1

=
1

1
α

+
√

Zi

α2(Xi+Yi+1)(Wi+1)
+ 1

α2(Xi+Yi+1)

>
1

1 +
√

Zi

(Xi+Yi+1)(αWi+1)
+ 1

(Xi+Yi+1)

= BAFi (αρρρ) ,

(C.3.5)

which proves that the best response function BAFi (ρρρ) meets the scalability property.

This completes the proof.
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C.4 Proof of Lemma 5.3.2

Let ρ∗i denote the best response of the ith link corresponding to a given power

splitting strategy profile ρρρ. That is, ρ∗i is the maximizer of uDFi (ρρρ). It can be easily

observed that γDFi,1 in (5.2.8) is monotonically decreasing in ρi, while γDFi,2 in (5.2.10)

is monotonically increasing in ρi. Thus, ρ∗i must satisfy the following condition:

γDFi,1 (ρ∗i ) = γDFi,2 (ρ∗i ) . (C.4.1)

Substituting the expression of γDFi,1 and γDFi,2 , we have

(1− ρ∗i )Xi

(1− ρ∗i )Yi + 1
=

ρ∗iZi
Wi + 1

. (C.4.2)

After rearranging (C.4.2), we obtain

YiZi(ρ
∗
i )

2 − [Xi (Wi + 1) + YiZi + Zi] ρ
∗
i +Xi (Wi + 1) = `i (ρ

∗
i ) = 0. (C.4.3)

Note that (C.4.3) is a quadratic equality of ρ∗i , denoted by `i (ρ
∗
i ) = 0. Thus, the

value of ρ∗i can be obtained by solving the quadratic equality in (C.4.3).

We note that

YiZi > 0, (C.4.4a)

`i (0) = Xi (Wi + 1) > 0, (C.4.4b)

`i (1) = −Zi < 0. (C.4.4c)

Based on (C.4.4), we can deduce that the quadratic equality `i (ρ
∗
i ) = 0 admits two

roots lying in (0, 1) and (1,+∞). Since the feasible set of the power splitting ratio

is [0, 1], the valid value of ρ∗i can only be the smaller root of the equality `i (ρ
∗
i ) = 0.
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Mathematically, we have,

ρ∗i = [(XiWi +Xi + YiZi + Zi)−√
(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)

2 + 4YiZ2
i

]
/ (2YiZi)

= BDFi (ρρρ) ,

(C.4.5)

which completes the proof.

C.5 Proof of Proposition 5.3.3

Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.3.2 in Appendix C.3, the proof of this proposi-

tion follows by showing that the function BBBDF (ρρρ) of the formulated game is standard.

In the following, we show that the function BBBDF (ρρρ) satisfies the three properties of

the standard function.

(1) Positivity : As shown in Appendix C.4, for any player i and any strategy profile

ρρρ, the best response function BDFi (ρρρ) is always larger than 0, which guarantees the

positivity of the function BBBDF (ρρρ).

(2) Monotonicity : Suppose ρρρ and ρρρ′ are two different strategy profiles and ρρρ ≥ ρρρ′.

Then, the corresponding best response functions of any player i can be written as

BDFi (ρρρ) = [(XiWi +Xi + YiZi + Zi)−√
(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)

2 + 4YiZ2
i

]
/ (2YiZi) ,

(C.5.1)

and

BDFi (ρρρ′) = [(XiW
′
i +Xi + YiZi + Zi)−√

(XiW ′
i +Xi − YiZi + Zi)

2 + 4YiZ2
i

]
/ (2YiZi) ,

(C.5.2)

where Xi, Yi, Zi, Wi are defined in (5.2.6), and

W ′
i =

∑N
j=1,j 6=i ρ

′
jη
(∑N

n=1 Pn|gnj|
2
)
|hji|2/σ2.

Analogous to the analyses in Appendix C.3, the proof of BDFi (ρρρ) ≥ BDFi (ρρρ′) is
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equivalent to proving that
∂BDF

i (Wi)

Wi
≥ 0. Expanding

∂BDF
i (Wi)

Wi
≥ 0, we have

∂BDFi (Wi)

Wi

=
Xi

2YiZi

1− XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi√
(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)

2 + 4YiZ2
i

 . (C.5.3)

Since the term Xi/(2YiZi) > 0 and the term in the square bracket of (C.5.3) is

always large than zero, we can claim that
∂BDF

i (Wi)

Wi
> 0, which completes the proof of

monotonicity.

(3) Scalability : For any α > 1, we define the function Fi (α,ρρρ) = αBDFi (ρρρ) −

BDFi (αρρρ). Then, the proof of the scalability is equivalent to proving that Fi (α,ρρρ) > 0

for any α > 1. Firstly, it is obvious that Fi (1, ρρρ) = 0. Thus, a sufficient condition

for Fi (α,ρρρ) > 0 is that Fi (α,ρρρ) is an increasing function of α, i.e., ∂Fi(α,ρρρ)
∂α

> 0. To

proceed, we first derive the first-order and second-order partial derivatives of Fi (α,ρρρ)

w.r.t α and obtain
∂Fi (α,ρρρ)

∂α
=

1

2YiZi
{Xi + YiZi + Zi

+
(αXiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)XiWi√

(αXiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)
2 + 4YiZi

2

−
√

(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)
2 + 4YiZ2

i

}
,

(C.5.4)

∂2Fi (α,ρρρ)

∂α2
=

2Zi(XiWi)
2[

(αXiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)
2 + 4YiZ2

i

]3/2 . (C.5.5)

From (C.5.5), we can see that ∂2Fi(α,ρρρ)
∂α2 is always larger than 0, which indicates that

∂Fi(α,ρρρ)
∂α

is increasing in α. Thus, a sufficient condition for Fi (α,ρρρ) > 0 can now be
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simplified as ∂Fi(α,ρρρ)
∂α

∣∣∣
α=1

> 0. Substituting α = 1 into (C.5.4), we get

∂Fi (α,ρρρ)

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=1

=
1

2YiZi
{Xi + YiZi + Zi

+
(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)XiWi√

(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)
2 + 4YiZ2

i

−
√

(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)
2 + 4YiZ2

i

}
.

(C.5.6)

To proceed, we derive the first-order derivative for the right-hand side of (C.5.6)

with respect to Wi. After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain

∂
(
∂Fi(α,ρρρ)

∂α

∣∣∣
α=1

)
/∂Wi =

2ZiWiX
2
i[

(XiWi +Xi − YiZi + Zi)
2 + 4YiZ2

i

]3/2 ,
which is shown to be always positive. Thus, ∂Fi(α,ρρρ)

∂α

∣∣∣
α=1

is an increasing function in

Wi. Since Wi > 0, we further have

∂Fi (α,ρρρ)

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=1

>
∂Fi (α,ρρρ)

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=1,Wi=0

=
1

2YiZi
{Xi + YiZi + Zi −

√
(Xi + YiZi + Zi)

2 − 4XiYiZi

}
> 0.

(C.5.7)

Therefore, we can claim that αBDFi (ρρρ) > BDFi (αρρρ), which completes the proof.
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